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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This Annual Report on Form 10-K contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934.  Forward-looking statements inherently are subject to risks and uncertainties, some of which we cannot predict or quantify.  Our actual results may differ
materially from the results projected in the forward-looking statements.  Factors that might cause such a difference include, but are not limited to, those discussed in “ITEM 1A
– Risk Factors” and “ITEM 7 — Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations.”  You generally can identify forward-looking
statements by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “believes,” “may,” “will,” “expects,” “intends,” “estimates,” “anticipates,” “plans,” “seeks,” or “continues,” or the
negative thereof or variations thereon or similar terminology.  Forward-looking statements also include the assumptions underlying or relating to any such statements.  Forward-
looking statements contained within this document represent a good-faith assessment of Vemics, Inc.’s future performance for which management believes there is a reasonable
basis.  Vemics, Inc. disclaims any obligation to update the forward-looking statements contained herein, except as may be required by law.

PART I

Item 1.  Business

OVERVIEW

Vemics, Inc. (the “Company”) builds portal-based, virtual work and learning environments primarily in healthcare and related industries that enable individuals and
organizations of any size to communicate, collaborate, work and learn at a distance as if everyone were in the same office or room.  Recently, we decided to focus our efforts on
solutions for the healthcare industry, primarily through our iMedicor web-based portal.  Our hosted solutions eliminate the need for companies, medical practices and individuals
to buy, integrate or maintain continually evolving collaborative technologies and provide a single point of access for online communication, collaboration and learning.  Our
solutions combine the best in standards-based productivity-enhancing tools with educational / informational content, adding real-time spontaneity, impact and face-to-face
interactivity to meetings, presentations or learning sessions.  We provide deep customer and technical support to ensure our customers get the most out of their solutions.  Our
technology teams have been creating on-line, leading edge solutions, centered on real-time communication, video, audio, data collaboration tools and content distribution
technologies delivered through on-line portals.  The team has been at the forefront of bringing people and information together in ways that maximize time, reduces cost and
eliminates distance.  Our solutions are fully hosted and managed and can be customized to fit specific needs.  Our solutions –

§  Provide services that are comprehensive and end-to-end
§  Are portal-based and require little or no capital investment for equipment or infrastructure
§  Support interactive real-time collaboration and learning
§  Are flexible, configurable and interoperable
§  Utilize and migrate with all available real-time communications and learning technologies
§  Include peripheral or adjunct productivity tools, services and support
§  Are highly mobile and affordable for medical practices of any size
§  Are convenient and extendable throughout the organization (EMRs, Hospitals, HMOs Etc)
§  Can be customized to align with current communication, learning and business needs

OUR TECHNOLOGY-BASED SOLUTION

Our current focus is the introduction of technology to the healthcare industry that will revolutionize the way the industry communicates.  Until Vemics introduced its iMedicor
portal on October 10, 2007, physicians and other healthcare professionals generally were unable to use the Internet as a communications tool except within the restrictions of
their individual Electronic Medical Records (“EMR”) systems.  Due to the stringent privacy regulations under Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of
1996 (“HIPAA”) in the United States, and similar privacy regulations in countries throughout the world, physicians were excluded from transferring medical records and images
of patients using Internet related communications systems.  In addition, the few EMR products that currently facilitate information exchange may be cost prohibitive for many
physician practices.

We believe that iMedicor is the first portal to couple a HIPAA-compliant personal health information exchange and a social/professional network.  Our Electronic Health Record
Transport portal technology gives physicians and other healthcare professionals the ability to transfer personal health information electronically in a method, which satisfies
federal HIPAA regulations in the U.S. and similar privacy regulations in targeted countries throughout the world.

Until the launch of iMedicor, federal regulations made it very difficult for records or images and discreet data to be transmitted using the Internet.  Standard email services that
most professional markets employ today are not HIPAA compliant and do not protect the privacy of individual patient records.  Absent our technology, the Internet failed as a
communications tool for healthcare organizations except for limited use through virtual private networks.  In addition to the information exchange capabilities, iMedicor offers
world-class educational content and a voice recognition driven documentation system.  We believe iMedicor  has set a precedent by opening up the Internet to physicians and
healthcare professionals to exchange personal health information within a HIPAA compliant environment freely.

Healthcare businesses and practitioners are finally looking seriously at the Internet as a way to simplify and accelerate the way they work, communicate and learn.  We have
observed a growing willingness to shift the ownership of business process and productivity solutions from the company or individual to service providers.  We attribute this to the
rise of social networking; the rapidly increasing demand for human interactivity regardless of time and distance; the demand for real-time information sharing; the current
explosion in affordable broadband and networks; and the acceptance of implementing mission critical software as a service.
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Finally, iMedicor is offering productivity tools and essential services to physicians who comprise a highly desirable demographic that is otherwise difficult to access.  iMedicor
is becoming a trusted source to this targeted market and has developed a non-intrusive manner to reach this audience.

Vemics sees two important opportunities that it can capitalize on now:

1.  To build a sought-after demographic of physicians, their associates and other healthcare workers that we leverage to generate revenue.  Vemics is the first provider of
fully collaborative, HIPAA compliant learning and productivity solutions to this healthcare professional demographic regardless of location or connectivity options,
creation of community and increase referral network, and provide access to certified educational programs.  Access to this demographic will have value to a number of
different industries.  Additionally, as the user base grows, so will revenues from various enhanced productivity tools within the portal.

2.  T o redefine the relationship between pharmaceutical companies and physicians.  Physicians are pushing back further and further from the pharmaceutical
representatives who visit their office each day.  Many have banned them all together.  Vemics’ newly acquired ClearLobby Pharmaceutical Communications Platform
technology will change the dynamic in the pharmaceutical company-physician relationship, giving control to the physician and allowing the physician to choose when
and what information is presented.  Pharmaceutical companies are billed transactionally based on messaging interactions, which means that when a physician clicks
on any type of content (message) which has been placed into iMedicor by a pharmaceutical company, then the pharmaceutical company is charged a fee for that
“click-through.”

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Merger with GNM Healthcare Consultants.

As previously reported on Form 8-K filed on August 1, 2008, on July 24, 2008, we entered into a binding letter of intent (the “Letter of Intent”) with GNM Healthcare Consulting
Group LLC, a New York limited liability company and all of its subsidiaries (“GNM”), whereby GNM would merge with a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company.  A
condition to the closing of the merger is receipt of a minimum of $10 million dollars of financing on or before the closing of the merger and the satisfactory completion of due
diligence by the Company and GNM.

Although the Letter of Intent has not terminated formally, GNM and Vemics have reevaluated the merger and based on current market conditions and the delay in closing on $10
million in financing, have mutually agreed to explore alternatives other than a merger to a continuing relationship between the two companies, including a potential joint venture
or strategic partnership.

Acquisition of Pharmaceutical Communications Platform Technology from ClearLobby, Inc.

On September 12, 2008, the Company entered into a Limited Asset Purchase Agreement with ClearLobby, Inc., a Delaware corporation, pursuant to which the Company agreed
to purchase trademarks, software, license agreements and other assets related to ClearLobby’s pharmaceutical communications platform technology.  The ClearLobby technology
will lead to an online service designed to change the dynamic between physicians and pharmaceutical companies by placing control of the relationship firmly in the hands of the
physician.  In consideration for the assets purchased under the Limited Asset Purchase Agreement, the Company paid $250,000, consisting of $10,000 in cash and $240,000 in
the form of an unsecured promissory note and 20,000 shares of restricted Common Stock.  

HISTORY AND BACKGROUND

Pursuant to a Share Exchange Agreement dated October 12, 2005, we issued an aggregate of 17,600,000 shares of Common Stock, representing approximately 80% of our
Common Stock immediately outstanding after the transaction, to the stockholders of Vemics, Inc., a Delaware corporation (“Vemics-Delaware”), in exchange for all of the
outstanding stock of Vemics-Delaware.  Thereafter, Vemics-Delaware became a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company, though for accounting purposes Vemics-Delaware
was deemed to have been the acquirer in a “reverse merger.”  In connection with the reverse merger, we changed our name from OMII, Inc. to Vemics, Inc.  

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

iMedicor - -- is a collaborative online portal designed for and by medical professionals to facilitate practice productivity and the rapid, secure exchange of education, information
and ideas in real-time.  The site is HIPAA compliant and represents a significant change in technology driven communication within the medical community.

iMedicor Integration Driver™ -- is newly integrated software that allows an iMedicor user to communicate, transmit records and images across any EMR system securely and
effectively.  The introduction of this feature in December 2007 has provided a unique low-cost solution to a significant hurdle that prevented widespread adoption of electronic
(Internet) communication.  Up to this point, EMR systems could not communicate electronically with any referring doctor, lab or test center outside the EMR network and remain
HIPAA compliant.  This feature creates the communication link.

iMedicor ClearLobby™ -- is a powerful pharmaceutical company-marketing platform that will allow physicians to communicate directly with their pharmaceutical company
certified sales representatives electronically.  ClearLobby is also a content delivery system that gets important drug marketing information in front of physicians far more
effectively than traditional pharmaceutical company direct marketing methods.
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iMedicor LiveAccess™ -- is a next–generation collaboration platform that delivers video, wideband audio and a full suite of web–collaboration tools in a single browser window
accessible from PCs or Laptops enabling organizations and individuals to work and learn "virtually" as if everyone were in the same room.

iMedicor NuScribe™ -- is a voice-recognition driven document creation and management system that enables physicians to create and manage patient medical records online
using the most advanced voice recognition technology available today.  NuScribe is HIPAA compliant and includes SureScripts® e-Prescribing tools.

iMedicor CME Education Solutions – is a service that delivers an unparalleled educational experience for physicians, administrators, nurses and other high-level healthcare
workers.  Our iMedicor continuing medical education (“CME”) solutions utilizes several of our technology platforms to offer distance-learning programs that are available from
any computer anywhere in the world.  The Education Solutions division is directly responsible for providing services to EP-Live On-Line, a joint venture between Vemics and
EP Global Communications, publishers of Exceptional Parent Magazine serving the special needs of people within the lifelong chronic disability segment of our
population.  This alliance has produced high quality CME programs delivered to doctors, nurse practitioners, administrators, occupational therapists and physical therapists,
parents and patients.  The CME programs produced and distributed through this alliance are sponsored by pharmaceutical companies and the U.S. Military.

Fulfilling a Market Demand

We believe that our proprietary technology platforms fulfill a deficiency within the healthcare information technology communication infrastructure in the U.S. and
beyond.  iMedicor offers a communications system that enables physicians to transmit electronic medical records and images in a HIPAA compliant environment directly or
through various EMR systems in a highly accessible and affordable fashion.  This single proprietary technology upgrades healthcare communication to Internet based speed,
efficiency and cost, something we all take for granted in our regular business activities.  Up until now, electronic Internet based communications have been elusive for doctors
and other high-level healthcare professionals.

The difficulties healthcare organizations have had integrating business process solutions are well documented.  Based on these difficulties there is finally a willingness to accept
that a new paradigm is needed for medical practices, hospitals, EMR companies and insurance companies to focus on core capabilities and outsource anything that gets in the
way of meeting outcome objectives.  Businesses and professionals that can take advantage of technology-based services and productivity-oriented solutions without having to
own the technology or the responsibility to adapt and maintain it will be able to provide a broader scope of targeted solutions to both internal and external constituencies.  Our
technology-based services help to maximize our customers’ ability to compete and provide increased service to their patients.

Portal members subscribing to upgrade services can participate in live, 2-way interactive programs and events via the portals’ video, voice and data collaboration
tools.  Participants can see, hear and interact with presenters, view a streamed version of the live presentation or access the session in archived form after the event.  The
iMedicor instructional design team is available to work with accredited CME providers to develop live programming and events.

Strategic Attributes of our Products and Services

Secure HIPAA Compliant Messaging and File Transfer  -- HIPAA guidelines preclude the use of regular email for transporting patient medical information creating unnecessary
delays in moving medical information and ideas.  iMedicor’s Messaging and File Transfer feature operates within a closed encrypted network that is accessible by participating
members only, providing complete security and the rapid exchange of personal health information—greatly accelerating the speed of healthcare communication and file / record
transfers.

Professional Community, Referrals and Consults -- Physicians and other medical professionals typically collaborate very little outside of their local circle of influence often due
to the challenges of identifying and building a database of trusted piers.  iMedicor makes it easy to identify, invite and collaborate with a constantly growing membership
base.  Members can review other member bios; read posted papers and articles, contribute and share information and ideas; consult; provide referrals and choose when and with
whom they wish to communicate.

Access to Certified CME and Non-CME Educational Resources -- iMedicor provides access to the best in online practice-relevant education and CME.  Portal members can
access traditional on-demand (asynchronous) programs and view live, streamed programming and video archives.

Pharmaceutical Company Content Delivery -- The iMedicor ClearLobby platform is a content management and delivery system that will allow pharmaceutical companies to post
pertinent content that is then accessed and reviewed by the physician.  Once the physician reviews the information they request a meeting, ask questions and order samples
directly from their representative - all through ClearLobby.  The sales representative then communicates directly with the physician to fulfill their requests.  This new electronic
exchange of information will make the use of the representative’s time far more effective and then empowers the physician in this very necessary relationship.  The platform is
not used in the place of pharmaceutical company representatives, but instead makes their interactions with physicians more frequent and more effective.
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BUSINESS OPERATIONS

Healthcare Services

For the past nine months, we have shifted most of our efforts and resources to the build-out and promotion of iMedicor, our collaborative online portal designed for and by
healthcare professionals to facilitate productivity.  iMedicor offers a rapid, secure exchange of education, information and ideas in real-time that is the cornerstone of our
Healthcare Services division.  On October 9, 2007, the Company announced the commercial launch of iMedicor.  iMedicor is the health industry's first free HIPAA compliant
personal health information exchange and secure messaging portal for physician collaboration and community.  iMedicor’s features include HIPPA compliant electronic transfer
of patient medical information, voice-recognition medical transcription, electronic medical records and image transfer and storage, simplified and secure communications
between pharmaceutical companies and physicians, and CME content, both live and static.  

We believe this combination of features addresses both existing educational needs for physicians and other healthcare providers and the ability to transfer personal health
information electronically in a method, which satisfies federal HIPPA regulations that proscribe the transmission of records via email.   Currently all aspects of iMedicor  are
offered free of charge to physicians and other healthcare providers using the portal.  The content sponsors pay for CME content, which users can access via the portal.  Once
consistent usage by a substantial user base is established, iMedicor will begin to charge for premium productivity tools bundled as a package through the portal.

Revenue will be derived from multiple sources within the portal:  Access to premium productivity tools including iMedicor NuScribe™ and iMedicor LiveAccess; the iMedicor
Integration Driver by charging monthly fees for two-way access between disparate EMR technologies; iMedicor ClearLobby by providing direct access to physicians by
pharmaceutical companies’ product information on a per-physician interaction basis; and production, distribution and archiving of Continuing Medical Education courses.  We
anticipate, however, that the principal revenue generated through iMedicor will be derived from profiled direct marketing and access to our user base in a non-intrusive manner
whether through advertisements, sponsorships or other marketing relationships.  We anticipate further that interested parties such as pharmaceutical companies, medical device
companies and other high-end retailers and service providers will be interested in accessing this highly sought after demographic of physicians and other healthcare
providers.  Additionally, we anticipate charging fees for premium services associated with the NuScribe™ voice recognition transcription service by November 2008 and
iMedicor Integration Driver connectivity fees by December 2008 for disparate Electronic Medical Records Systems (“EMR”) to transfer information to each other.

We have announced several new relationships in the last year focused on iMedicor, which we believe will both establish iMedicor’s position as the leader in collaborative
communications for healthcare professionals in the U.S. and increase the registration/user base of the portal:

·  Service Agreement with eRx Network (“eRx”) effective November 30, 2008.  eRx Network is a leading provider of third-party claims management and analysis
services, Medicare and Medicaid DME billing services, and electronic prescribing services to the retail pharmacy industry.  Our solutions provide our customers the
tools necessary for improving their profitability, efficiency and accuracy.  Through this agreement, eRx and iMedicor will mutually implement bi-directional
connectivity services between the eRx and iMedicor web portals to facilitate the exchange of prescription related data.  The term of this Agreement is three years from
the effective date with an automatic one-year renewal unless either party gives ninety day written notice prior to the initial term or any renewal term of intent not to
renew.

·  Service Agreement with Medlink effective December 27, 2007.  Medlink network offers discounted fees for major tests (CAT Scans, MRI, X-Rays Etc) to patients
with inadequate or no insurance administered directly through doctors’ offices.  Currently MedLink represents over 1900 freestanding medical images facilities, 500
neurologists and over 40,000 referring physicians.  We have executed an agreement that will allow Medlink to offer iMedicor to its network members to transport test
results from the imaging facilities directly to the referring doctor and primary care physicians.  The widespread adoption of iMedicor by MedLink providers will
improve healthcare communications by reducing the time it takes to receive test results from several days to several minutes.

·  Microsoft HealthVault Solution Provider Agreement between Vemics, Inc and Microsoft Corporation effective February 15, 2008.  Through this Agreement, Vemics’
iMedicor HIPAA compliant Electronic Health Record Transport portal will give HealthVault subscribers a user-friendly conduit for patient-physician communication
as well as expedited access to their medical records and images.  There are no direct fees associated with this Agreement.  The term of this agreement is one year from
the effective date and will automatically renew on each anniversary for successive one-year periods, unless either party terminates with 60 days written notice. 

 
·  Volume Purchase Agreement between Dell Marketing, LLC and Vemics, Inc. effective February 19, 2008.  The partnership with Dell opens the potential to create a

coalition of large companies centered on iMedicor who will sponsor free, electronic PHI (Personal Health Information) exchange to physicians in the U.S.  As we grow
our relationship with Dell, we anticipate that iMedicor will actively be marketed by Dell to its large client base.  There are no direct fees associated with this
agreement.  The term of this agreement is three years and will automatically renew on each anniversary for successive one-year periods, unless either party terminates
by providing the other with 90 days prior written notice.

·  Strategic Alliance with Ameriplan.  Under this alliance, iMedicor will provide a group page within the iMedicor web portal for Ameriplan member physicians,
dentists and chiropractors to participate in blogs, forums and other areas of interest, as well as full access to all other iMedicor services and Ameriplan will deliver to
iMedicor its list of physicians, dentists, chiropractors and other healthcare workers. There are no direct fees associated with this agreement.  The term of this
agreement is three years from effective date with an automatic one-year renewal unless either party gives ninety day written notice prior to the initial term or any
renewal term of intent not to renew.

·  Strategic Alliance with the American Academy of Family Physicians (“AAFP”).  The AAFP along with the American National Standards Institute (“ANSI”) has
created the Continuity of Care Record (“CCR”) standard for widespread personal health information exchange.  The CCR is an XML file that contains information
regarding the patient’s demographic, health insurance, medication, diagnosis and health plan information.  To date, 22 leading medical associations including the
American Medical Association (“AMA”) back the CCR standard, which associations represent and have access to most practicing physicians in the U.S.  They have
rallied the support of 70 different electronic medical record (EMR) vendors.  We believe the CCR standard has yet to catch on with the physician population because
the only providers that have the ability to carry a CCR file are several private networks that charge a substantial fee per EMR message sent.  We approached the AAFP
regarding a partnership that would make CCR standard more affordable and accessible to physicians.  iMedicor in conjunction with the AAFP will offer a free network
for the exchange of CCR files.  We are currently engaged in an exclusive launch with e-MDs, a well-respected EMR vendor based in Austin, TX.  After the launch
concludes in November 2008, the AAFP will be promoting our service to all of the EMR vendors as well.
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Education and Training

During 2007 – 2008, our focus in the Education Division had been threefold:

·  The delivery of CME courses to the medical community in the U.S.  The demand for CME continues to grow nationally, and our preparedness to provide this service
has grown as well.  This year, we have either delivered or contracted to deliver CME courses for a major U.S. university, the U.S. military and several pharmaceutical
company sponsors.

 
·  The licensing or our productivity tools to state education departments in the U.S.  The state of Pennsylvania is our first customer in this effort.  We intend to initiate a

sales campaign to increase our state education department customer base.
 

·  The launch of our Global Business English (GBE) and Advanced English programs primarily in Russia. While we have multiple agreements in Russia with
organizations, that could provide significant growth and success in this sector, due to the shift in our focus to building out iMedicor, we have not had the internal
resources to be as aggressive in building the growth of the GBE program.  We are currently reviewing our options in this area and are considering the possibility of
licensing to or joint venturing with another company focused in the language education space that has the resources to grow our GBE and Advanced English
programs.  There are no formal negotiations at this time.

 
We are currently in the process of transferring all CME and healthcare related activities from the Education Division to the Healthcare Services division.  We may reorganize the
Education Division by transferring the remaining functions of that division to one of our Education-related strategic partners.  We have no firm plans as of the date of this
Report.
 
SALES AND MARKETING

iMedicor Marketing

Our marketing strategy consists of building our brand by creating a company and product presence in the healthcare industry as well as at conferences and events in order to raise
visibility within that industry.  We intend to conduct product demonstrations and consult with potential customers such as physicians, pharmaceutical companies, via trade
shows, national medical association meetings, trade print advertising.  We also are developing programs to expand iMedicor user base through viral growth through invitations
by existing users to their colleagues to communicate through the iMedicor portal.  Since February 2008, our primary focus has been on the promotion of iMedicor and the
development of brand awareness within our targeted markets and developing the revenue streams associated with iMedicor.

We seek in the coming year to accelerate our efforts to build a loyal user audience within our portal, thereby increasing the average time per day that a physician or practice uses
our suite of productivity and communications tools as a normal part of running a healthcare organization.  Further, we seek to enhance the product palette with the features
demanded by actual users and provide online surveys using our services to better understand physicians’ needs, habits and behaviors and offer that intelligence to our revenue
generating clients.

The initial user-base of iMedicor has been built and expanded through our numerous strategic alliances.  Further expansion will be facilitated through viral growth.  Through its
user-base, iMedicor has the ability to market any number of different products and services.  Thus, a sales team will be deployed to market the iMedicor technology service to
organizations such as pharmaceutical companies and medical device manufacturers.  Advertising sales for iMedicor will be handled through third- party organizations.  iMedicor
will also make available product specific educational programs paid for initially by pharmaceutical companies and medical device companies.  We believe iMedicor represents a
direct path to physicians in an effective, opt in, non-intrusive method.

Pharmaceutical Company Marketing

We believe that the pharmaceutical marketing landscape has changed dramatically over the last ten years for the worse due to the overall negative perspective that the
pharmaceutical companies’ sales and marketing methods are too aggressive and result in conflicts of interest.  We believe pharmaceutical companies are now actively looking for
new platforms to gain access to physicians that differentiate them from the common perception.  Pharmaceutical company representatives get less and less time in front of
physicians, and physicians grow exceedingly impatient with the overly aggressive tactics and constant flow of representatives visiting their offices on a daily basis.  Although the
relationship creates frustration amongst physicians, the information that the pharmaceutical companies are trying to deliver is very important to the proper prescribing of the
drugs themselves.  In addition, the Pharma Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) imposed a moratorium that requires pharmaceutical companies to educate
physicians for a full six months before the drug is available for prescribing.

Vemics is making in-roads to PhRMA members to ensure that our newly acquired ClearLobby technology is consistent with the marketing values agreed to by each of its
member companies.  In the near future, we anticipate that the ClearLobby technology will provide a content management and delivery system that allows pharmaceutical
companies to post pertinent content that is then accessed and reviewed by the physician.  Once the physician reviews the information, ClearLobby will enable physicians to
request a meeting, ask questions and order samples directly from their representative.  The representative then would communicate directly with the physician to fulfill their
requests.  This new electronic exchange of information makes the use of the representative’s time more effective.  The platform is not used in the place of pharmaceutical
company representatives, but instead makes their interactions with physicians more frequent and more effective.

We anticipate marketing ClearLobby to our own user base as well as to clients of our various strategic partners.  Vemics will not deploy a direct sales force to handle the program
recruiting itself.  Marketing will be prevalent in both iMedicor and our strategic partners, thereby leveraging our partners’ existing sales personnel, relationships and operations to
further the goals of all participants without increasing costs.

At the start, we intend to hire pharmaceutical company consultants to pitch their current and potential clients with enhanced iMedicor offerings.  Ultimately, we anticipate hiring
sales representatives with a deep seeded knowledge of the healthcare and or pharmaceutical industries.  These consultants and sales reps will be tasked with attracting and
bringing into our portals larger healthcare organizations such as hospitals and clinics and maintaining the relationships with these organizations to minimize attrition.
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COMPETITION

The Company experiences competition from a variety of sources with respect to virtually all of its products and services.  The Company knows of no single entity that competes
with it across the full range of its products and systems.  The lines of business in which the Company is engaged are highly competitive.  Competition in the markets served is
based on a number of considerations, which may include price, technology, applications experience, know-how, reputation, service and distribution.  While we believe we offer a
unique combination of products and services to the healthcare industry, such as personal health information exchange, CME, pharmaceutical marketing and medical
transcription, a number of competitors offer one or more similar products and services in one or more of our niche markets.

In the Medical Portal/Secure File Transfer market, we are aware of four competitors, Kryptiq, Medem, Medseek, SafteySend (which offer EMR file transfer services on a per
message sent basis).  In the collaboration market, we are aware of several competitors, WebEx, PolyCom, Tandberg, Adobe (Macromedia), Microsoft (MS Office Live Meeting)
as well as a broad variety of service bureaus that provide access to various conferencing and collaboration technologies.  In the CME market, there are many competitors such as
CME producers, medical societies and medical schools.  In the content market, we are aware of the following competitors, Doctors Guide, PubMed, WebMD Health, Excerpta
Medica and Ovid.

Vemics believes that it differentiates itself technologically from its competitors in the CME market by focusing on the dynamics of live in-person learning sessions by combining
high quality video conferencing video streaming, archiving and a full suite of data and web conferencing tools into one seamless service.  Vemics is responding to the need to
reach greater numbers of participants in either classroom or meeting sessions.  In response, Vemics has integrated the ability to video stream and provides on-line archiving of its
sessions to an unlimited number of one-way participants.
 
The experience of Vemics’ senior management team brings together a unique mix of distance education, video and web conferencing technologies, asynchronous and
synchronous learning designs, business service providers network services, corporate training, marketing, new product development and introduction, sales and operations and
management experienced in the public markets.  Further, Vemics believes that it has additional competitive advantages such as that, to our knowledge, no competitor currently
delivers comprehensive customer centric solutions that feature the delivery of live fully interactive programming.  By combining proprietary and readily available technologies in
innovative customer centric products and services, we provide customers the solutions they want now.  As a result, we eliminate the need for them to subscribe to expensive,
secure networks or purchase products that only solve part of the problem or may become obsolete or incompatible with future products.

In addition, no competitors provide the breadth of technologies that can be applied to a totally integrated customer solution taking educational programming to high-speed mobile
phones, smart-phones, and Internet enabled PDAs worldwide.  We believe that the ClearLobby technology has the ability to change the relationship between the physician, the
pharmaceutical representative and the pharmaceutical company by placing control in the hands of the physician and making the interactions far more effective and less costly to
all parties.  We also believe that professional portal solutions will follow consumer portal success and stimulate viral membership growth creating additional and expanding
markets for Vemics.

 EMPLOYEES

On September 29, 2008, the Company had 20 full-time employees and 2 part-time employees.  We believe our relations with our employees are good.

Item 1A.  Risk Factors

Our business is difficult to evaluate because we have a limited operating history.

Though our predecessor entity, E & M Management, was formed in 1992, Vemics-Delaware, our current operating business, was incorporated later on July 17, 2001.  Because of
our limited history as a healthcare portal, we do not have significant historical financial information on which to base planned revenues and operating expenses.  We expect to
experience fluctuations in future operating results that may be caused by many factors, including:
 

·  our ability to achieve significant sales for our products and services;
·  the cost of technology, software and other costs associated with production and distribution;
·  the size and rate of growth of the market for Internet products and online content and services;
·  the potential introduction by others of products that are competitive with our products;
·  the unpredictable nature of online businesses and e-commerce in general; and
·  the general economic conditions in the U.S. and worldwide.

 
In view of the foregoing, our results of operations and projections of future operating results are not necessarily meaningful and should not be relied upon as an indication of
future performance.
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We require substantial additional capital to continue as a going concern which if not obtained could result in a need to curtail or cease operations.

We require substantial additional funding to meet our future operating and capital expenditure requirements.  To execute on our business plan successfully, we will need to raise
additional money in the future.  The exact amount of funds raised, if any, will determine how aggressively we can grow and what additional projects we will be able to
undertake.  No assurance can be given that our current private placement will be successful or that even the minimum offering amount will be raised.  Thereafter, there is no
assurance we will be able to raise additional capital, when needed or at all, or that such capital, if available, will be on terms acceptable to us.  If we are not able to raise additional
capital, our business will likely suffer.

Our financial statements are prepared assuming we are a going concern.  The accompanying financial statements do not include any adjustments that might result
from being unable to raise the necessary additional capital.

Our consolidated financial statements have been prepared assuming that we will continue as a going concern.  At June 30, 2007, we had cash and cash equivalents of $505,668, a
working capital deficit of $2,159,158 and an accumulated deficit of $15,059,767.  At June 30, 2008, we had cash and cash equivalents of $202,836, a working capital deficit of
$4,673,844 and an accumulated deficit of $21,520,657.  The foregoing factors, among others, raise doubt as to our ability to continue as a going concern.  In the past, we have
raised capital in private placements, but continue to sustain losses and negative operating cash flows.  We believe that our current available capital as of September 29, 2008,
coupled with verbal commitments for bridge financing as needed from a current investor would enable us to continue as a going concern through February 1, 2009.  Anticipated
revenues along with a potential equity raise from the current private placement could enable us to continue our current operations through at least June 30, 2009, if we are able to
restructure portions of our short-term debt.  Subsequent to July 1, 2009, our inability to obtain needed funding would have a material adverse effect on our operations and our
ability to achieve profitability.  If we fail to generate increased revenues or fail to sell additional securities, you may lose all or a substantial portion of your investment.

Our success will be limited if we are unable to attract, retain and motivate highly skilled personnel. 

Our future success also will depend on our ability to attract, retain and motivate highly skilled engineering, community management, healthcare and pharmaceutical sales and
other key personnel.  Competition for such personnel is, at times, intense in the Internet industry, and we may be unable to successfully attract, integrate or retain sufficiently
qualified personnel.  In addition, our ability to generate revenues relates directly to our personnel in terms of both numbers and expertise of the personnel we have available to
work on the projects.  Moreover, competition for qualified employees may require us to increase our cash or equity compensation, which may have an adverse effect on
earnings.
 
We may make strategic acquisitions or investments, which involves numerous risks, including the risk that we might pay too much for an acquisition or investment,
that any transaction could distract management and that the failure to successfully integrated an acquired business could harm us and our stock price.

As part of our strategy to expand our services and revenues, we have acquired, and may acquire, or make investments in businesses, joint ventures, technologies, services or
products we view as complementary.  Identifying suitable acquisition or investment candidates at reasonable prices or on reasonable terms may be difficult, and the failure to do
so could harm our growth strategy.  If we do acquire a company or make other types of acquisitions, we could have difficulty integrating the acquired services, personnel or
technologies.  These difficulties could disrupt our ongoing business, distract our management and employees and increase our expenses.  As a result, the failure to consummate
potential acquisitions or investments or to integrate them into the business properly could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and operating results.

Any system failure or slow down could significantly harm our reputation and damage our business.

System failures would harm our reputation and reduce our attractiveness to clients.  Our ability to attract potential clients will depend significantly on the performance of our
network infrastructure.  In addition, a key element of our strategy is to perform services for clients to increase their usage of our services.  Usage of our online services could
strain the capacity of our infrastructure, resulting in a slowing or outage of services and reduced traffic to clients’ web sites.  We may be unable to improve our technical
infrastructure in relation to increased usage of our services.  In addition, the users of the systems we deploy for our clients depend on Internet service providers, online service
providers and other web site operators for access to our web sites.  Many of these providers and operators have also experienced significant outages in the past, and they could
experience outages, delays and other difficulties due to system failures unrelated to our systems.  We may provide some of our clients with a service level agreement guarantee
based on the size of the client and the amount of the business generated with our Company.  This guarantee could result in financial penalties to us that could have a material
adverse effect on our business, financial condition and operating results.

We depend on third-party software to deliver specified aspects of our services. If we are required to update or replace the software, it could result in increased costs or
delays in production.

Our products and services have a significant reliance on third-party software.  If software purchased from third parties to perform aspects of our services does not function
properly or is not updated, or the contractual relationships were to end, we would need to purchase new software from other third-party providers or develop replacement
software on our own.  Even though the third-party software we currently use would likely be replaceable through other third-party providers or developed internally, doing so
would likely require increases in operating expenses and could cause a disruption in our business.  This could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition
and operating results.
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We compete in a highly competitive market and many of our competitors have greater financial resources and established relationships with major corporate
customers.

Our future profitability depends on our ability to compete successfully by continuing to differentiate our products and services from the products and services of our
competitors.  If one or more of our competitors begins to offer integrated, Internet-based, HIPAA compliant healthcare information collaboration solutions on a competitive
basis, there may be a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition or operating results.  We believe that our ability to compete successfully depends on a number
of factors:

·  our ability to produce products that are superior in quality to that of our competitors and get those products and services to market first;
·  our ability to deliver our products and services at a price that remains competitive with that of our competitors;
·  our ability to respond promptly and effectively to the challenges of technological change, evolving standards, and our competitors’ innovations;
·  our ability to timely deliver our products to consumers;
·  the scope of our products and services and the rate at which we and our competitors introduce them;
·  customer service and satisfaction; and
·  industry and general economic trends.

The establishment of our brand is important to our future success.

Establishing and maintaining our iMedicor brand name and recognition is critical for attracting and expanding our client base.  The promotion and enhancement of our name
depends on the effectiveness of our marketing and advertising efforts and on our success in continuing to provide high-quality services, neither of which can be assured.  If our
brand marketing efforts are unsuccessful, our business could fail.

Our business could suffer if we are unable to protect our intellectual property rights or are liable for infringing the intellectual property rights of others.

We regard our copyrights, trademarks, trade dress, trade secrets and similar intellectual property as critical to our success, and we rely upon trademark and copyright law, trade
secret protection, and confidentiality and license agreements with our employees, strategic partners, and others to protect our proprietary rights, which can have only limited
effectiveness.  The development of the Internet has also increased the ease with which third parties can distribute our copyrighted material without our authorization.

We have filed for registration of our material trademarks in the U.S. and, based upon anticipated use, may do so in certain other countries.  We may not be entitled to the benefits
of such registration for an extended period to the cost and delay in effecting such registration.  In addition, effective trademark, copyright and trade secret protection may not be
available in every country in which our products are available.  We expect that we may license, in the future, elements of our trademarks, trade dress and similar proprietary
rights to third parties.  Further, we may be subject to claims in the ordinary course of our business, including claims of alleged infringement of the trademarks, copyrights and
other intellectual property rights of third parties by us and our licensees.

Other parties may assert claims of infringement of intellectual property or other proprietary rights against us.  Even meritless claims could require us to expend significant
financial and managerial resources.  Furthermore, if claims like this were successful, we might be required to change our trademarks, alter our content or pay financial damages,
any of which could substantially increase our operating expenses.  We also may be required to obtain licenses from others to refine, develop, market and deliver new
services.  We may be unable to obtain any needed license on commercially reasonable terms or at all, and rights granted under any licenses may not be valid and enforceable.  In
the future we could be subject to legal proceedings and claims from time to time in the ordinary course of our business, including claims of alleged infringement of trademarks
and other intellectual property rights of third parties by us and our licensees.  Any such claims could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and
operating results.
 
We may be exposed to liability for publishing or distributing content over the Internet. 

We may be subject to claims relating to content that is published on or downloaded from our website or the websites we operate for our clients.  We also could be subject to
liability for content that is accessible from our website through links to other websites.  For example, as part of our service, we publish content for distribution to our customers
that is provided to us by our content providers.  It would not be feasible for us to check the accuracy and copyright status of all of the content we distribute.  Accordingly, it is
possible that our content could, on one or more occasions, be incomplete or contain inaccuracies or infringe upon a copyright.  Further, we cannot completely control breaches of
privacy policies, warranties, or other claims that may be made by third parties.

Although we carry general liability, multimedia liability and errors and omissions insurance, our insurance may not cover potential claims of this type or may not be adequate to
cover all costs incurred in defense of potential claims or to indemnify us for all liability that may be imposed.  In addition, any claims like this, with or without merit, could have
a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and operating results.
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The disclosure or misuse of data we collect could harm our business. 

If third parties were able to penetrate our network security or otherwise misappropriate our users’ personal information, we might be subject to liability.  These could include
claims for impersonation or other similar fraud claims.  In addition, we currently use personal information we collect about the users of the services we provide to clients for
internal information and to share with those clients to determine how to improve our services, applications and features, and to provide clients with feedback.  These practices are
limited by each client’s privacy policies.  We could be subject to liability claims by clients’ users for misuses of personal information by the clients, such as for unauthorized
marketing purposes.  In addition, the Federal Trade Commission has previously investigated various Internet companies regarding their use of personal information.  We could
incur additional expenses if new regulations regarding the use of personal information are introduced or if our privacy practices are investigated.  This could have a material
adverse effect on our business, financial condition and operating results.

Under HIPAA, we face potential liability related to the privacy of health information we obtain.
 
Most health care providers from which we may obtain patient information are subject to privacy regulations promulgated under the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996, or HIPAA.  Although we are not directly regulated by HIPAA, we could face substantial criminal penalties if we knowingly receive individually
identifiable health information from a health care provider that has not satisfied HIPAA’s disclosure standards.  Further, we may face civil liability if our HIPAA compliant
system fails to satisfy its disclosure standards.  Claims that we have violated individuals’ privacy rights or breached our contractual obligations, even if we are not found liable,
could be expensive and time-consuming to defend and could result in adverse publicity that could harm our business.
 
Regulatory changes concerning the sponsorship of CME and the application of HIPAA guidelines could adversely affect our business.

The CME industry is regulated and the regulations that govern the delivery of CME and interpretations of HIPAA guidelines and other restrictions placed on physicians in
transferring and sharing patient information are subject to change.  Current federal regulations allow CME to be sponsored by pharmaceutical companies and other for profit
companies as long as there is no direct promotion of the companies, their products or services.  If these regulations were to change significantly and become more restrictive, such
changes could limit the ability to procure sponsored programming for the iMedicor portal, thereby reducing both a revenue stream for the Company and limit the development of
new features, which would otherwise attract more users.

We believe that we have met the HIPAA requirements currently in effect that are applicable to our internal operations and our clients.  However, if we are unable to deliver
applications solutions that achieve or maintain compliance with the applicable HIPAA rules in effect, or as they may be modified or implemented in the future, then clients may
move business to applications solutions providers whose systems are, or will be, HIPAA compliant.  As a result, our business could suffer.

Our business will not succeed if we are unable to keep pace with rapid technological changes.

Our services and products are impacted by rapidly changing technology, evolving industry standards, emerging competition and frequent new use, software and other product
introductions.  There can be no assurance that we can successfully identify new business opportunities or develop and bring new services or products to market in a timely and
cost-effective manner, or that our services, products or technologies developed by others will not render our services or products noncompetitive or obsolete.  In addition, there
can be no assurance that our services, products or enhancements will achieve or sustain market acceptance or be able to address compatibility, interoperability or other issues
raised by technological changes or new industry standards.

If we suffer system failures or overloading of computer systems, our business and prospects could be harmed.  The success of our online offerings is highly dependent on the
efficient and uninterrupted operation of our computer and communications hardware systems.  Fire, floods, earthquakes, power fluctuations, telecommunications failures,
hardware “crashes,” software failures caused by “bugs” or other causes, and similar events could damage or cause interruptions in our systems.  Computer viruses, electronic
break-ins or other similar disruptive problems could also adversely affect our websites.  If our systems, or the systems of any of the websites on which we advertise or with which
we have material marketing agreements, are affected by any of these occurrences, our business, results of operations and financial condition could be materially and adversely
affected.

We presently carry insurance policies that cover losses that may occur due to any failures or interruptions in our systems.  We do not presently have any secondary “off-site”
systems or a formal disaster recovery plan.  In addition, our users depend on Internet service providers and other Internet site operators for access to our websites.  Many Internet
service providers have experienced significant outages in the past, and could experience outages, delays and other difficulties due to system failures unrelated to our systems.  If
we experience any of these problems, and if our insurance did not cover the costs of such occurrences, our business, results of operations and financial condition could be
materially and adversely affected.
 
Regulatory developments in the future related to the Internet create a legal uncertainty; such developments could material harm our business.

We are not currently subject to direct regulation by any government agency, other than regulations applicable to businesses generally, and there are currently few laws or
regulations directly applicable to access to or commerce on the Internet.  However, it is possible that a number of laws and regulations will be adopted with respect to the Internet,
covering issues such as user privacy, pricing, characteristics, e-mail marketing and quality of products and services.  Such laws and regulations could dampen the growth in use of
the Internet generally and decrease the acceptance of the Internet as a communications and commercial medium, and could thereby have a material adverse effect on our
business, results of operations and financial condition.
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We are dependent on our management and employees.

We are dependent on the services of our executive officers and key employees.  As of September 29, 2008, we had 22 employees, four of whom are executive officers.  We
currently maintain key-man life insurance policies on Fred Zolla and Brian Howell, both executive officers of the Company, in the amounts of $3,000,000 and $2,000,000,
respectively.  There can be no assurance, however, that we can obtain executives of comparable expertise and commitment in the event of death, or that our business would not
suffer material adverse effects notwithstanding coverage by key-man insurance, the result of the death, disability or voluntary departure of any such executive officer.  Further,
the loss of the services of any one or more of these employees could have a materially adverse effect on our business and our financial condition.  In addition, we will also need
to attract and retain other highly skilled technical and managerial personnel for whom competition is intense.  If we are unable to do so, our business, results of operations and
financial condition could be materially adversely affected.

We will be required to issue more shares of Common Stock upon the exercise of outstanding warrants, the conversions of outstanding convertible notes or as part of
raising additional capital, resulting in dilution of our existing stockholders. 

The exercise of outstanding warrants or conversions of outstanding convertible notes would result in substantial numbers of additional shares being issued, which will dilute
existing stockholders’ potential ownership interests and may cause our stock price to decline.  As of September 29, 2008, we have issued warrants to purchase an aggregate of
approximately 13,315,086 shares of Common Stock with exercise prices ranging from $0.005 to $3.00, convertible notes in aggregate principal amount of $270,000 that are
convertible at the Company’s option into 1,198,433 shares of Common Stock, and a convertible note in the aggregate principal amount of $502,206 convertible at the holder’s
option into 8,370,106 shares of Common Stock (based on the average closing price for the ten trading days preceding conversion, which for this purpose we have assumed a
September 29, 2008 conversion date).  If exercised or converted, these securities will dilute existing stockholders’ percentage ownership of Common Stock.  Unlike the Common
Stock, those securities provide for anti-dilution protection upon the occurrence of stock splits, redemptions, mergers, reclassifications, reorganizations and other similar corporate
transactions.  In addition, certain of our securities provide anti-dilution protection in the event we issue securities subsequently at a price that is less than such previously issued
securities.

If one or more of these events occurs, the number of shares of Common Stock that may be acquired upon conversion or exercise would increase.  Accordingly, if Vemics were to
engage in a financing transaction involving the issuance of our Common Stock (or securities convertible into our Common Stock) following conversion of some of all of the
convertible notes, Vemics may be required to provide the holders that had previously converted the opportunity to maintain their percentage ownership interest in Vemics.  The
convertible notes do not specify the manner in which such anti-dilution protection is to be implemented.  Vemics believes its obligations under the notes would be fulfilled by
offering converting note holders the right to participate, on a pro rata basis, in any financing transaction occurring within 24 months after conversion on the same terms and at the
same price as other investors.

During the terms of the warrants, the holders thereof are given an opportunity to benefit from a rise in the market price of the common stock, with a resultant dilution of the
interests of existing stockholders.  The existence of these warrants could make it more difficult for us to obtain additional financing while such securities are outstanding.

We have incurred increased compliance costs because of becoming a reporting company.

In April 2008, we became a Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) reporting company.  Before this time, we had no history operating as a reporting company.  The
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (“Exchange Act”), the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (“Sarbanes-Oxley Act”) along with a variety of related rules implemented by
the SEC, have required changes in corporate governance practices and procedures including at our Company.  We are required to file periodic and current reports, proxy
statements and other information with the SEC and we must adopt policies regarding disclosure controls and procedures and regularly evaluate those controls and
procedures.  As a reporting company, we have and will continue to incur significant additional legal, accounting and other expenses in connection with our public disclosure and
other obligations.  Our management has also been engaged in the compliance and reporting process, which includes in part assisting executive officers, directors and, to a limited
extent, stockholders, with matters related to insider trading and beneficial ownership reporting.  In the future, we will be required to establish, evaluate and report on our internal
controls over financial reporting and to have our registered independent public accounting firm issue an attestation as to such reports.
 
We have incurred, and expect to continue to incur, increased general and administrative expenses as a reporting company.  We also believe that compliance with the myriad rules
and regulations applicable to reporting companies and related compliance issues will divert time and attention of management away from operating and growing our
business.  Being a public company also increases the risk of exposure to class action stockholder lawsuits and SEC enforcement actions, and increases the expense to obtain
appropriate director and officer liability insurance on acceptable or even reduced policy limits and coverage.  As a result, we may find it more difficult to attract and retain
qualified persons to serve on our board of directors or as executive officers.

Our Common Stock is subject to the SEC’s penny stock rules; broker-dealers may have trouble in completing customer transactions and trading activity in our
securities may be adversely affected.

A penny stock is generally defined under the Exchange Act as any equity security other than a security that: (i) is an national market system stock listed on a “grandfathered”
national securities exchange, (ii) is a national market system stock listed on a national securities exchange or an automated quotation system sponsored by a registered national
securities association that satisfies certain minimum quantitative listing standards, (iii) has a transaction price of five dollars or more, or (iv) is a security whose issuer has met
certain net tangible assets or average revenues, among other exemptions.  Our Common Stock is not currently traded on a national securities exchange or quotation system
sponsored by a national securities exchange and our price as reported on the Pink Sheets, LLC, is currently less than five dollars.

In accordance with the rules governing penny stocks, broker-dealers participating in transactions in low-priced securities must first deliver a risk disclosure document that
describes the risks associated with such stocks, the broker-dealers’ duties in selling the stock, the customer’s rights and remedies and certain market and other
information.  Furthermore, the broker-dealer must make a suitability determination approving the customer for low-priced stock transactions based on the customer’s financial
situation, investment experience and objectives.  Broker-dealers must also disclose these restrictions in writing to the customer, as well as obtain specific written consent from
the customer and provide monthly account statements to the customer.

The effect of these restrictions may decrease the willingness of broker-dealers to make a market in our Common Stock, decrease liquidity of our Common Stock and increase
transaction costs for sales and purchases of our Common Stock as compared to other securities.  Broker-dealers may find it difficult to effect customer transactions in our
Common Stock and trading activity in our Common Stock may be adversely affected.  As a result, the market price of our Common Stock may be depressed and stockholders
may find it more difficult to sell their shares of Common Stock.
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If we fail to maintain an effective system of internal control over financial reporting and disclosure controls and procedures, we may be unable to accurately report our
financial results and comply with the reporting requirements under the Exchange Act.

Pursuant to Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (“Section 404”), we will be required, beginning with our annual report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2009,
to include in our annual reports on Form 10-K, our management’s report on internal control over financial reporting and at a future date the registered public accounting firm’s
attestation report on our management’s assessment of our internal control over financial reporting.  We intend to prepare an internal plan of action for compliance with the
requirements of Section 404.  As a result, we cannot guarantee that we will not have any “significant deficiencies” or “material weaknesses” within our processes.  Indeed, our
auditor has alerted to us to several material weaknesses each of which are set forth in “Item 9A - Controls and Procedures” in this Form 10-K.  Compliance with the requirements
of Section 404 is expected to be expensive and time-consuming.  If we fail to complete this evaluation in a timely manner, we could be subject to regulatory scrutiny and a loss of
public confidence in our internal control over financial reporting.  In addition, any failure to establish an effective system of disclosure controls and procedures could cause our
current and potential stockholders and customers to lose confidence in our financial reporting and disclosure required under the Exchange Act, which could adversely affect our
business.

We are controlled by our principal stockholders and management.  Other stockholders have limited ability to influence our operations or to receive a premium for
their securities through a change in control.

Our executive officers, directors and principal stockholders and their affiliates own approximately 65.37% of the outstanding shares of Common Stock as of September 29, 2008
(prior to the closing of the current private placement).  These parties effectively control the Company, direct its affairs and have significant influence in the election of directors
and approval of significant corporate transactions.  The interests of these stockholders may conflict with those of other stockholders.  This concentration of ownership may also
delay, defer or prevent a change in control of us and some transactions may be more difficult or impossible without the support of these stockholders.

Our Common Stock has a very limited trading market.

Our Common Stock is traded on the over-the-counter Pink Sheets, LLC electronic quotation service, an inter-dealer quotation system that provides significantly less liquidity
than the NASDAQ stock market or any other national securities exchange.  In addition, trading in our Common Stock has historically been extremely limited.  This limited
trading adversely affects the liquidity of our Common Stock, not only in terms of the number of shares that can be bought and sold at a given price, but also through delays in the
timing of transactions and reduction in security analysts’ and the media’s coverage of us.  As a result, there could be a larger spread between the bid and ask prices of our
Common Stock and you may not be able to sell shares of our Common Stock when or at prices you desire.  We will seek to have our Common Stock quoted on the OTC Bulletin
Board (“OTCBB”) in the near future, though there can be no assurance that we will be successful in doing so.
 
We do not intend to pay dividends on our Common Stock.

We currently intend to retain any future earnings to fund growth and, therefore, do not expect to pay any dividends to our stockholders in the near future.

Our bylaws provide for our indemnification of our officers and directors.
 
Our bylaws require that we indemnify and hold harmless our officers and directors, to the fullest extent permitted by law, from certain claims, liabilities and expenses under
certain circumstances and subject to certain limitations and the provisions of Nevada law.  Under Nevada law, a corporation may indemnify any person who was or is a party or
is threatened to be made a party to any threatened, pending or completed action, suit or proceeding, whether civil, criminal, administrative or investigative (other than an action
by or in the right of the corporation) by reason of the fact that he is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation, against expenses, attorneys fees, judgments,
fines and amounts paid in settlement, actually and reasonably incurred by him in connection with an action, suit or proceeding if the person acted in good faith and in a manner
reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best interests of the corporation.

Item 2.  Properties

Vemics’ principal office space is located in Nanuet, New York, which office is provided by our President and CEO, Fred H. Zolla.  Vemics reimburses Fred Zolla approximately
$4,500 annually for the office space that he provides to us pursuant to an oral agreement.

Our Healthcare Services operations are located in at 3600 Bee Caves Road, Suite 216, Austin, Texas 78746, pursuant to a written Lease Agreement between Cheryl Ogle and
NuScribe, dated March 10, 2006.  The term of the lease is 36 months beginning April 1, 2006 with a current lease payment of $3,434.81 per month plus a proportionate share of
the operating expenses for the building.  The President of NuScribe, Tom C. Dorsett, signed a personal guaranty under this Lease Agreement, which covers six months worth of
rental payment in the event of our default.

In addition, several of our employees work from home offices throughout the U.S.  We have no ownership interest or formal lease arrangements with such properties.  Our
website lists the home offices of (i) the Company’s chief technology officer, Brian Howell, 247 Green St, Marblehead, MA 01945; and (ii) a consultant of the Company, John
Walber, whose title is Director of Instructional Design, 403 Vernon Rd, Jenkintown, PA 19046.  We believe these existing facilities are in good condition and are adequate for
our current needs.

We do not have a formal investment policy and we have not invested in real estate, real estate mortgages or securities of, or interest in, persons primarily engaged in real estate
activities and have no current intention to do so in the future.
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Item 3.  Legal Proceedings
 
We are, from time to time, involved in various lawsuits generally incidental to our business operations.  In the opinion of management, the ultimate resolution of these matters, if
any, will not have a significant effect on the financial position, operations or cash flows of the Company.  Currently, the Company is involved in the following ongoing matters.
 
Vemics, Inc. and Fred Zolla v. Louis Meade, Jr., Dorothy Valenti, Michael Jesse, Ron Francesco, Vito Petruzzella, Dennis O’Brien, Ed Pedicine, Conrad Nowicki,
and Joseph Talarico, Case No. 1:06-cv-8716, U.S. District Court, Southern District of New York, commenced October 11, 2006.

In this action, Vemics asserts claims against all of the defendants for declaratory judgment, breach of contract and tortuous interference with business relationship, and, in
addition, against defendant Louis Meade, Jr. for defamation of Vemics and its CEO, Fred Zolla.  Vemics alleges that the defendants, led by defendant Meade, asserted a host of
unfounded allegations of fraudulent misrepresentation and breach of contract against Vemics and Mr. Zolla to coerce Vemics to repay certain note obligations on a schedule
faster than that required by the notes and wrongfully place defendants in a position ahead of other similarly situated noteholders.  Vemics further alleges that the defendants'
threats and harassment have materially interfered with several lucrative business transactions Vemics negotiated and have defamed Vemics and Mr. Zolla.  Vemics seeks
damages of a minimum of $2.5 million plus punitive damages, attorneys' fees and costs because of defendants' breach of contract, tortuous interference with business relationship
and defamation of Vemics and Mr. Zolla.  Defendants filed a counterclaim against Vemics and Mr. Zolla, alleging violations of Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-
5, violations of Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act by Mr. Zolla, fraudulent inducement, breach of contract, breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and unjust
enrichment.  Defendants’ counterclaim also sought a declaration from the court that Vemics and Mr. Zolla breached their contractual obligations to defendants and as a result,
defendants were no longer obligated to perform the remainder of their obligations under the notes, and that defendants could accelerate repayment of their notes.  Vemics and Mr.
Zolla denied defendants’ allegations, believe the claims are without merit and have actively defended against the counterclaim.

The parties to this action reached agreement to resolve the entire case, including defendants’ counterclaim, and Vemics presented a written settlement agreement to the
defendants.  While Vemics was waiting for the defendants’ signatures on and performance under the settlement agreement, the defendants, on January 23, 2008, filed with the
Court a “Motion to Enforce the Settlement Agreement” even though they had not signed or performed under the settlement agreement.  The motion has been fully briefed by the
parties and is awaiting a ruling by the Court. 

Glowpoint, Inc v. Vemics, Inc., Index No. 106433-07, N.Y. Superior Court, commenced May 1, 2007.

On May 11, 2007, Glowpoint, Inc. filed a complaint against Vemics in the Supreme Court of the State of New York, County of New York for breach of contract and seeking to
recover $312,346 plus interest and attorneys fees.  Vemics timely answered the complaint on July 5, 2007, denying that it is liable to Glowpoint for such amount, and is
vigorously defending such claims.  The parties have engaged in some written discovery and are continuing to discuss the basis for a potential settlement.

LearningStation.com, Inc. v. E-Learning Desktop Venture, Inc. and Vemics, Inc., Claim No. 02-8KQ-W4P, American Arbitration Association, International Centre
for Dispute Resolution, commenced April 3, 2008.

In this arbitration, LearningStation.com alleges that Vemics, when it acquired certain assets of E-Learning Desktop Venture, Inc. (“ELD”) pursuant to an Asset Purchase
Agreement, agreed to assume and pay certain amounts due to LearningStation.com pursuant to a Delivery Agreement and loan between LearningStation.com and
ELD.  LearningStation.com’s Demand for Arbitration seeks $76,236.00 plus interest, attorneys’ fees, cost and expenses.  On May 30, 2008, Vemics filed a cross-claim against
ELD, claiming that ELD materially breached the Asset Purchase Agreement by failing to pay the allegedly outstanding sums to LearningStation.com prior to closing under the
Asset Purchase Agreement.  Vemics also cross-claimed against ELD for indemnification and/or contribution, asserting that ELD is obligated to provide a defense for Vemics
against the claims asserted by LearningStation.com in the arbitration, and to indemnify and hold harmless Vemics for any and all amounts for which Vemics may be found liable
to LearningStation.com at the conclusion of the arbitration.  Additionally, Vemics asserted a counterclaim for conversion against LearningStation.com, claiming that
LearningStation.com negotiated a $15,000 payment that accompanied an offer of settlement from Vemics, even though LearningStation.com never agreed to Vemics’ proposed
settlement terms.

On June 3, 2008, LearningStation.com amended its demand for arbitration to include alternative claims against Vemics for fraud, negligent misrepresentation and unjust
enrichment.  ELD has yet to appear in the arbitration, which has been proceeding in ELD’s absence.  Vemics and LearningStation.com have selected a neutral arbitrator, and a
pre-hearing conference call occurred on September 26, 2008 to set forth the schedule for the proceedings.  The hearing in this matter is expected to take place in December 2008.

Item 4.   Submission of Matters to a Vote of Security Holders

No matters were submitted for a vote to our security holders during the fourth quarter of our fiscal year ended June 30, 2008.
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PART II

Item 5.    Market for Registrants Common Equity, Related Stockholder
Matters and Issuer Purchase of Equities Securities

 
Our Common Stock is quoted over-the-counter on the Pink Sheets, LLC (www.pinksheets.com) electronic quotation service for OTC securities under the trading symbol
“VMCI,” but is not quoted on the OTC Bulletin Board (“OTCBB”) or NASDAQ, nor listed on any national or regional securities exchange.  We intend to have a market maker
file a Form 211 with the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) to permit our Common Stock to be quoted on the OTCBB shortly after this Report is filed.

The following table sets forth the range of the high and low bid quotations for our Common Stock for the periods shown, as furnished by the over-the-counter market.  
 
  Common Stock  
  Low Bid   High Bid  
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2008       

First Quarter
Second Quarterarch 31, 2008  $ 0.27  $ 0.30 
Second Quarter  $ 0.09  $ 0.32 
Third Quarter
Fourth Q  $ 0.04  $ 0.26 
Fourth Quarter  $ 0.04  $ 0.18 

Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2007         
First Quarter
Second Quarterarch 31, 2008  $ 0.80  $ 1.35 
Second Quarter  $ 0.11  $ 0.95 
Third Quarter
Fourth Q  $ 0.19  $ 0.45 
Fourth Quarter  $ 0.25  $ 0.42 

The SEC has adopted regulations, which generally define “penny stock” to be any equity security that has a market price less than $5.00 per share or an exercise price of less
than $5.00 per share, subject to certain exceptions.  Our common stock is currently a “penny stock” as defined in the Exchange Act.  As a result, an investor may find it more
difficult to dispose of or obtain accurate price quotations.  In addition, the “penny stock” rules adopted by the SEC subject the sale of the shares of the common stock to certain
regulations which impose sales practice requirements on broker-dealers such as requiring that they provide their customers with documentation of the risks of investing in such
securities before effecting the transaction, along with:

o  The bid and offer price quotes for the penny stock,
o  The number of shares to which the quoted prices apply,
o  The brokerage firm’s compensation for the trade, and
o  The compensation received by the brokerages firm’s salesperson for the trade.

In addition, the brokerage firm must send to the investor monthly account statement that gives an estimate of the value of each penny stock in the investor’s account, and a
written statement of the investor’s financial situation and investment goals.  These disclosure and other requirements may have the effect of reducing the level of trading activity
in the secondary market for the stock that is subject to these penny stock rules.  Consequently, these penny stock rules may affect the ability of broker-dealers to trade our
securities.  The penny stock rules may discourage investor interest in and limit the marketability of our Common Stock.

Holders of our Common Stock

According to our transfer agent, Pacific Stock Transfer, as of September 29, 2008, there were 155 record holders of shares of our Common Stock and additional stockholders
held shares in street name.
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Dividends

Vemics has not paid any cash dividends to date and does not anticipate or contemplate paying dividends in the near future.  It is our present intention to utilize all available funds
for the development of our business.

Securities Authorized for Issuance under Equity Compensation Plans

Information for our equity compensation plans in effect as of June 30, 2008 is as follows (amounts in thousands, except per share amounts):

  (a)  (b)  (c)

Plan Category  

Number of Securities
to be Issued Upon

Exercise of
Outstanding Options,
Warrants and Rights  

Weighted-average
Exercise Price of

Outstanding Options,
Warrants and Rights  

Number of Securities
Remaining Available for
Future Issuance Under
Equity Compensation

Plans (Excluding
Securities Reflected in

Column (a))
Equity compensation plans approved by security
holders  0   0  0

Equity compensation plans not approved by security
holders  0   0  0

       
Total  0   0  0

On June 6, 2007, our stockholders approved the Vemics, Inc. 2007 Equity Compensation Plan (the “Equity Plan”), which is designed to provide employees, non-employee
directors, consultants and advisors with the opportunity to receive grants of stock options and stock awards.  The purpose of the Equity Plan is to give participants an ownership
interest in our Company, and to create an incentive to contribute to our economic success.  The Equity Plan authorizes the issuance of incentive stock options, nonqualified stock
options and other stock based awards.  As of June 30, 2008, there were 6,300,000 shares of Common Stock authorized under the Equity Plan and no options to purchase shares of
Common Stock had been granted under the Equity Plan.

As previously reported on Form 8-K filed on August 20, 2008, on July 29, 2008, the Company’s Board of Directors approved an amendment of the Equity Plan to increase the
number of shares of Common Stock underlying the Equity Plan from 6,300,000 to 17,000,000.  On August 14, 2008, the Company granted stock options to purchase up to
16,469,467 shares of Common Stock to employees, directors and service providers, each with an exercise price of $0.07 per share.   Of the options granted, options to purchase
9,300,000 shares of the Common Stock were granted to the following Company’s executive officers and directors, however, upon further reflection in an attempt to preserve
shareholder equity, these officers and directors voluntarily decided to reject these grants at this time.
 
Recent Sales of Unregistered Securities

During the six months ended June 30, 2008, we sold 6,733,332 shares of Common Stock for an aggregate purchase price of $808,000 ($0.12 per share) to certain unaffiliated
investors in private placement transactions.  We have used and will continue to use the proceeds net of associated costs for general working capital purposes.

The foregoing purchases and sales were exempt from registration under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, pursuant to Section 4(2) thereof, on the basis that the transactions
did not involve a public offering.  The facts we relied upon to claim the exemption include: (i) the purchasers represented that they purchased shares from the Company for
investment and not with a view to distribution to the public; (ii) each certificate issued for unregistered securities contains a legend stating that the securities have not been
registered under the Securities Act and setting forth the restrictions on the transferability and the sale of the securities; (iii) the purchasers represented that they were accredited
investors and sophisticated and were familiar with our business activities; and (iv) the purchasers were given full and complete access to any corporate information requested by
them.

On August 14, 2008, we granted stock options under the Vemics, Inc. 2007 Equity Compensation Plan to purchase up to 7,169,467 shares of Common Stock to employees,
directors and service providers, each with an exercise price of $0.07 per share, the previous day’s closing price of the Common Stock on the Pink Sheets, LLC, as provided in the
plan.  We intend to file a Registration Statement on Form S-8 to register the sale of the underlying common stock upon exercise of such options.

We intend to raise a minimum of $2,500,000 and a maximum of $10,000,000 through the sale of preferred stock and warrants to accredited investors.  We intend to apply the
proceeds of this private placement, if any, for salaries, technical infrastructure, marketing, research and development, debt repayment and working capital.  The private placement
consists of units of the Company’s preferred stock coupled with warrants to purchase shares of Common Stock with a purchase price of $250,000 per unit (the “Units”).  Each
warrant is exercisable at a price per share of $0.20.  Marketing efforts for the Units are anticipated to continue into the second quarter of fiscal 2009.  No Units have been issued
as of the date hereof.

This description does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities.  The securities sold in the private placement have not been registered
under the Securities Act or any state securities laws and may not be offered or sold in the United States absent registration or an applicable exemption from registration
requirements under the Securities Act or applicable state securities laws.
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Item 7.    Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

This section and other parts of this Form 10-K contain forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties.  Forward-looking statements can also be identified by
words such as ‘‘may’’, ‘‘will’’, ‘‘should’’, ‘‘expects’’, ‘‘plans’’, ‘‘anticipates’’, ‘‘believes’’, ‘‘estimates’’, ‘‘potential’’ or ‘‘continue’’ and similar terms.  Forward-looking
statements are not guarantees of future performance and the Company’s actual results may differ significantly from the results discussed in the forward-looking
statements.  Factors that might cause such differences include, but are not limited to, those discussed in the subsection entitled ‘‘Risks Factors’’ below.  The following discussion
should be read in conjunction with the consolidated financial statements and notes thereto included in Item 8 of this Form 10-K.  All information presented herein is based on
the Company’s fiscal calendar.  The Company assumes no obligation to revise or update any forward-looking statements for any reason, except as required by law.

Overview

We are a leading provider of portal-based, virtual work and learning environments that enable organizations of any size to communicate, work and learn at a distance as if
everyone were in the same room.  Our hosted, service solutions eliminate the need for companies to buy, integrate or maintain continually evolving collaborative technologies
and provide a single point of access for online communication, collaboration and learning.  

Our primary focus shifted with our acquisition of iMedicor, which we acquired in connection with the acquisition of NuScribe, Inc. on October 17, 2006.  Currently, our efforts
are concentrated on providing secure, on-line communications, collaboration, learning and productivity solutions to healthcare and related markets.  We supply organizations of
all sizes with subscription-based access to fully collaborative, real-time productivity tools that accelerate the flow of information and education to a rapidly dispersing and highly
mobile global workforce.  Secondarily, we plan to provide direct access to physicians by pharmaceutical companies, circumventing the pharmaceutical companies need for costly
and only moderately effective sales forces.

By June 30, 2008, individual registrations within iMedicor exceeded our pre-launch projections by more than 200%.  Currently iMedicor is a free service for all users as we build
a customer base; however, we expect to begin generating revenues from various components within iMedicor, including the redesigned NuScribe Voice Recognition Application,
direct pharmaceutical company to physician marketing and product dissemination and inter—EMR communications, sometime in the third quarter, beginning January 1, 2009.

Our sales in other areas remained flat for the year ended June 30, 2008 from 2007, as most of our internal efforts have been devoted to establishing new relationships with
companies like eRx, Medlink, Microsoft and Dell, which we believe will be driving forces in significantly increasing the iMedicor user base and ultimately drive increased
revenues to the Company.

Our proposed plan includes charging pharmaceutical companies an initial set up fee of $250,000 to upload all product specific programs, in all formats.  The initial fee will cover
the set up costs and the first 2,500 qualified "click throughs" (i.e., a qualified click through is a physician or physicians trusted source, downloading any information available on
specific products inside iMedicor).  Once the 2,500 click throughs are exhausted, iMedicor will charge $50.00 per additional click through.

Our iMedicor and LiveAccess solutions are focused on education, collaboration, training.  We offer our services through two separate divisions, Education and Training and
Healthcare Services.

The Company anticipates having five sources of income –

·  In the near term, we expect to generate our primary source of revenue through offering a secure and non-invasive online communications and information delivery tool
for the dissemination of product-specific information provided by pharmaceutical companies to physicians.

 
·  The second source of revenue will be derived through our iMedicor Integration Driver, allowing physicians and hospitals using different, incompatible  EMR systems

to exchange patient information for a monthly fee of between $25 and $35 per user.
 

·  Providing premium services through iMedicor, such as NuScribe™ and LiveAccess™ for a monthly fee of $99 per user represents the third source of revenue.
 

·  Production, distribution and archiving of sponsored and pay per view CME courses will provide the fourth revenue source.
 

·  Lastly, we expect to generate significant revenues from direct marketing to our iMedicor user-base on an “opt in” unobtrusive level from companies who have a
desire to reach this particular demographic.  This last source of revenue, while ultimately expected to be a primary revenue stream, will take longer to develop and may
not generate any significant revenues in the near future.  We will also provide consulting help desk and instructional design services to customers and will bill as
consultation and other services are rendered.

As of June 30, 2008, we require approximately $200,000 to $270,000 per month to fund our operations.  This amount may increase as we expand our sales and marketing efforts
and continue to develop new products and services; however, if we do not raise additional capital in the near future we will have to curtail our spending and downsize our
operations.  Our cash needs are primarily attributable to funding sales and marketing efforts, strengthening technical and helpdesk support, expanding our development
capabilities, satisfying existing obligations and building administrative infrastructure, including costs and professional fees associated with being a public company. 

We are currently seeking up to $10,000,000 in capital through a private placement of preferred stock.  The exact amount of funds raised, if any, will determine how aggressively
we can grow and what additional projects we will be able to undertake.  No assurance can be given that we will be able to raise additional capital, when needed or at all, or that
such capital, if available, will be on terms acceptable to us.  If we are unable to raise additional capital in the current private offering, we could be required to substantially reduce
operations, terminate certain products or services or pursue exit strategies.
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Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates

Our discussion and analysis of financial condition and results of operations are based upon the condensed financial statements, which have been prepared in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles as recognized in the U.S.  The preparation of these financial statements requires that we make estimates and judgments that affect the
reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenue and expenses, and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities.  Our estimates include those related to revenue recognition, the
valuation of inventory, and valuation of deferred tax assets and liabilities, useful lives of intangible assets and accruals.  We base our estimates on historical experience and on
various other assumptions that management believes to be reasonable under the circumstances.  Actual results may differ from these estimates under different assumptions or
conditions.

Impairment of Long-Lived Assets

We review long-lived assets, such as property and equipment, and purchased intangibles subject to amortization, for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances
indicate that the carrying amount of an asset may not be recoverable, in accordance with Statement of financial Accounting Standards (“SFAS”) No. 144, Accounting for the
Impairment for Disposal of Long-Lived Assets.  Recoverability of assets to be held and used is measured by a comparison of the carrying amount of an asset to estimated
undiscounted future cash flows expected to be generated by the asset.  If the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its estimated future cash flows, an impairment charge is
recognized by the amount of the asset exceeds the fair value of the asset.

Fair Value of Financial Instruments

Management believes that the carrying amounts of the Company’s financial instruments, including cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, accounts payable, and accrued
liabilities approximate fair value due to the short-term nature of these instruments.  The carrying amount of the Company’s long-term debt also approximates fair value, based on
market quote values (where applicable) or discounted cash flow analyses.

Income Taxes

We account for income taxes under SFAS No. 109, which requires the asset and liability approach to accounting for income taxes.  Under this method, deferred tax assets and
liabilities are measured based on differences between financial reporting and tax bases of assets and liabilities measured using enacted tax rates and laws that are expected to be
in effect when differences are expected to reverse.  Valuation allowances are established when it is necessary to reduce deferred income tax assets to the amount, if any, expected
to be realized in future years.

Net earnings (loss) per share

Basic and diluted net loss per share information is presented under the requirements of SFAS No. 128, Earnings per Share.  Basic net loss per share is computed by dividing net
loss by the weighted average number of shares of common stock outstanding for the period, less shares subject to repurchase.  Diluted net loss per share reflects the potential
dilution of securities by adding other common stock equivalents, including stock options, shares subject to repurchase, warrants and convertible notes in the weighted-average
number of common shares outstanding for a period, if dilutive.  All potentially dilutive securities have been excluded from the computation, as their effect is anti-dilutive.

Use of Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the
reported amounts of assets, liabilities and disclosures at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenue and expenses during the reporting
periods.  Actual results could differ from those estimates.
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Revenue Recognition
 
The Company’s current sources of income are:

·  Annual contracts for licensing of technology paid either monthly, quarterly or once annually in advance.  If paid annually the revenue is recognized in two
parts:  Support which is recognized 70% at the time of receipt of funds and the balance is recognized at 1/12th per month; for the licensing aspect of the
contract revenue is recognized at 1/12th per month, with the remaining balances being recorded in deferred income.  If paid quarterly the recognition is the
same, with 1/3 of licensing revenue being recognized each month.

 
·  Sponsored CME programs – These programs are paid in advance with costs associated with the development of the program being recognized immediately

as revenue and the balance recognized when the program (or programs) is delivered..

The Company anticipates having four additional sources of income in the future:
 

·  iMedicor Premium Services (NuScribe and Live Access) billed monthly in advance and paid via credit card at a rate of $99 per user.  This revenue will be
recognized immediately on payment.

 
·  iMedicor Integration Driver – billed at $35 per user by the users EMR company.  20% of monthly fee per user is revenue share to the EMR company with

80% paid to Vemics.  Amounts batched and paid in arrears by each EMR company once per month.  This revenue will be recognized immediately of
receipt of payment

 
·  iMedicor ClearLobby – This will revenue will be contractual and will initially consist of a flat fee per participating Pharmaceutical company of between

$100,000 and $250,000 per year for posting their chosen content on the iMedicor site.  Based on upfront fee, a guarantee of x views of pharmaceutical
content where x = $50 divided by the upfront amount paid.  All views after the pre-paid number of views has been met will be billed monthly in arrears at
$50 per view.  Revenue for the initial payment will be recognized on receipt of the payment.  Additional revenues generated from fees associated with
views beyond the pre-paid amount will be recognized on a monthly basis.

 
·  Click through advertising.  No formal structure for this revenue stream has been created yet as it is still in the planning stage, however for non-

pharmaceutical  related click through advertising we are anticipating a $5 - $10 per click on an opt-in advertising basis, which will be recognized monthly
in arrears.

 
Results of Operations

Year Ended June 30, 2008 Compared to Year Ended June 30, 2007

The following table sets forth for the periods indicated the percentage of total revenues represented by certain items reflected in our statements of operations:
 
  Year Ended June 30  
  Audited  
  2008  %   2007  %  
Net Sales and Revenues   588,691   100   941,756   100 
Cost of Services   183,767   31.2   399,267   42.3 
Gross Profit   404,924   68.8   542,489   58.7 
                 
Operational General and Administrative Expenses   6,080,727   86.8   4,928,470   97.4 
Depreciation and amortization   1,288,620   18.4   71,885   1.4 
Bad debt expenses   41,961   *   59,528   0.2 
Total Expenses   7,411,308   100   5,059,883   100 
Loss before other income (expense)   7,006,114       4,517,394     
*           Less than 0.1%
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Revenues

Our revenues for the year ended June 30, 2008 decreased by 37% to $588,691 from $941,756 in 2007, due largely to a decrease in sales of the NuScribe Voice Recognition
Appliance and Application.  The decrease in NuScribe sales was anticipated because we are redesigning this component for bundling as an online application within the iMedicor
portal.  During the redesign period, sales efforts of the stand-alone voice recognition engine decreased significantly, and we redirected our sales team, which had been engaged in
NuScribe sales, to building a user base of physicians and medical/healthcare professionals within the iMedicor portal.

Cost of Services

Cost of services as a percentage of revenues was 31% for the year ended June 30, 2008 as compared to 42% for 2007.  Decrease in cost of services as a percentage of revenue is
attributed to the decrease in sales of the NuScribe Appliance, which entailed licensing and hardware fees associated with each sale and are booked as cost of sales.  With the
decrease in sales of the appliance, there was a subsequent percentage decrease in cost of sales.  Going forward we expect cost of services to remain in the same area,
approximately 35% of revenues based on current projections.  Our current projections show the largest costs of services will be revenue sharing, maintenance of underlying
hardware supporting our portals and commissions.

Operational, General and Administrative Expenses

Operational, general and administrative expenses increased to $6,080,727 in the year ended June 30, 2008 from $4,928,470, or 23.4%.  This increase is largely attributable to an
increase in shares issued for fees and services related to certain loans and loan guarantees.  Payroll and related taxes costs decreased in 2008, as did consulting, commissions and
travel expenses as the Company consolidated its workforce to focus most of our efforts on the iMedicor build-out and to conserve available cash.  We expect these costs to
increase significantly with the expansion of services; however, our ability to support these increased costs will be determined primarily by our success in raising additional
capital and the successful increase in revenues in fiscal year 2009.

Sales and marketing efforts in Russia of our GBE product slowed significantly, as we deliberately shifted our focus on the exploration of a joint venture with a partner more
suited to marketing this product.  This attributed to approximately 10 – 12% of our total reduction in costs for the year.  We are currently searching for a suitable joint venture
partner.  Further, have focused, during this time, on our efforts in the Healthcare market.

Depreciation and Amortization

Depreciation and amortization expenses increased for the year ended June 30, 2008 to $1,288,620 from $71,886.  This is entirely attributed to the allocation of the purchase price
of NuScribe and its iMedicor website to a technology asset and the subsequent amortization of that asset.  We have capitalized all acquisition costs associated with the acquisition
of NuScribe Inc.  In addition, we have elected to capitalize all related development costs associated with its completion.  We launched iMedicor in late October 2007 and we have
begun to amortize its cost on a straight-line basis over 60 months.

Loss from Operations

Income (loss) from operations, before extraordinary item, for the year ended June 30, 2008 totaled ($7,062,091) or approximately 1,199% of net revenue compared to (4,672,466)
or approximately 514% of net revenue for 2007.  The decrease in income from operations for the year ended June 30, 2008 was primarily due to our focus on the continued
development of iMedicor and on the increase of the iMedicor portal’s user base.  Further, during 2008 we suspended sales of the NuScribe Voice appliance, as it is redeveloped
into an online application which we anticipate offering as a paid service within the iMedicor portal in the future.  The increase in losses from operations is additionally attributed
to two other factors:  the amortization of the iMedicor technology asset, which increased our depreciation, and amortization by approximately 1,789% from the previous year,
and; the increase in stock issued for fees and services, related specifically to certain loans and loan guarantees, which increased by approximately 295% over the previous year.  It
should be noted that an extraordinary income item of $650,000, the net result of a litigation that the Company was involved in which was resolved during the 2008 fiscal year,
decreased our net loss by approximately 9.8%, however this event is considered outside the course of normal operations.

Liquidity and Capital

Cash and cash equivalents were $212,566 at June 30, 2008 compared to $505,668 at June 30, 2007.

Net cash used by operating activities was $2,267,147 for the year-end June 30, 2008 as compared to cash used by operating activities of $3,382,262 for the year-end June 30,
2008.  The decrease is due primarily to the consolidation of operations during the course of the year to conserve available cash.

Net cash used by investing activities was $167,789 for the year-end June 30, 2008 as compared to cash used by investing activities of $126,424 for the year-end June 30, 2007,
and was primarily due to capitalization of technology development costs.

Net cash provided by financing activities was $2,141,834for the year-end June 30, 2008 as compared to net cash used by financing activities of $3,571,035 for the year-end June
30, 2007 decreased primarily due to a decrease in sale of Common Stock although it was almost offset by funding from loans for $1,577,500.  Because of the above our cash
decreased by $293,102.
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In connection with our recent acquisition of a pharmaceutical communications platform technology from ClearLobby, we entered into a $240,000 Promissory Note as partial
consideration under the Limited Asset Purchase Agreement.  The Promissory Note bears no interest and is payable in twelve monthly installments of $20,000 beginning on
January 31, 2009 and each succeeding month-end thereafter until the Promissory Note is paid in full on December 30, 2009.  The repayment terms shall be accelerated if the
Company receives $10 million or more in investment funds in its current private placement (as described herein) or any subsequent offering.  If the Company raises $5 million or
more but less than $10 million while the Promissory Note is outstanding, the Company shall accelerate the payment of 50% of the amount outstanding under the Promissory
Note at such time the Company received such investment funds and then continue repayment under the original repayment schedule.

Due to our cash position in early January 2008, we deferred some of our salary obligations to our employees and consultants.  At that time, we informed our employees and
consultants of the salary deferral and gave each the option of remaining with the Company on a deferred salary basis or being terminated.  We also released some of the
consultants who were not essential to our core focus in the healthcare division.  Of the employees and consultants who were not released, all continue to work with us.  As of the
date of this filing, the Company has eliminated all salary arrearages for its employees.  We hope to cure the arrearages with respect to the independent consultants and former
employees in the near future.  There is no guarantee that it will be able to do so however.

We continue to operate at a loss and are projected to do so until late in 2008 or early fiscal 2009.  The Company is reliant, therefore, on raising capital through equity investments
and/or debt instruments to maintain operations.  The Company is actively engaging in fundraising efforts to increase its current level of operations.  From July 1, 2006 through
December 31, 2007, we raised approximately $3,637,000 from accredited investors.  In addition, from February 22, 2008 through June 2008, 2008, we issued 6,733,335 shares
of Common Stock through a private offering to accredited investors through which we raised approximately $808,000.  Notwithstanding the receipt of this additional capital, the
Company requires significant additional capital to cover its current overhead as well as to satisfy existing obligations.

Subsequent to the reporting period, in July of 2008, we issued 14,166,667 shares of common stock through a private offering to accredited investors, which raised
$1,700,000.  13,333,333 of these shares are entitled to broad-based, weighted average anti-dilution protection until the earlier of the consummation of (i) a merger or
consolidation of the Company with another corporation our shareholders, immediately prior to the merger or consolidation, will not beneficially own, immediately after the
merger or consolidation, shares entitling such shareholders to more than 51% of all votes to which all shareholders of the surviving corporation would be entitled in the election
of directors (without consideration of the rights of any class of stock to elect directors by a separate class vote), (ii) a sale or other disposition of all or substantially all of our
assets, or (iii) a debt or equity raise in one or more series of transactions of at least $3 million (the “Expiration Date”).  Under the Subscription Agreement involving the
13,333,333 shares, we issued warrants (the “Warrants”) to purchase 4,000,000 shares of the Common Stock at an exercise price of $0.04 per share.  

The Warrants are exercisable commencing on July 29, 2008, the execution date of the Subscription Agreement, and expire on July 29, 2013 or earlier upon the Company’s
redemption of the Warrants.  The Company may redeem the outstanding Warrants in whole, but not in part, at a price of $0.10 per Warrant, at any time, provided that the last
sales price of the Common Stock has been equal to or greater than $5.25 per share for a period of ten (10) consecutive trading days prior to the date on which notice of
redemption is given.  If prior to the Expiration Date we issue shares of Common Stock for a price per share less than $0.12, then we will be obligated to issue and deliver for no
additional consideration, that number of shares equal to the difference between the number of shares determined by dividing $1,600,000 by the Broad-Based Weighted Average
Price (as defined in the Subscription Agreement), less 13,333,333 shares.

The Subscription Agreement provides further that if the investor introduces a prospective institutional investor who consummates an investment of $10 million or more in the
Company during the twelve months following the date of the Subscription Agreement, the Company agrees to issue an additional five-year warrant to purchase 2,100,000 shares
of Common Stock with an exercise price of $0.04 per share.
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Item 8.  Financial Statements and Supplementary Data
 

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

To the Board of Directors
Vemics, Inc. and Subsidiary

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Vemics, Inc. and Subsidiary as of June 30, 2008 and 2007 and the related consolidated statements of
operations, stockholders’ equity and statements of cash flows for the two year period then ended. These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the
Corporation’s management.  Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States).  Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. The Company is not required to have, nor were we engaged to
perform, an audit of its internal control over financial reporting. Our audit included consideration of internal control over financial reporting as a basis for designing audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial
reporting.  Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation.  We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

As described in Note 2 to the accompanying consolidated financial statements, the Company has restated its consolidated balance sheet as of June 30, 2007 and the related
consolidated statement of operations, shareholders’ equity, and cash flows for the year then ended.

The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared assuming the Company will continue as a going concern. As more fully described in Note 2 to the
consolidated financial statements, the Company has incurred operating losses since its inception and a net working capital deficit which raises substantial doubt about its ability
to continue as a going concern. The consolidated financial statements do not include any adjustments that may result from the outcome of this uncertainty.

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of Vemics, Inc. as of June 30,
2008 and 2007 and the results of operations and its cash flows for each of the two years in the period ended June 30, 2008 in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America.

DEMETRIUS & COMPANY, L.L.C.

Wayne, New Jersey
October 14, 2008
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  6/30/2008   6/30/2007  
ASSETS     (As Restated)  

Current assets:       
Cash and cash equivalents - interest bearing  $ 212,566  $ 505,668 
Accounts receivable, net of allowance for doubtful accounts of $5,000         
and $-0- at June 30, 2008 and June 30, 2007, respectively   57,121   228,822 

         
Total Current Assets   269,687   734,490 

         
Property and equipment, net   66,349   121,314 
         
         
Other assets:         

Technology & Medical software   8,032,343   9,098,209 
Goodwill   681,673   681,673 

   8,714,016   9,779,882 
         
Total Assets  $ 9,050,052  $ 10,635,686 
         

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY         
Current liabilities:         

Notes payable - banks  $ 299,980  $ 299,980 
Current maturity of capital lease obligations   -   5,896 
Short-term notes payable   1,279,667   1,451,125 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses   1,839,470   987,309 
Deferred income   123,500   149,338 

         
Total Current Liabilities   3,542,617   2,893,648 

         
Other long-term liabilities         

Long-term notes payable   1,400,914   277,622 
         

Total Other Long-Term Liabilities   1,400,914   277,622 
         

Total Liabilities   4,943,531   3,171,270 
         
Stockholders' Equity         

Common stock, par value $.001 per share, authorized 200,000,000         
Issued and outstanding: 68,926,531 and 50,609,450 shares at June 30, 2008         
June 30, 2008 and 2007, respectively   60,795   50,609 
Additional Paid in Capital

  26,074,578   22,981,769 
Less: Treasury stock, 368,407 shares at both June 30, 2008 and June 30, 2007         

   (508,195)   (508,195)
Accumulated deficit   (21,520,657)   (15,059,767)

  
Total Stockholders' Equity   4,106,521   7,464,416 

         
Total Liabiliaties and Stockholders' Equity  $ 9,050,052  $ 10,635,686 
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  For the   For the  
  Year Ended   Year Ended  
  6/30/2008   6/30/2007  
Revenues  $ 588,691  $ 941,756 
         
Cost of Services   183,767   399,267 
         
Gross Profit   404,924   542,489 
         
Expenses:         

Stock issued for fees and services   1,895,340   643,000 
Consulting, commissions and travel   1,190,605   1,909,098 
Operational fees and expenses   1,102,563   627,233 
Professional fees   661,689   478,125 
Payroll and related taxes   962,807   1,171,116 
Depreciation and amortization   1,288,620   71,885 
Bad debt expenses   41,691   59,528 
Production, advertising, brochures and public relations   267,723   99,898 

         
Total Expenses   7,411,038   5,059,883 

         
Loss before other expenses   (7,006,114)   (4,517,394)
         
Other Income/(Expenses:)         

Other income - reduction of indebtedness   138,873   - 
Interest income   10,723   2,714 
Interest expense   (205,573)   (157,786)

Total Other Income/(Expenses)   (55,977)   (155,072)
         
Loss before extraordinary item   (7,062,091)   (4,672,466)
         
Extraordinary item - litigation, net of expenses and taxes   650,000   - 
         
Net loss available to common stockholders  $ (6,412,091)  $ (4,672,466)
         
Net loss per share, basic and diluted, before extraordinary item  $ (0.13)  $ (0.13)
         
Net loss per share, basic and diluted, extraordinary item net  $ 0.01  $ - 
         
Net loss per share, available to common stockholders  $ (0.12)  $ (0.13)
         
Weighted average number of shares, basic and diluted   53,574,940   37,008,998 
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                    TOTAL  
           ADDITIONAL         STOCKHOLDERS' 
        TREASURY   PAID IN   TREASURY   ACCUMULATED  EQUITY/  

DESCRIPTION  SHARES   AMOUNT   SHARES   CAPITAL   STOCK   DEFICIT   DEFICIENCY  
Balance as of June 30,

2006   23,345,483  $ 23,345   (368,407)  $ 8,641,935  $ (508,195)  $ (9,722,426)  $ (1,565,341)
                             
Issuance of common
stock   11,986,998   11,987       3,625,013           3,637,000 
                             
Issuance of stock for
fees/services   4165857   4,165       638,835           643,000 
                             
Acquisition of NuScribe
Inc. for stock   10,000,000   10,000       8,990,000           9,000,000 
                             
Acquisition of e-
Learning Desktop for
stock   1,111,112   1,111       421,111           422,222 
                             
Deemed Common Stock Dividend upon 
    issuance of warrants            664,875       (664,875)   - 
                             
Net loss (As Restated)                       (4,672,466)   (4,672,466)

Balance as of June 30,
2007   50,609,450   50,608   (368,407)   22,981,769   (508,195)   (15,059,767)   7,464,415 

                             
Issuance of stock in
exchange for convertible                             
   debentures and accrued
interest   1,557,330   1,557       349,300           350,857 
                             
Issuance of common
stock   6,733,333   6,733       801,267           808,000 
                             
Issuance of stock for
fees/services   10,026,418   1,895       1,893,445           1,895,340 
                             
Deemed Common Stock
Dividend upon 
    issuance of warrants              48,798       (48,798)   - 
                             
Net loss                       (6,412,091)   (6,412,091)

Balance as of June 30,
2008   68,926,531   60,793   (368,407)   26,074,579   (508,195)   (21,520,656)   4,106,521 
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  For the   For the  
  Year Ended   Year Ended  
  6/30/2008   6/30/2007  
Cash Flows From Operating Activities       

Receipts from customers  $ 734,554  $ 1,155,919 
Payments to suppliers, salaries   (3,527,518)   (4,417,193)
Other income received   650,000   - 
Interest received   10,723   2,714 
Interest paid   (93,215)   (64,174)
Bad debt expense   (41,691)   (59,528)

Net Cash Used in Operating Activities   (2,267,147)   (3,382,262)
         
Cash Flows Used in Investing Activities         

Purchase of Technology & Medical software   (165,684)   (98,209)
Purchase of fixed assets   (2,105)   (28,215)

Net Cash Used in Investing Activities   (167,789)   (126,424)
         
Cash Flows From Financing Activities         

Payments on capital lease obligations   (5,896)   (47,291)
Payments on notes payable   (237,770)   (18,604)
Short term loans   205,000   - 
Long term loans   1,372,500   - 
Sale of common stock   808,000   3,637,000 

Net Cash Provided by Financing Activities   2,141,834   3,571,105 
         
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Cash   (293,102)   62,419 
         
Cash at the Beginning of Period   505,668   443,249 
         
Cash at End of Period  $ 212,566  $ 505,668 
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1.             NATURE OF OPERATIONS

Vemics, Inc. (the “Company”) builds portal-based, virtual work and learning environments primarily in healthcare and related industries that enable individuals and
organizations of any size to communicate, collaborate, work and learn at a distance as if everyone were in the same office or room.  Recently, we decided to focus our
efforts on solutions for the healthcare industry, primarily through our iMedicor web-based portal.  Our hosted solutions eliminate the need for companies, medical
practices and individuals to buy, integrate or maintain continually evolving collaborative technologies and provide a single point of access for online communication,
collaboration and learning.

Our solutions combine the best in standards-based productivity-enhancing tools with educational / informational content, adding real-time spontaneity, impact and face-
to-face interactivity to meetings, presentations or learning sessions.  We provide deep customer and technical support to ensure our customers get the most out of their
solutions.  Our technology teams have been creating on-line, leading edge solutions, centered on real-time communication, video, audio, data collaboration tools and
content distribution technologies delivered through on-line portals.  The team has been at the forefront of bringing people and information together in ways that
maximize time, reduces cost and eliminates distance.  Our solutions are fully hosted and managed and can be customized to fit specific needs.  Our solutions –

§  Provide services that are comprehensive and end-to-end
§  Are portal-based and require little or no capital investment for equipment or infrastructure
§  Support interactive real-time collaboration and learning
§  Are flexible, configurable and interoperable
§  Utilize and migrate with all available real-time communications and learning technologies
§  Include peripheral or adjunct productivity tools, services and support
§  Are highly mobile and affordable for medical practices of any size
§  Are convenient and extendable throughout the organization (EMRs, Hospitals, HMOs Etc)
§  Can be customized to align with current communication, learning and business needs

On October 10, 2007, Vemics launched iMedicortm – the health industry’s first, free, HIPAA compliant online personal health data exchange and secure messaging
portal for physician collaboration, community and referrals.  HIPAA, which stands for the American Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, is a
set of strict rules to be followed by doctors, hospitals and other health care providers concerning the handling and privacy protection of vital patient medical data.

Through iMedicortm, physicians will be able to communicate securely with other doctors, sharing HIPAA compliant patient files, records and images quickly and
safely.  The portal can also help doctors tap corresponding services from other professionals in the medical industry.  Moreover, the portal environment allows for
fundamental document creation and management tasks in a user-friendly, online environment.  Costly transcription services and tedious handwritten documentation can
actually be eliminated through iMedicor’s voice recognition advanced technology.  iMedicor tm will also be a repository for Certified Continuing Medical Education
courses and non-certified and product specific educational resources made available to any registered member on a non-intrusive opt in basis.

NuScribe™, Inc. (see Note 16) is a developer of voice recognition software applications and web-based productivity tools for the medical, pharmaceutical and
healthcare industries.  NuScribe SMR™, NuScribe’s flagship product, is a web-based, speech-enabled medical documentation system that helps medical professionals
save time, increase revenue and cut costs while streamlining the entire medical transcription process.  The system enables physicians to create, edit, sign and dispatch
patient notes, electronic medical records, prescriptions, referral letters and more.  NuScribe’s document templates, voice marcos and patient-specific fields, customized
for the physician, greatly reduce physical dictation time and costs.
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2.             SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Consolidation and Basis of Presentation

On November 8, 2005, OMII Corp. acquired all the shares of Vemics, Inc. the Delaware Corporation in an exchange of stock transaction and it became a 100% owned
subsidiary of OMII.  The name of OMII was then changed to Vemics, Inc., a Nevada corporation (see Note 3 for details).  The acquisition was accounted for as a reverse
acquisition, no goodwill or other intangible assets have been recorded.  Vemics, Inc. the Delaware Corporation has been treated as the “Acquirer” of OMII for financial
reporting purposes as it shareholders control more then 50% of the post transaction of the combined company.  Therefore, the accompanying presentationpresents the
historic financials of Vemics, Delaware, the accounting acquirer.  Additionally, the consolidatedfinancial statements reflect the acquisitions of NuScribe, Inc. and e-
Learning Desktop and the elimination of any intercompany transactions.

Going Concern

From inception through June 30, 2005, the Company had been in the development stage, devoting substantially all of its efforts to research and development of its
technologies, acquisition of equipment and raising capital.  The Company has incurred operating losses to date and has an accumulated deficit of approximately
$21,521,000 at June 30, 2008.  The Company’s activities have been primarily financed through convertible debentures, private placements of equity securities and
capital lease financing.  The Company intends to raise additional capital through the issuance of debt or equity securities to fund its operations.  The financing may not
be available on terms satisfactory to the Company, if at all. However, no formal commitments or arrangements to advance or loan funds to the Company or repay any
such advances or loans exist.  There is no legal obligation for either management or significant stockholders to provide additional future funding.

Restatement of Historical Financial Statements

During the year ended June 30, 2008, a prior period adjustment related to accrued bonuses for the year ended June 30, 2007 was recorded, which has decreased net loss
and accumulated deficit by approximately $164,000. If the Company were to raise $5 million in the future, then cash bonuses of approximately $214,100 would be paid
out to designated employees.  In addition, these same employees would receive in total approximately 357,000 shares of stock.

Restatement of Historical Financial Statements

During the year ended June 30, 2008, a prior period adjustment related to accrued bonuses for the year ended June 30, 2007 was recorded, which has decreased net loss
and accumulated deficit by approximately $164,000. If the Company were to raise $5 million in the future, then cash bonuses of approximately $214,100 would be paid
out to designated employees.  In addition, these same employees would receive in total approximately 357,000 shares of stock.

Basis of Accounting

The accompanying consolidated financial statements include the accounts of Vemics, Delaware and OMII Corp. (now Vemics, Inc).  The accompanying financial
statements have been prepared on the accrual basis of accounting in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States.  Significant
accounting principles followed by the Company and the methods of applying those principles, which materially affect the determination of financial position and cash
flows are summarized below.

Cash Equivalents

Money market funds and investment instruments with original maturities of ninety days or less are consideredcash equivalents.
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2.             SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - continued

Concentrations of Credit Risk

Financial instruments that potentially subject the Company to concentrations of credit risk consist primarily of cash, cash equivalents and accounts receivable.

As of June 30, 2008, the Company had cash balances at a certain financial institution in excess of federally insured limits.  However, the Company does not believe that
it is subject to unusual credit risk beyond the normal credit risk associated with commercial banking relationships.  The Company mitigates this risk by depositing its
cash in high quality financial institutions

The Company has historically provided financial terms to customers in accordance with what management views as industry norms.  Financial terms, for credit –
approved customers, are generally on a net 30-61 day basis, though most customers are entitled to a prompt payment discount.  Management periodically and regularly
reviews customer account activity in order to assess the adequacy of allowances for doubtful accounts, considering such as economic conditions and each customer’s
payment history and creditworthiness.  If the financial condition of our customers were to deteriorate, or if they were otherwise unable to make payments in accordance
with management’s expectations, we might have to increase our allowance for doubtful accounts, modify their financial terms and/or pursue alternative collection
methods.

Inventory

Inventory consists of finished goods and is stated at the lower of cost or market.

Property, Equipment and Depreciation

Property and Equipment are recorded at their historical cost.  Depreciation and amortization are provided for by straight-line method over the useful lives of the assets,
which vary from five to seven years.  Cost of repairs and maintenance are charged to operations in the period incurred.

Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets

The Company accounts for goodwill and other intangible assets in accordance with SFAS No. 142, “Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets,” which states that goodwill
and intangible assets with indefinite useful lives should not be amortized, but instead tested for impairment at least annually at the reporting unit level.  If impairment
exists, a write-down to fair value (normally measured by discounting estimated future cash flows) is recorded.  Intangible assets with finite lives are amortized primarily
on a straight-line basis over their estimated useful lives and are reviewed for impairment in accordance with SFAS No. 144, “Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal
of Long-Lived Assets” (“SFAS No. 144”).  The Company has  evaluated the goodwill for impairment as of December 31, 2007 utilizing present value method to
projected cash flows and concluded that no impairment has occurred.

Software Development Costs

We account for software development costs, including costs to develop software products or the software component of products to be marketed to external users, as
well as software programs to be used solely to meet our internal needs in accordance with SFAS No. 86, Accounting for Costs of Computer Software to be Sold.

Leased, or Otherwise Marketed and Statement of Position No. 98-1, Accounting for Costs of Computer Software Developed or Obtained for Internal Use.  We have
determined that technological feasibility for our products to be marketed to external users was reached before the release of those products.  As a result, the development
costs and related acquisition costs after the establishment of technological feasibility were capitalized as incurred.  Capitalized costs are amortized based on current and
future revenue for each product with an annual minimum equal to the straight-line amortization over the remaining estimated economic life of the product.
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2.             SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - continued

Acquisitions

Assets acquired and liabilities assumed in business combinations were recorded on the Company’s Consolidated Balance Sheets as of the respective acquisition dates
based upon their estimated fair values at such dates.  The results of operations of businesses acquired by the Company have been included in the Statements of
Consolidated Earnings since their respective dates of acquisition.  The excess of the purchase price over the estimated fair values of the underlying assets acquired and
liabilities assumed was allocated to goodwill.  In certain circumstances, the allocations of the excess purchase price are based upon preliminary estimates and
assumptions.  Accordingly, the allocations are subject to revision when the Company receives final information, including appraisals and other analyses.

Impairment of Long-Lived Assets

In accordance with SFAS No. 144, long-lived assets are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an
asset may not be recoverable.  Recoverability of assets to be held and used is measured by a comparison of the carrying amount of an asset to estimate undiscounted
future cash flows expected to be generated by the asset.  If the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its estimated
future cash flows, an impairment charge is recognized by the amount of the asset exceeds the fair value of the asset.

Fair Value of Financial Instruments

Management believes that the carrying amounts of the Company’s financial instruments, including cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, accounts payable,
and accrued liabilities approximate fair value due to the short-term nature of these instruments.  The carrying amount of the Company’s long-term debt also
approximates fair value, based on market quote values (where applicable) or discounted cash flow analyses.

Income Taxes

The Company accounts for income taxes under SFAS No. 109, which requires the asset and liability approach to accounting for income taxes.  Under this method,
deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured based on differences between financial reporting and tax bases of assets and liabilities measured using enacted tax rates
and laws that are expected to be in effect when differences are expected to reverse.  Valuation allowances are established when it is necessary to reduce deferred income
tax assets to the amount, if any, expected to be realized in future years.

Use of Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect
the reported amounts of assets, liabilities and disclosures at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenue and expenses during the reporting
periods.  Actual results could differ from those estimates.

Revenue recognition
 
The Company’s current sources of income are:

·  Annual contracts for licensing of technology paid either monthly, quarterly or once annually in advance.  If paid annually the revenue is recognized in
two parts:  Support which is recognized 70% at the time of receipt of funds and the balance is recognized at 1/12th per month; for the licensing aspect of
the contract revenue is recognized at 1/12th per month, with the remaining balances being recorded in deferred income.  If paid quarterly the recognition
is the same, with 1/3 of licensing revenue being recognized each month.

 
·  Sponsored CME programs – These programs are paid in advance with costs associated with the development of the program being recognized

immediately as revenue and the balance recognized when the program (or programs) is delivered.
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2.             SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES – continued
 

The Company anticipates having four additional sources of income in the future:
 
·  iMedicor Premium Services (NuScribe and Live Access) billed monthly in advance and paid via credit card at a rate of $99 per user.  This revenue

will be recognized immediately on payment.
 

·  iMedicor Integration Driver – billed at $35 per user by the users EMR company.  20% of monthly fee per user is revenue share to the EMR company
with 80% paid to Vemics.  Amounts batched and paid in arrears by each EMR company once per month.  This revenue will be recognized
immediately of receipt of payment.

 
·  iMedicor ClearLobby – This will revenue will be contractual and will initially consist of a flat fee per participating Pharmaceutical company of

between $100,000 and $250,000 per year for posting their chosen content on the iMedicor site.  Based on upfront fee, a guarantee of x views of
pharmaceutical content where x = $50 divided by the upfront amount paid.  All views after the pre-paid number of views has been met will be billed
monthly in arrears at $50 per view.  Revenue for the initial payment will be recognized on receipt of the payment.  Additional revenues generated
from fees associated with views beyond the pre-paid amount will be recognized on a monthly basis.

 
·  Click through advertising.  No formal structure for this revenue stream has been created yet as it is still in the planning stage, however for non-

pharmaceutical  related click through advertising we are anticipating a $5 - $10 per click on an opt-in advertising basis, which will be recognized
monthly in arrears.

The company records revenue in accordance with Statement of Position 97-2 “Software Revenue Recognition” (“SOP 97-2”) issued by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (as modified by Statement of Position 98-9) and SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin 104 “Revenue Recognition” (“SAS 104”) regarding
revenue recognition in financial statements.  SOP 97-2 provides additional guidance with respect to multiple element arrangements; returns, exchanges and platform
transfer rights; resellers; funded software development arrangements and contract accounting.

 
Maintenance or monitoring revenue that is bundled with an initial license fee is deferred and recognized ratably over the contract period.  We have established
guidelines on all undeliverable elements of the user license and software arrangements, which consist of maintenance, monitoring and, at times, training and consulting.

The Company is also an independent software vendor (ISV) and generates revenue from software sales and related hardware requirements, including support and
maintenance, and consulting services.  The Company has a contract with a value-added reseller (VAR).  The Company’s contracts with the VAR that does not include
special considerations such as rights of return, stock rotation, price protection and special acceptance or warranty provisions.  The Company recognizes revenue for
software license sales in accordance with Statement of Position 97-2 Software Revenue Recognition.  The Company exercises judgment in connection with the
determination of the amount of software and services revenue to be recognized in each accounting period.  The nature of each licensing arrangement determines how
revenues and related costs are recognized.

The standard single user license includes a Dell Inspiron D520 Laptop 1.6 ghz, 1 GB RAM, microphone and includes on-line training, telephone support and upgrades
for 1 year.  Revenue for shipping and handling are included within the Equipment and Consulting revenue and the related costs are included in cost of revenue in the
accompanying consolidated statements of operations.

Allowance for doubtful accounts

We maintain an allowance for doubtful accounts from estimated losses resulting from the potential inability of certain customers to make required future payments on
amounts due us.  Management determines the adequacy of this allowance by periodically evaluating the aging and past due nature of individual customer accounts
receivable balances and considering the customer’s current financial situation as well as the existing industry economic conditions and other relevant factors that would
be useful towards assessing the risk of collectability.  If the future financial condition of our customers were to deteriorate, resulting in their inability to make specific
required payments, additions to the allowance for doubtful accounts may be required.  In addition, if the financial condition of our customers improves and collections
of amounts outstanding commence or are reasonably assured, then we may reverse previously established allowances for doubtful accounts.
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2.             SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES – continued

Advertising costs -- continued

Advertising costs are reported in selling, general and administrative expenses and include advertising, marketing and promotional programs.  As of June 30, 2008, all of
these costs were charged to expenses in the period or year in which incurred.  Advertising costs for the years ended June 30, 2008 and 2007 were $296,161 and $70,703,
respectively.

Common stock

Common stock refers to the $.001 par value capital stock as designated in the company’s Certificate of Incorporation.  Treasury stock is accounted for using the cost
method.  When treasury stock is reissued, the value is computed and recorded using a weighted average basis.

Net earning (loss) per share

Basic and diluted net loss per share information is presented under the requirements of SFAS No. 128, Earnings per Share.  Basic net loss per share is computed by
dividing net loss by the weighted average number of shares of common stock outstanding for the period, less shares subject to repurchase.  Diluted net loss per share
reflects the potential dilution of securities by adding other common stock equivalents, including stock options, shares subject to repurchase, warrants and convertible
notes in the weighted-average number of common shares outstanding for a period, if dilutive.  All potentially dilutive securities have been excluded from the
computation, as their effect is anti-dilutive.

Share-Based Payment

In December 2004, the FASB issued SFAS No. 123, Share-Based Payment.  SFAS 123 establishes standards for the accounting for transactions in which an entity
exchanges its equity instruments for goods and services.  Under SFAS 123, companies are no longer able to account for share-based compensation transactions using the
intrinsic method in accordance with APB No. 25, Accounting for Stock Issued to Employees.  Instead, companies are required to account for such transactions using a
fair-value method and to recognize compensation expense over the period during which an employee is required to provide services in exchange for the award.

3.             SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY (DEFICIENCY)

Common stock

The Company as of June 30, 2008 had a total of 68,926,521 shares outstanding, respectively.  There are an additional 368,407 shares in Treasury Stock as of June 30,
2008.  On June 4, 2008, the Board of directors approved and authorized 200 million shares of common stock.  On June 6, 2007, the Board of Directors approved the
issue of 930,000 shares of restricted stock to current and past members of the Board of Directors, and issued another 2,777,409 to certain employees, consultants and
advisors.

Warrants

As of June 30, 2008, the Company has recently issued 1,781,667 of Common Stock reserved for issuance upon exercise of warrants to various shareholders.  These
warrants have an expiration of three years from their date of issuance and expire at various dates through June 2011.  Each warrant will entitle the holder thereof to
purchase one share of Common Stock at an exercise price of $.24 per share. As of June 30, 2007, the Company has 6,385,086 shares of Common Stock reserved for
issuance upon exercise of warrants to various shareholders and service providers.  These warrants have an expiration date of five years from their date of issuance and
expire at various dates through February 2010.  Each warrant will entitle the holder thereof to purchase one share of Common Stock at an exercise price ranging from
$.60 to $1.50 per share.  Management has not assigned a value to these warrants, as it is not practicable to estimate fair value for these financial instruments.  It also
reserves the rights to redeem the warrants at $.10 per warrant if there is a subsequent initial public offering and market value per share meets certain levels.
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3.             SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY (DEFICIENCY) - continued

Related Party Transactions

One member of our Board of Directors since 2002 is the largest individual investor in the Company, having invested $3,681,200 to date (or $3,733,254 when including
accrued interest on convertible debt that was converted to equity).  He currently owns 13,699,237 shares of common stock and has the right to acquire 2,896,140
additional shares of common stock pursuant to currently exercisable warrants.

This board member received 200,000 shares of common stock on June 6, 2007 in exchange for consulting services he provided to the Company.  These services
included financial advisory services, insurance advisory services and corporate governance, as well as for making introductions to potential clients and investors and
other related business matters to the Company.

In addition, on June 6, 2007, this board member received 80,000 shares for his service to the Vemics-Delaware Board of Directors while Vemics was a private company
from 2002 through 2005.

The Company’s methodology for calculating the fair value of his services involved multiplying the price of the common stock at the value that shares were being sold
by the Company in private transactions (before the Company’s shares were quoted on the Pink Sheets) or at the market closing price on the date of the transaction once
the Company began trading on the Pink Sheets.

Recapitalization

The Company had an exchange of stock of 2.21932 shares of OMII Corp. a Nevada corporation, the acquiring company, for one share of Vemics, Inc. a Delaware
corporation on November 8, 2005.  The surviving company changed its name to Vemics, Inc. and the management of the new company became the responsibility of the
original Vemics, Inc., the Delaware Corporation.

Vemics, Inc. a Delaware corporation exchanged shares of outstanding common stock on December 1, 2004 at 500 to 1.  Because of that exchange, the shares
outstanding of approximately 6,446 shares were exchanged for 3,222,985 of new shares of common stock.

Additional shares of 109,863 were issued and exchanged to protect original shareholders from an anticipated offering of common stock at a purchase price of $1.00 and
a warrant to purchase one share of Common stock at an exercise price of $1.50 per share.  There were 6,374 additional shares exchanged at 500 to 1 for 3,187,000 of
new shares of common stock.

4.             PROPERTY, EQUIPMENT AND PURCHASED SOFTWARE

Depreciation and amortization expense for the years ended June 30, 2008 and 2007 was $57,070 and $71,885, respectively.  The cost and related accumulated
depreciation of disposed assets are removed from the applicable accounts and any gain or loss is included in income in the period of disposal.

Property, equipment and purchased software are stated at cost and consist of the following:

  6/30/2008   6/30/2007  
Furniture and fixtures  $ 2,600  $ 2,600 
Software   72,430   72,430 
Equipment   391,826   389,721 
     466,856   464,751 
Less Accumulated Depreciation & Amortization   400,507   343,437 
         
  $ 66,349  $ 121,314 
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5.             TECHNOLOGY AND MEDICAL SOFTWARE

The Company has capitalized all acquisition costs associated with the acquisition of NuScribe Inc.  In addition, we have elected to capitalize all related development
costs associated with its completion.  The iMedicorÔ product was launched in late October 2007 and we have begun to amortize its cost on a straight-line basis over 60
months.  Amortization expenses were $1,231,550 for the year ended June 30, 2008.

  6/30/2008   6/30/2007  
   Technology and medical software  $ 9,263,893  $ 9,098,209 
   Less: Accumulated Amortization   1,231,550   -0- 
         
  $ 8,032,343  $ 9,098,209 

6.             SHORT TERM NOTES PAYABLE

The Company has borrowed $20,000 from one member of the Board of Directors, at a rate of interest of 4% per annum payable for a total amount due including
accrued interest of $22,600 and $22,000 as of March 31, 2008 and June 30, 2007, respectively.  The funds were borrowed in December 2004 with the intention of
repaying this lender with the anticipation of raising sufficient funds from a Private Placement Offering.

The Company has borrowed $-0- and $11,716 as of June 30, 2008 and June 30, 2007 including accrued interest, respectively from one member of the board of directors
at a rate of interest is at 4%.  The funds were borrowed recently with the intention of repaying this lender with the anticipation of raising sufficient funds in the near
future.

Payments related to the short-term notes payable is comprised of the following:
 
  6/30/2008   6/30/2007  
Short-term note payable  $ -0-  $ 11,716 
Short-term portion of long-term note payable   361,342   42,566 
Note payable banks   299,980   299,980 
Convertible debenture - 17.98%   150,000   150,000 
Convertible debenture – 8%   270,000   725,891 
Convertible debenture – 10% - 12%   502,206   520,952 
         
   Total Short-term notes payable  $ 1,579,647  $ 1,751,105 
 
7.             LONG TERM NOTE PAYABLE

On October 20, 2005, the Company agreed to repurchase shares of several shareholders referred to as theWellbrock Group that was exchanged for a three-year balloon
note for $300,000 to be amortized over ten years at 8%.The shares of stock are to be held in escrow until the notes are completely paid.  If the Company is late on its
payments per the payment schedule, the shares are to be released from escrow and to revert to the original shareholders.

An additional payment of $10,000 to satisfy legal fees incurred was paid by the Company in installments of$5,000 in October 2005 and January 2006.  As of June 30,
2008, the amounts owed were $288,542. The first ten monthly payments of principal and interest are to be in installments of $1,000 and the remaining 26 payments are
to be installments of $3,639.83.  The balloon payment of $272,076 is payable on November 1, 2008.  Payments related to the long-term note payable described above
are as follows:

  6/30/2007  
2008  $ 20,566 
2009   277,622 
     
    Total  $ 298,188 
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7.             LONG TERM NOTE PAYABLE -- continued

The Company has borrowed $1,400,914 and $-0- as of June 30, 2008 and June 30, 2007 including accrued interest, respectively from one member of the board of
directors at a rate of interest is at 4%.  The funds were borrowed recently with the intention of repaying this lender with the anticipation of raising sufficient funds in the
near future.  However, the lender has extended the note to be due on June 30, 2011.

  6/30/2008   6/30/2007  
2008  $ -0-  $ -0- 
2009   -0-   -0- 
2010   -0-   -0- 
2011   1,400,914   -0- 
   Total  $ 1,400,914  $ -0- 
 
8.             CONVERTIBLE DEBENTURES

17.98% - Convertible debenture – Payable on September 30, 2004

On December 19, 2001, the Company issued a $100,000 Convertible Debenture.  The original note was to be paid back at quarterly intervals for $18,500 starting
September 2002 until completed for a total of $150,000.  The note has been revised to accrue interest of $50,000 through September 30, 2004 the original due date.  The
effective interest rate is 17.98%.

The debenture was to begin to be paid in January 2007 over a period of 18 months at a monthly amount of $8,333. The bondholder has agreed to no additional interest
beyond September 30, 2004.  Vemics is in breach of this agreement as of January 2007 as a result of not any commencing payments.

At any time, the Debenture is convertible into common shares at a conversion price of $500 per share.

Convertible Debenture – 8%

From the time period of July 31, 2003 through June 30, 2004, the Company issued a total of $905,500 Convertible Debentures.  Interest on the unpaid balance of the
Debentures is calculated at the rate of 8% per annum and unless the Debenture is converted to common stock as described below; such interest is payable by January 1,
2008 (the "Maturity Date") or the earlier prepayment of the Debenture.

On October 1, 2004, accrued interest of $9,472 and $330,500 of Debentures were converted into 1,509,138 of common shares.  There was remaining $575,000 of
Debentures and accrued interest of $150,891 as of June 30, 2007.

As of January 1, 2008, several debt holders settled a dispute with management and converted to equity.  As a result, 1,557,330 shares were issued in exchange for
debentures and accrued interest of $350,857.  In addition, there was a gain from a relinquishment of debt of $138,890.  As an added part of the settlement, $270,000 of
convertible debentures remains but interest expense is no longer accruing.

  6/30/2008   6/30/2007  
2008  $ 270,000  $ 575,000 
Total  $ 270,000  $ 575,000 
 

Convertible Debenture – 10% and 12%

Since September 1, 2005, the Company has issued a total of $445,000 Convertible Debentures.  Interest on the unpaid balance of the Debentures is calculated at the rate
of 10% per annum and unless the debenture is converted to common stock such interest and principal is payable by November 30, 2006 (the “Maturity Date”) or the
earlier prepayment of the Debenture.
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8.             CONVERTIBLE DEBENTURES - continued

On November 29, 2006, Vemics exercised its option to extend the maturity of the note to November 30, 2007.  As part of the maturity extension, the interest on the note
was changed to 12% beginning December 1, 2006 to November 30, 2007.

This Debenture is convertible to one share of Common Stock at $1.00 per share and one warrant at $1.00.

As of June 30, 2008 and 2007, there was outstanding Debentures of $377,500 and $445,000, respectively, plus accrued interest of $124,706 and $111,001,
respectively.  This debenture is included in Short Term Notes Payable.  Payments related to the Convertible Debentures described above are as follows:

  6/30/2008   6/30/2007  
  $ 377,500  $ 445,000 
Total  $ 377,500  $ 445,000 

9.             BANKS - LINE OF CREDIT

The Company has a $300,000 secured working capital line of credit of which $100,000 is guaranteed by a shareholder (and is also a member of the board of directors)
with Somerset Hills Bank payable on October 5, 2006.  On October 6, 2007, the Line of Credit was extended to October 5, 2008.  On February 12, 2007, the Company
invested in a six-month Certificate of Deposit with an interest rate of 4.64% with the bank and this security acts as collateral for the remaining $200,000 line of credit.

The terms of the promissory note is at rate referred to as independent index, which is the Prime Rate, as published in The Wall Street Journal (the “index”) plus .5%
rounded up to the nearest 0.125%.  The rate of interest for June 30, 2008 was 5.50%.  As of June 30, 2008, the outstanding balance was $299,980.  There was no interest
due as of June 30, 2008.

The Company has a $600,000 secured working line of credit as of September 21, 2007 of which $600,000 is guaranteed by a shareholder (and is also a member of the
board of directors) with Citibank NA payable on March 31, 2008.  On December 27, 2007, the Line of Credit was extended to December 31, 2008.  As of June 30,
2008, the outstanding balance was $600,000 and accrued interest of $8,433.  The term of the promissory note is at a rate referred to as the lender’s base rate plus
.5%.  The rate of interest for June 30, 2008 was 5.50%.

10.           STOCK ISSUED IN LIEU OF MANAGEMENT FEE

Vemics had defaulted on an agreement to pay Valiant Holdings Company $30,000 in total consulting fees that were to be paid monthly at $2,000 beginning April 1,
2007 until they were fully paid.  Because of this default, a settlement was agreed to in which Vemics issued 350,000 shares of stock in lieu of paying the $30,000 in
fees.

11.           RENT

The Company has a three-year office lease terminating on March 31, 2009 located in Austin, TX resulting from the acquisition of NuScribe, Inc.  The Company has
paid total rent expenses of $51,916 and $48,163 for the years ended June 30, 2008 and 2007, respectively.

Related Party Transactions

Total rent expense paid to various related parties for the years ended June 30, 2008 and 2007 were $-0- and $4,796, respectively.

Future minimum lease payments under the office lease agreement are:
 

  6/30/2008   6/30/2007  
 2008  $ -0-  $ 40,606 
 2009   30,913   30,913 
         
Total  $ 30,913  $ 71,519 
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12.           DEEMED COMMON STOCK DIVIDEND

During the years ended June 30, 2008 and 2007, the Company issued 1,423,333 and 2,217,467 common stocks warrants, respectively, in connection with the sale of its
common stock.  The warrants were fair valued at their respective grant dates using Black Scholes Model and as a result were shown as a deemed dividend in effect as a
reduction to the net income (loss) and as an addition to Additional Paid In Capital.   The deemed dividends for the years ended June 30, 2008 and 2007 were $48,798
and $664,875, respectively.  For the years preceding June 30, 2007, there were a total of 4,154,619 common stocks warrants issued in connection with the sale of its
common stock.  Using the Black Scholes Model for these previously issued warrants, it was determined that the values are zero.

13.           INCOME TAXES
 
  6/30/2008   6/30/2007  
Taxes on income include provision (benefits) for:       
   Federal income taxes  $ -0-  $ -0- 
   State and local income taxes  $ -0-  $ -0- 
   Total  $ -0-  $ -0- 
         
Taxes on income are comprised of:         
   Current  $ -0-  $ -0- 
   Deferred  $ -0-  $ -0- 
   Total  $ -0-  $ -0- 

The Company did not have a current or deferred provision for income taxes for the period from inception July 21, 2001 to December 31, 2003.  Deferred tax assets
comprise the following at June 30, 2008, June 30, 2007 and June 30, 2006.  At June 30, 2008, June 30, 2007, and June 30, 2006 the Company had net operating loss
(NOL) carry forwards of approximately $13,106,000, $9,020,000 and $4,728,000, respectively.  Utilization of NOL carry forward may be limited under various
sections of the Internal Revenue Code depending on the nature of the Company’s operations.

  6/30/2008   6/30/2007   6/30/2006  
Deferred Income Tax Assets  $ 3,489,000  $ 2,402,000  $ 1,259,000 
Valuation allowance   (3,489,000)   (2,402,000)   (1,259,000)
Net Deferred Tax Asset  $ -0-  $ -0-  $ -0- 
 
14.           2007 EQUITY COMPENSATION PLAN

Effective June 6, 2007, Vemics 2007 Equity Compensation Plan authorized 6,300,000 shares to be available toprovide designated employees of the Company and its
parents and subsidiaries, certain consultants and advisors who perform services for the Company or its parents or subsidiaries, and non-employee members of the Board
of Directors of the Company (the “Board”) with the opportunity to receive grants of incentive stock options,nonqualified stock options and stock awards.

The Company believes that the Plan will reward participants for past services to the Company and encourage participants to contribute to the growth of the Company,
therebybenefitting the Company’s shareholders, and will align the economic interests of the participants with those of the shareholders.

As of June 30, 2008, no shares have been issued.

On July 29, 2008, the Company’s Board of Directors approved an amendment of the Equity Plan to increase the number of shares of Common Stock underlying the
Equity Plan from 6,300,000 to 17,000,000.
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15.           ACQUISITIONS

On October 16, 2006, the Company acquired all of the shares of NuScribe™, Inc.  The transaction is valued at $9 million in an all-stock transaction with Vemics’ stock
valued at $.90 per share (issued 10 million shares valued at $.90 per share, per the market price).  The value of $9 million was assigned to Technology and Medical
Software.  NuScribe™, Inc. is a developer of voice recognition software applications and web-based productivity tools for the medical, pharmaceutical and healthcare
industries.

The initial interest in NuScribe was the potential for combining our LiveAccess software with their NuScribe SMR software.  After several discussions based on this
alone, the concept of iMedicor was presented to us.  

We immediately saw the long-term value of this product and the potential for rapid growth and new revenue streams based on the successful implementation of the
iMedicor portal, and this became the primary reason for our continued pursuit of the acquisition. 

The purchase price reflects our valuation of the concept of iMedicor, based on our own intuitions as well as those of our Board of Directors and certain other
related parties with knowledge of the healthcare industry.

On February 15, 2007, Vemics acquired certain assets and liabilities of e-Learning Desktop Inc. (ELD) a technology Company based in British Columbia, Canada that
has developed a learning platform that provides a safe, technology-based shortcut to a western education via an online virtual classroom for students worldwide.

The transaction was valued at $681,673 including assumption of liabilities of $259,450 and 1,111,112 shares of our Common Stock valued at $.38 (per the market price
on date of acquisition), which resulted in recorded goodwill of $681,673.

16.a         UNAUDITED PRO FORMA CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2007

The consolidated financial statements and related notes to consolidated financial statements include the results of these acquired entities from their respective dates of
acquisition.  In addition, per the respective columns designating the acquired companies reflects the operating activity from July 1, 2006 up to the date of their
acquisition.

Lastly, we have provided additional applicable disclosures required by paragraph 55 of SFAS 141 such as there were no further adjustments necessary to get the books
and records of the acquisitions to comply with the significant accounting policies of the Company.

        e-Learning   Pro-forma  
  Vemics   NuScribe   Desktop   Combined  

Revenues  $ 941,756  $ 106,618  $ -0-  $ 1,048,374 
Expenses   5,876,125   216,185   85,462   6,177,772 
                 
Profit (loss) before income tax expense   (4,934,369)   (109,567)   (85,462)   (5,129,398)
                 
Income tax expense   -0-   -0-   -0-   -0- 
                 
Net profit (loss)  $ (4,934,369)  $ (109,567)  $ (85,462)  $ (5,129,398)
                 
Loss per common share  $ (0.13)  $ (0.00)  $ (0.00)  $ (0.14)
                 
Weighted average number of shares outstanding   37,008,998   28,942,314   31,963,702   37,008,998 
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17.           LEGAL CONTINGENCIES

In the normal course of business, the Company is involved in lawsuits and claims.  While the amounts claimed could be material, the ultimate liability cannot now be
determined because of the considerable uncertainties that exist.  Therefore, it is possible that results of operations or liquidity in a particular period could be affected by
certain contingencies.  However, based on facts currently available including the insurance coverage that the Company has in place; management believes that the
outcome of these lawsuits and claims will not have a material adverse effect on the Company’s financial position.

18.           SEGMENT REPORTING – UNAUDITED

The Company has two reportable segments Education and Healthcare services as of October 16, 2006 as a result of the acquisition of NuScribe, Inc.  The Company’s
reportable segments are strategic business units that offer different services.  The accounting policies of the segments are the same as those described in the summary of
accounting policies.  Financial information by industry segments is summarized below:

  6/30/2008   6/30/2007  
Revenues:       
   Education  $ 465,624  $ 528,789 
   Healthcare   123,067   412,967 
   Total Revenues   588,691   941,756 
Cost of Revenues:         
   Education   167,493   255,071 
   Healthcare   16,274   144,196 
   Total Cost of Revenues   183,767   399,267 
Gross Profit:         
   Education   298,131   273,718 
   Healthcare   106,794   268,771 
   Total Gross Profit  $ 404,924  $ 542,488 
         
Segment Assets:         
   Education  $ 797,643  $ 1,024,309 
   Healthcare   8,039,843   9,105,709 
   Total Reportable Segments   8,837,486   10,130,018 
   Corporate and others   212,566   505,668 
   Consolidated Assets  $ 9,050,052  $ 10,635,686 

19.          LEGAL SETTLEMENT (unaudited)

On August 21, 2007, the Company entered into a Confidential Settlement Agreement and Mutual Releases to resolve various legal proceedings relating to a license
agreement evolving from the Company’s license of software from an unrelated party.
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20.           EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENTS WITH EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

The Company and Mr. Fred Zolla, its Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the Board, entered into a three-year employment agreement effective as of October 1,
2004, pursuant to which Mr. Zolla was paid an annual salary (based on a calendar year) of $70,000 in 2005, $130,000 in 2006 and  $168,000 for 2007.  The Agreement
provides for 18 months of severance in the event of termination without cause.  Mr. Zolla's initial agreement expired on December 31, 2007 and was renewed for a
period of 2 years and will now expire on December 1, 2009.

On October 1, 2004, the Company entered into an employment agreement with Brian Howell pursuant to which Mr. Howell as our Chief Technology Officer.  The
agreement had an initial term of three years ending n December 2007, but was recently renewed until December 31, 2009.  Mr. Howell was paid an annual salary of
$93,000 in 2005, $107,000 in 2006 and $134,400 for 2007.  Mr. Howell may terminate the agreement for any reason on 90 days written notice to the Company or by the
Company immediately for cause.  In the event of a termination by us for any reason other than cause, the Company is to pay Mr. Howell an amount equal to 12 months'
salary.

On March 10, 2008, the Company entered into an employment agreement with Craig Stout pursuant to which Mr. Stout as our Chief Operating Officer.  The agreement
has an initial term of three years, commencing on April 1, 2008 and ending in March 2011.  Mr. Stout will be paid an annual salary of $120,000.  The annual salary
amount will increase to $156,000 on any single funding event to the Company of funds in excess of $5 million.  Mr. Stout may terminate the agreement for any reason
on 90 days written notice to the Company or by the Company immediately for cause.  In the event of a termination by the Company for any reason other than cause, the
Company is to pay Mr. Stout an amount equal to 12 months salary.  Until the commencement date of the agreement, Mr. Stout intends to remain as a consultant to the
Company acting in the role of Chief Operating Officer.

On October 1, 2004, the Company entered into an employment agreement with Richard L. Marciniak pursuant to which Mr. Marciniak served as its Vice President
Business Development and pursuant to which he was paid an annual salary of $93,000 in 2005, $107,000 in 2006 and $134,400 for 2007.  Mr. Marciniak resigned from
the Company's employment in June 2007; however, he remained under contract to Vemics until December 2007 and remains active in a consultancy relationship.  He
continued to receive his semi-monthly salary through December 31, 2007.

21.           PRIOR PERIOD ADJUSTMENT

During the year ended June 30, 2008, a prior period adjustment related to accrued expenses in the year ended June 30, 2007 was recorded, which has decreased net loss
and accumulated deficit by approximately $164,000.

22.           SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
 

ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT – ClearLobby

On September 12, 2008, Vemics, Inc. entered into a Limited Asset Purchase Agreement with ClearLobby, Inc., a Delaware corporation, pursuant to which Vemics
agreed to purchase trademarks, software, license agreements and other assets related to ClearLobby's pharmaceutical communications platform technology. The
ClearLobby technology will lead to an online service designed to change the dynamic between physicians and pharmaceutical companies by placing control of the
relationship firmly in the hands of the physician.

In consideration for the assets purchased under the Limited Asset Purchase Agreement, the Company paid $250,000, consisting of $10,000 in cash and $240,000 in the
form of an unsecured promissory note, and 20,000 shares of restricted common stock of the Company.  The Promissory Note bears no interest and is and is payable in
twelve monthly installments of $20,000 beginning on January 31, 2009 and each succeeding month-end thereafter until the Promissory Note is paid in full on December
30, 2009.

AMENDED 2007 EQUITY COMPENSATION PLAN

On July 29, 2008, the Company's Board of Directors approved an amendment of the Equity Plan to increase the number of shares of common stock, par value $0.001
per share, underlying the Equity Plan from 6,300,000 to 17,000,000.

 
22.           SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

STOCK OPTION AWARDS UNDER THE EQUITY PLAN

On August 14, 2008, the Company granted stock options to purchase up to 16,469,467 shares of the Company’s Common Stock to employees, directors and service
providers, each with an exercise price of $0.07 per share, the previous day’s closing price of the Common Stock on the Pink Sheets, as provided in the Equity Plan.  Of
the options granted, options to purchase 9,300,000 shares of the Common Stock were granted to the Company’s executive officers and directors as follows:

Name Position Number of Shares
Fred Zolla CEO & Chairman 3,250,000
Tom Dorsett President – Healthcare Solutions 2,250,000
Brian Howell Chief Technology Officer 1,750,000
Craig Stout Interim CFO & COO 1,250,000
Chan Coddington Director 800,000
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On August 20, 2008, upon further reflection and in an attempt to preserve shareholder equity, these five officers and directors have voluntarily and unanimously
declined the receipt of these option awards presently (see table above).  The Company may in the future determine to re-offer such stock options upon approval of our
Board of Directors.  Accordingly, these 9,300,000 shares will remain unissued under the Equity Plan presently.

EXPANDED THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

On July 28, 2008, the Board of Directors of Vemics expanded the size of the Board from four to five directors, in accordance with our Amended and Restated Articles
of Incorporation and our Bylaws.  Contemporaneously, the Board appointed, effective as of the execution of the Subscription Agreement, Dr. James H. Desnick,
manager and member of RVP, to fill the vacancy created by the increase to our Board.  This appointment became effective on July 29, 2008.

ISSUE OF COMMON STOCK FOR $1,700,000 RAISED

On July 29, 2008, Vemics, Inc., entered into a subscription agreement with Ravine Valley Partners, LLC, an Illinois limited liability company ("RVP"), for the purchase
of 13,333,333 shares of the Company's common stock, par value $0.001 per share, at a purchase price of $0.12 per share and for the purchase of warrants to purchase
4,000,000 shares of the Common Stock at an exercise price of $0.04 per share.  The total aggregate investment by RVP was $1,600,000.

In addition, if a prospective institutional investor introduced by RVP consummates an investment of $10 million or more in Vemics during the twelve months following
the date of the Subscription Agreement, the Company agrees to issue an additional five-year warrant to purchase 2,100,000 shares of Common Stock with an exercise
price of $0.04 per share.

Vemics raised an additional $100,000 for the purchase of 833,333 shares of common stock, par value $0.001 per share, at a purchase price of $0.12 per share and for the
purchase of warrants to purchase 166,667 shares of the Common Stock at an exercise price of $0.24 per share.

OTHER

The Company applied the Certificate of Deposit of $200,000 held at Somerset Bank (originally held as collateral to the note payable) against $200,000 of note payable
owed to Somerset Bank.  The amount owed at June 30, 2008 was $299,980.  The amount owed Somerset Bank now is approximately $87,000.
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Item 9.  Changes and Disagreements with Accountants on Accounting and Financial Disclosure
 
None.

Item 9A.  Controls and Procedures

(a) Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures

We maintain disclosure controls and procedures that are designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed in our Securities Exchange Act of 1934 reports are recorded,
processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in the SEC's rules and forms, and that such information is accumulated and communicated to our
management, including our chief executive officer and chief financial officer, as appropriate, to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure.

Our management (with the participation of our Chief Executive Officer, Chief Operating Officer and Chief Financial Officer) evaluated the effectiveness of our disclosure
controls and procedures (as defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), as of June 30, 2008.

Based on this evaluation, the chief executive officer and chief financial officer concluded that our disclosure controls and procedures are effective to ensure that information
required to be disclosed by us in reports that it files or submits under the Exchange Act is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in
Securities and Exchange Commission rules and forms.

(b)  Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting

This annual report does not include a report of management's assessment regarding internal control over financial reporting or an attestation report of the company's registered
public accounting firm due to a transition period established by rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission for newly public companies. 

Notwithstanding the forgoing, management has identified material weaknesses with regards to internal controls over financial reporting with respect to accurately and timely
recording transactions.  Without adequately designed procedures in place, we had we had material weaknesses in our internal control over financial reporting related to:

·  lack of adequate accounting experience with personnel tasked with recording financial transactions;
·  lack of timely and accurate posting of accounts payable and accounts receivable entries to accounting system;
·  inadequate communication between the chief executive officer and chief financial officer with regards to contractual obligations and receivables;
·  inaccurate recording of company contracts and related deferral of income;
·  inaccurate amortization of company assets; and
·  inaccurate recording of payroll and related tax liabilities.

These material weaknesses were discovered during the audit of our financial statements for the year ended June 30, 2008.  Accordingly, we had an opportunity to prepare
corrections to our financial statements for  the year ended June 30, 2008.  As a result, we do not believe these weaknesses have impacted our financial statements for the period
presented.

(c)  Changes in Internal Controls over Financial Reporting
 
There have been no changes in our internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the year ended June 30, 2008, that have materially affected, or are reasonably
likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting, however the company plans to take steps to rectify these material weaknesses in the future which includes
in part, hiring new accounting personnel, scheduling meetings between the chief executive officer and chief financial officer to discuss and record contract obligations and
receivables correctly, weekly reviews of accounts payable and accounts receivable by the chief financial officer with the new accounting personnel, preparations of amortization
schedules for company assets and preparation of interest accruals for company loans.  While all of the our material weaknesses have not been remediated to date, we believe that
all weaknesses identified will be remediated by the next reporting period.
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PART III

 
Item 10.  Directors and Executive Officers of the Registrant

Information required by this item with respect to directors of the Company will be contained in the Company’s Proxy Statement for its 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders,
which is expected to be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission not later than 120 days after the Company’s 2008 fiscal year end and is incorporated herein by
reference.

Information required by this item with respect to executive officers of the Company is included in Part I of this report and is incorporated herein by reference.

Item 11.  Executive Compensation

Information required by this item is incorporated herein by reference to the Company’s Proxy Statement for its 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders, which is expected to be
filed with the Commission not later than 120 days after the end of the Company’s 2008 fiscal year.

Item 12.  Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management

Information required by this item is incorporated herein by reference to the Company’s Proxy Statement for its 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders, which is expected to be
filed with the Commission not later than 120 days after the end of the Company’s 2008 fiscal year.

Item 13.  Certain Relationships and Related Transactions

Information required by this item is incorporated herein by reference to the Company’s Proxy Statement for its 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders, which is expected to be
filed with the Commission not later than 120 days after the end of the Company’s 2008 fiscal year.

Item 14.  Principal Accountant Fees and Services

Information required by this item is incorporated herein by reference to the Company’s Proxy Statement for its 2008 Annual Meeting of Stockholders, which is expected to be
filed with the Commission not later than 120 days after the end of the Company’s 2008 fiscal year.
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PART IV
 
Item 15.  Exhibits, Financial Statements Schedules
 
2.1 Share Exchange Agreement by and between Vemics, Inc. a Delaware corporation, and OMII, Inc., a Nevada corporation*
 
3.1 Articles of Incorporation*
 
3.2 Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation of Vemics, Inc. filed on April 15, 2008*
 
3.3 Bylaws*
 
10.1 Stock Purchase Agreement, dated October 16, 2006, by and among the Company and the stockholders of NuScribe, Inc., a Delaware corporation*
 
10.2 Asset Purchase Agreement, dated January 25, 2007, by and between the Company and e-Learning Desktop, Inc.*
 
10.3 Secured Convertible Promissory Note Bridge Funding dated December 2, 2005, by and between the Company and Valiant Holding Co., for $445,000.*
 
10.4 Vemics, Inc. 2007 Equity Compensation Plan*
 
10.5 Employment Agreement dated as of October 1, 2004 July 17, 2006 by and between Fred Zolla and Vemics, Inc.*
 
10.6 Employment Agreement dated as of October 1, 2004, by and between Brian Howell and Vemics, Inc.*
 
10.7 Employment Agreement dated as of October 1, 2004, by and between Richard L. Marciniak and Vemics, Inc.*
 
10.8 Employment Agreement dated as of April 1, 2008, by and between Craig Stout and Vemics, Inc.*
 
10.9 Agreement by and between Vemics, Inc. and EP Global Communications, Inc. entered into as of November 3, 2005.*
 
10.10 Lease Agreement between Cheryl Ogle, as lessor, and NuScribe, LP as lessee, entered into March 10, 2006 for the premises located at 3600 Bee Cave Road, Austin,

Texas.*
  
10.11 Agreement by and between University of Miami Division of Continuing and International Education and Vemics, Inc. entered into as of December 12, 2006.*
 
10.12 Sprint PCS Advantage Agreement for Business with Vemics, Inc. dated as of May 10, 2007.*
 
10.13 Agreement by and between Thomas Jefferson University and Vemics, Inc. entered into as of May 25, 2007.*
  
10.14 Service Agreement by and between eRx Network, LLC and Vemics, Inc. entered into as of November 30, 2007.*
 
10.15  Agreement by and between the Association of Black Cardiologists, Inc. and Vemics, Inc., entered into as of May 15, 2007.*
 
10.16  Agreement by and between the American Society of Hypertension, Inc. and Vemics, Inc., entered into as of November 29, 2007.*
 
10.17  Agreement by and between the Pulmonary Hypertension Association, Inc. and Vemics, Inc., entered into as of June 28, 2007.*
 
10.18  Agreement by and between the Hypertrophic Cardiomyopic Association, Inc. and Vemics, Inc., entered into as of June 15, 2007.*
 
10.19  Consent to the Amendment of the Termination Date by and between EP Global Communications, Inc. and Vemics, Inc. effective as of March 4, 2008.*
 
10.20 Microsoft HealthVault Solution Provider Agreement by and between Microsoft Corporation and Vemics, Inc. effective February 15, 2008.*
 
10.21 Volume Purchase Agreement by and between Dell Marketing, L.P. and Vemics, Inc. effective as of February 19, 2008.*
  
 10.22         Service Agreement with eRx Network effective November 30, 2007.
  
 10.23      Service Agreement with Medlink effective, as of December 27, 2007.
  
 10.24 Letter Agreement with Aegis Capital Corp. regarding placement of Units in the Private Offering dated July 9, 2008.
  
 10.25 Contract for Services with the State of Pennsylvania dated July 1, 2007.
  
 10.26 Limited Asset Purchase Agreement with ClearLobby, Inc. entered in on September 12, 2008.**
      
21.1 Subsidiaries*

31.1 Certification of the President and Chief Executive Officer pursuant to Rule 13a-14(a).
 
31.2 Certification of the Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer pursuant to Rule 13a-14(a).
 
32 Certification of the President and Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer pursuant to 18 U.S.C. ss.1350, as adopted pursuant to ss.906 of

the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
 
*    Incorporated by reference to exhibits of Registrant’s Form 10 filed on May 13, 2008.
** Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to Registrant's Form 8-K filed on September 18, 2008.
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SIGNATURES
 
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.
 
 
Name Title Date
 /s/ Fred Zolla                                             President and Chief Executive Officer, October 12, 2008
 Fred Zolla (Principal Executive Officer)  
   
 /s/ Craig Stout                                           Chief Operating Officer and October 12, 2008
Craig Stout Interim Chief Financial Officer  
   
/s/ Brian Howell                                         Chief Technology Officer October 12, 2008
Brian Howell   
   
/s/ F. Chandler Coddington, Jr.               Director October 12, 2008
F. Chandler Coddington, Jr.   
   
/s/ Larry Shemen                                       Director October 13, 2008
Larry Shemen, MD   
   
/s/ Brian Groh                                           Director October 12, 2008
Brian Groh   
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Exhibit 10.22
SERVICE AGREEMENT

This Connectivity Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into as of November 30, 2007 ("Effective Date") by and between eRx Network, LLC ("eRx"), with offices at 301
Commerce Street, Suite 3150, Fort Worth Texas 76102, and Vemics, Inc., A Nevada Corporation, with offices at 523 Avalon Gardens, Nanuet, NY 10954, ("Vemics").

Recitals

Whereas                      The Vemics iMedicor Portal (“Imedicor”) gives physicians and healthcare professionals the ability to exchange patient Protected Health
Information (“PHI”) with other healthcare organizations in a HIPAA compliant environment and manner. In addition, IMedicor also makes available to it’s users a catalog of
Certified Medical Education (“CME”) content and a system that facilitates the use of voice recognition software modify, edit and create text files.

Whereas                      eRx is a healthcare network organization offering a variety of financial and clinical electronic data interchange transaction services to subscribing
healthcare providers and pharmacies. These services include faxing and electronic prescription transaction routing to subscribing healthcare providers of its own or others’ software
and/or networks through its proprietary, secure, national network (“eRx Pad®”).

Whereas                      eRx desires to establish a connection from eRx Pad® to Partner’s web portal in order to facilitate the exchange of Prescription Data between eRx
Subscribers and Vemics’s Subscribers. Functionality and components of this connection will include, but are not limited to, the following:

A.                 eRx and Vemics will work together to implement a system to allow Physician(s) to view refill requests, and approve or deny these prescription requests from
Pharmacy’s utilizing the eRx Pad®, the IMedicor Portal and the Partner Web Portal.

B.                 On a non-exclusive basis, Vemics will make available to all authorized IMedicor Subscribers the Partner Web Portal, and eRx will make available all eRx
Subscribers on eRx Pad®.

C.                 eRx will work with their customers and Vemics to advise their facsimile customers of the ability to issue refill request through Partner Web Portal rather than
by facsimile.  eRx and its customers have the right of refusal regarding messaging, including placement and message content that does not facilitate the goals of this agreement

NOW, THEREFORE, intending to be legally bound hereby, eRx and Vemics agree as follows:

1. DEFINITIONS.  Defined terms used in this Agreement but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings set forth in this Article 1 as follows:
 

1.1. "Confidential Information" shall mean confidential or other proprietary information that is disclosed by one party to the other party under this Agreement,
including, without limitation, designs, software designs and code, product specifications and documentation, business and product plans, patient information, prescription
information or data, Individually Identifiable Health Information and clinical data contained in the Prescription Data communicated between the parties, and other confidential
business information.  Confidential Information shall not include information which: (i) is or becomes public knowledge without any action by, or involvement of, the party
receiving the Confidential Information hereunder; (ii) is independently developed by the receiving party without use of the other party's Confidential Information; (iii) is already
known to the receiving party at the time of disclosure under this Agreement; or (iv) is disclosed to the receiving party by a third party who is entitled to disclose it without
restriction.
 

1.2. "Connectivity Service" shall mean the service of providing connectivity between the Partner Web Portal and eRx Pad® through which Prescription Data may be
exchanged between the parties on a non-exclusive basis.
 

1.3. "eRx Interface " shall mean the eRx portion of the bi-directional interface developed by eRx based on the Interface Specifications.
 

1.4. "eRx Subscriber" shall mean a registered pharmacy customer of eRx Pad® using an eRx software product or some other third-party software product to send and
receive transactions through eRx Pad®.
 

1.5. “IIHI” shall mean all individually identifiable health information as defined in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, as amended, and the
regulations promulgated thereunder, that is provided, directly or indirectly, by or on behalf of one party to the other party.
 

1.6. "Intellectual Property Rights" shall mean all forms of intellectual property rights and protections and proprietary rights, including without limitation, all right, title
and interest arising under United States common and statutory law and the laws of other countries to all: (i) patents and all filed, pending or potential applications for patents,
including any reissue, reexamination, division, continuation or continuation-in-part applications throughout the world now or hereafter filed; protecting all rights of patentability
(ii) trade secret rights and equivalent rights; (iii) copyrights, other literary property or authors rights, whether or not protected by copyright or as a mask work; (iv) proprietary
indicia, trademarks, trade names, symbols, logos and/or brand names and (v) inventions, know-how, methodologies and industrial design rights.
 

1.7. “Interface Specifications” shall mean the set of written documents that represents the agreed to technical design and functionality of the connection between eRx
Pad® and Partner Web Portal as set forth in Exhibit A, incorporated herein by reference.  The Interface Specifications will also include, without limitation, transaction
specifications for Prescription Data, and business rules, policies and procedures relating to the Prescription Data flow between eRx Pad® and Partner Web Portal.
 

1.8. "Partner Web Portal Interface" shall mean Vemics’s portion of the bi-directional interface developed by Vemics based on the Interface Specifications.
 

1.9. “Prescription Data” shall mean the following types of transactions: original prescriptions; refill authorization requests; refill authorizations; stop orders; and other
mutually agreed upon transaction types (as they become available from pharmacies).
 
 

 



 
 
1.10. “Privacy Rule” shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health Information, 45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164.

 
1.11. "Vemics Subscriber" shall mean a Vemics customer who is an authorized physician using a Vemics software product or some other third-party software product

and/or network to send and receive transactions through Partner Web Portal.
 

1.13.  “Security Rule” shall mean the Security Standards for Protection of Electronic Protected Health Information at 45 C.F.R. Part 164, subpart C.
 

1.14. "System" shall mean either the Partner Web Portal or the eRx Pad®, as applicable, and "Systems" shall mean the Partner Web Portal and the eRx Pad®.
 
2. SERVICES, SUPPORT AND SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS.
 

2.1. General.  Subject to the terms of this Agreement, eRx and Vemics will mutually implement the Connectivity Service using a bi-directional interface between the eRx
Pad and Partner Web Portal to facilitate the exchange of prescription related data (i.e. refill prescription request messages) between eRx Subscribers and IMedicor Subscribers.  In
connection therewith, eRx will act as an aggregator of Prescription Data for eRx Subscribers and Vemics will act as an aggregator of Prescription Data for IMedicor Subscribers.
All Prescription Data to be exchanged between eRx Pad® and Partner Web Portal will be transmitted through the single interface between the eRx Pad and Partner Web Portal.
Each party shall be responsible for providing technical support related to the Connectivity Service for users of its System in accordance with its own support policies. Each party
shall be also responsible for operating its system in a HIPAA Compliant Manner.
 

2.2. Customer Comments.  Each party shall forward to the other party any comments or complaints received by each party with respect to the other party's System or the
Connectivity Service in a timely manner.
 

2.3. Periodic Review.  At such times as the parties mutually agree, they will meet to review the Connectivity Service and to discuss any appropriate changes to the
specifications or implementation of the Connectivity Service.
 

2.4. System Modifications.  During the Term of this Agreement, neither party will modify its System so that it no longer exchanges Prescription Data in accordance with
the Interface Specifications unless (i) eRx notifies Vemics in writing of its intent to make such modifications as soon as reasonably practicable in advance of the anticipated
implementation date of such modification, (ii) Vemics notifies eRx in writing of its intent to make such modifications as soon as reasonably practicable in advance of the
anticipated implementation date of such modification, or (iii) the parties mutually agree in writing to revise the Interface Specification.  Each party shall be responsible for
expenses incurred for its own modifications. Each party has the right to modify its System to remain compliant with the HIPAA regulations.
 

2.5. Fees.  There are no fees associated with providing this service.  eRx has the right to charge its customers a standard fee for transactions routed to the Partner Web
Portal.  Vemics will not solicit or charge any fees for the Partner Web Portal service to eRx customers accept as mutually agreed to by the parties in advance any fee being charged.
Vemics shall have the right to charge Vemics Subscribers a fee for using the Partner Web Portal.
 
3. CONFIDENTIALITY and PRIVACY.
 
 

3.1. Protection of Confidential Information.  Each Party agrees not to use, transfer or otherwise disclose the Confidential Information of the other Party to any third
party, except as required to perform its obligations under this Agreement or as otherwise provided by law.  Each Party shall (i) give access to such Confidential Information solely
to those employees or independent contractors with a need to have access thereto for purposes of this Agreement, and (ii) take the same security precautions to protect against
disclosure or unauthorized use of such Confidential Information that the Party takes with its own confidential information, but, in no event, shall a Party apply less than a
reasonable standard of care to prevent such disclosure or unauthorized use. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent either Party from disclosing the Confidential Information of the
other Party pursuant to any judicial or governmental order or regulation, provided that the Party gives the other Party reasonable prior notice of such disclosure to contest such
order.
 
 

3.2. Confidentiality of Other Party’s Interface Specifications.  Each Party shall treat the Interface Specifications of the other Party’s System(s) as Confidential
Information and shall not use the Interface Specifications for any purpose other than exchanging Prescription Data in accordance with this Agreement, technical maintenance of
interface between the Party’s Systems, or as mutually agreed upon between the parties; provided, however, that nothing in this Agreement shall prevent either Party from
independently developing similar specifications with third parties as long as said development is done without reference to the other party’s confidential information.
 

3.3. Compliance with Privacy Standards. Personally identifiable health information about healthcare customers (“Protected Health Information” or “PHI”) is subject to
various statutory privacy standards, including the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (“HIPAA”), and regulations adopted thereunder by the Department
of Health and Human Services (45 C.F.R. Parts 160, 162, and 164).  eRx and Vemics shall treat such information in accordance with those standards. Whether or not either party
is a "Covered Entity" as defined in the Privacy Rule, each Party shall use and/or disclose IIHI on and/or through the Partner Web Portal: (a) solely to perform its obligations under
this Agreement and carry out treatment, payment and health care operations described in § 164.506(c) of the Privacy Rule; and (b) in compliance with the minimum necessary
standard described in § 164.502(b) of the Privacy Rule, and the Security for Standards for Protection of Electronic PHI at 45 C.F.R. Part 164, subpart C (“Security Rule”).
 

3.4. Further Obligations.   Upon expiration or any termination of this Agreement, each Party shall return or destroy, all material in any medium that contains, refers to,
or relates to such other Party’s Confidential Information, and retain no copies except as may be required to comply with applicable law. In addition, upon expiration or any
termination of this Agreement, each Party shall delete and/or “wipe clean” any data contained on any Computer System that contains Confidential Information of the other party in
order to make such inaccessible by any means possible. If such return or destruction is not feasible, each Party shall extend the protections of this Agreement to the PHI and limit
further uses and disclosures to those purposes that make the return or destruction of the PHI infeasible.
 
 

 



 
 
3.5. Consent.  eRx represents and warrants to Vemics that:

 
3.5.1. eRx has obtained or has contractually required parties with which it contracts to provide the requisite descriptions of uses and disclosures (e.g., in

notices of privacy practices to the extent required by 45 C.F.R. § 164.520) and to obtain the requisite consents, acknowledgements, authorization and other approvals
necessary to release Prescription Data, confidential patient information and IIHI to Vemics for delivery by Vemics to its Subscribers in compliance with applicable Law
and/or Statutes.

 
3.5.2. To the best of eRx’s knowledge, information and belief the requisite descriptions of uses and disclosures and the requisite consents,

acknowledgements, authorization and other approvals necessary to release Prescription Data, confidential patient information and IIHI to Vemics for delivery by Vemics to
its Subscriber’s in compliance with applicable Law and Statutes have been provided and obtained or will have been provided and obtained as of the date of release of the
applicable confidential patient information or IIHI to Vemics.

 
4. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.
 

4.1. eRx Interface.  eRx shall retain all right, title and interest in, and shall be the sole owner of, the eRx Interface, any modifications, enhancements or improvements
thereto and derivative works thereof, including any Intellectual Property Rights therein. Vemics will respect all Intellectual Property Rights of eRx.
 

4.2. Vemics Interface.  Vemics shall retain all right, title and interest in, and shall be the sole owner of the Vemics Interface, any modifications, enhancements or
improvements thereto and derivative works thereof, including any Intellectual Property Rights therein. eRx will respect all Intellectual Property Rights of Vemics.
 
5. TERM AND TERMINATION.
 

5.1. Term.  This Agreement shall commence on the Effective Date and continue for the period of three (3) years (the "Initial Term").  Thereafter, this Agreement shall
automatically renew for additional periods of one (1) year ("Renewal Term"), unless either Party gives the other Party written notice of its intention to terminate not less than
ninety (90) days prior to expiration of the Initial Term or any Renewal Term.  The Initial Term together with all Renewal Terms constitutes the "Term" of this Agreement.
 

5.2. Termination for Cause. In the event of any material breach of this Agreement, the non-breaching Party may terminate this Agreement prior to the end of the Term
by giving thirty (30) days prior written notice describing the breach to the breaching Party; provided, however, that this Agreement shall not terminate if the breaching Party has
cured said Breach within thirty (30) days after receiving written notification of its breach by non-breaching Party.
 

5.3. Termination for Insolvency.  Either Party may terminate this Agreement, immediately upon written notice, (i) upon the institution by or against the other Party of
insolvency, receivership or bankruptcy proceedings, provided that such proceedings are not dismissed within thirty (30) days of commencement, (ii) upon the other Party's making
an assignment for the benefit of creditors, or (iii) upon the other Party's dissolution or ceasing to do business.
 
6. WARRANTY DISCLAIMER.  THE ERX INTERFACE, THE ERX PAD®, ERX’S CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION, THE PARTNER WEB PORTAL INTERFACE,
PARTNER WEB PORTAL AND VEMICS’S CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION ARE PROVIDED "AS-IS," WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND.  EXCEPT TO
THE EXTENT SET FORTH HEREIN TO THE CONTRARY, EACH PARTY HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.
 
7. INDEMNIFICATION.
 

7.1. General. Each Party shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the other Party and its affiliates, and its respective directors, officers, employees and agents, from
and against any and all liability, claim, loss, damage, injury or expense (including reasonable attorneys' fees) brought by a third party to the extent arising from or in connection
with any breach of this Agreement or of any warranty hereunder or from any negligence or wrongful acts or omissions.
 

7.2. Intellectual Property Rights.  Each Party (the “First Party”) shall indemnify and hold the other (the “Second Party”) harmless from any claim by a third party and,
at its own expense, shall defend any action brought or threatened against the Second Party to the extent that such claim or action is based on a claim that any portion of its System
infringes upon the Intellectual Property Rights of a third party, not affiliated with the Parties.  In the event of such a claim or action, the First Party shall, without additional cost to
the Second Party, take one of the following actions in the First Party's discretion: (a) make the offending portion of its System non-infringing; (b) replace the offending portion of
its System with a functionally equivalent item; or (c) terminate the Second Party’s right to use its System.  Subject to the foregoing, the Second Party shall cease using any portion
of the First Party’s System, if so directed by the First Party.  Continued use of the allegedly infringing System, or any portion thereof, by the Second Party after the First Party has
directed the Second Party to cease use of the allegedly infringing System, or portion thereof, shall relieve the First Party of any further obligation under this Section 7.2 from the
date of such direction.  THE FOREGOING STATES THE ENTIRE LIABILITY OF THE FIRST PARTY WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIMS OF INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS INFRINGEMENT BY ITS SYSTEM.
 

7.3. Procedure. The indemnified Party shall promptly provide the indemnifying Party with written notice of any claim which the indemnified Party believes falls within
the scope of this Section; provided, however, that, except to the extent the indemnifying Party is actually prejudiced by the indemnified Party's failure to provide such prompt
notice, such failure to provide prompt notice hereunder shall not limit the indemnified Party's rights under this Section.  The indemnified Party may, at its own expense, assist in
the defense of any such claim if it so chooses, provided that the indemnifying Party shall control such defense and all negotiations relative to the settlement of any such claim.
 
8. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  IN NO EVENT SHALL EITHER PARTY BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF
REVENUE OR ANTICIPATED PROFITS OR LOST BUSINESS OR LOST SALES, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STRICT
LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGES. THE TOTAL LIABILITY OF EACH PARTY
ARISING FROM THIS AGREEMENT, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR STRICT LIABILITY), OR OTHERWISE, SHALL
NOT EXCEED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS. THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE
OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY.
 
 

 



 
 
9. GENERAL PROVISIONS.
 

9.1. Relationship of the Parties. The relationship established between the Parties by this Agreement is that of independent contractors, and nothing contained herein
shall be construed to: (i) give either Party the power to direct and/or control the day-to-day activities of the other, (ii) constitute the Parties as partners, joint ventures, co-owners or
otherwise as participants in a joint or common undertaking, or (iii) allow a Party to create or assume any obligation on behalf of the other Party for any purpose whatsoever, except
as contemplated by this Agreement.
 

9.2. Complete Understanding; Modification.  This Agreement constitutes the complete and exclusive agreement of the Parties and supersedes all prior understandings
and agreements, whether written or oral, with respect to the subject matter hereof.  No modification of or amendment to this Agreement, nor any waiver of any rights under this
Agreement shall be effective unless in a writing signed by both Parties hereto.
 

9.3. Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid or unenforceable under applicable law the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall not be
affected thereby.
 

9.4. Non-assignability and Binding Effect.  Neither Party shall assign or transfer this Agreement without the prior written consent of the other Party, except to a
successor-in-interest or a purchaser of substantially all of the assets of either Party, or the purchaser of the assets of the business unit or division of either Party using or providing
the Connectivity Service.  Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their permitted successors and assigns.
This Agreement may be assigned with the written consent of all the parties to this Agreement.
 

9.5. Notices.  All notices and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed effective when delivered by hand or by delivery via nationally
recognized Overnight Courier (Such Federal Express, DHL, and UPS) with a signature receipt requested, or upon receipt when mailed by registered or certified mail (return receipt
requested), postage prepaid, to the Parties at the addresses first listed above (or at such other address for a Party as shall be specified by like notice).
 

9.6. Force Majeure.  Neither Party shall be liable for any loss resulting from a cause over which it does not have direct control, including, but not limited to, failure of
electronic or mechanical equipment or communication lines, telephone or other interconnect problems, computer viruses, unauthorized access, theft, operator errors, acts or
terrorism, severe weather, earthquakes, or natural disasters, strikes or other labor problems, wars, or governmental restrictions.
 

9.7. Waiver.  No failure or delay on the part of any Party in exercising any right hereunder, irrespective of the length of time for which such failure or delay shall
continue, will operate as a waiver of, or impair, any such right.  No single or partial exercise of any right hereunder shall preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the
exercise of any other right.  No waiver of any right hereunder will be effective unless given in a signed writing.
 

9.8. Governing Law.  This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of Texas, U.S.A. without giving effect to any provision that would make the laws of another
jurisdiction applicable.
 

9.9. Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed to be an original, and all of which together shall constitute one and
the same agreement.
 

9.10. Publicity.  eRx and Vemics will issue a joint press release regarding the relationship of the parties relative to this Agreement, subject to mutually approved content
and schedule.  Neither Party shall use the other Party’s or the other Party’s customers’ logo or trademarks without the other Party’s prior written consent.
 

9.11. Amendments. The Parties agree to take such action as is necessary to amend this Agreement from time to time as is necessary to comply with the requirements of
applicable law, including but not limited to, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Public Law 104-191. However, no change, amendment, or modification to this
Agreement shall be valid and/or effective unless it is set forth in writing and signed by both parties.
 

9.12. Survival.  Any provision of this Agreement that contemplates performance or observance subsequent to termination or expiration of this Agreement shall survive
termination or expiration of this Agreement and continue in full force and effect.
 
 
 
eRx Network, LLC.       Vemics, Inc.  
By:________________________________   By:  Thomas Dorsett  
Printed Name:  _______________________   Printed Name: /s/ Thomas Dorsett                    
Title: ______________________________             Title: President Healthcare  
Date: November 30, 2007                                              Date: November 30, 2007  
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

EXHIBIT A

INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS

(TO BE DEVELOPED BY THE PARTIES AND ATTACHED HERETO AT A LATER TIME)
 

ERx Network’s product eRx Pad, an electronic prescription service (e-Script), gives retail pharmacy a common method of connecting to physicians through eRx's secure and
reliable network. Our e-script services give pharmacies the ability to utilize a common workflow for refill requests and reduces the time spent managing the doctor communication
process. Electronic prescribing automates new prescriptions and refill requests/responses. The eRx Pad solution provides a single route for all refill requests to physicians
regardless of the physician’s participation in the program. eRx Network will always determine the most efficient electronic route to the physician and fax the physician when
necessary.
 
Vemics and eRx Network will create an interface that will allow participating pharmacies  to send from their management systems, a refill request message to eRx Pad that will in
turn, be directed into the iMedicor portal. The message will travel through iMedicor and populate into a standardized form that provides the medical office with the appropriate
refill request information. The physician or staff member will the then approve or deny the request and the return message will travel back to the management system via iMedicor
and eRx Pad.

The interface will give participating physician offices the ability to register in iMedicor for free and activate their refill service immediately. A message will be sent to eRx
Network in notification that the service must be switched from fax to iMedicor electronic delivery.
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PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

This Connectivity Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into as of December 27, 2007 ("Effective Date") by and between MedLink Healthcare Networks, Inc ("MedLink"), A
Texas Corporation, with offices at 6380 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 900, Los Angeles, CA 90048, and Vemics, Inc., A Delaware Corporation, with offices at 523 Avalon Gardens,
Nanuet, NY 10954, ("Vemics").

Recitals

1.                 The Vemics iMedicor Portal (“IMedicor”) gives physicians and healthcare professionals the ability to exchange patient Protected Health Information (“PHI”)
with other healthcare organizations in a HIPAA compliant environment and manner. In addition, IMedicor also makes available to it’s users a catalog of Certified Medical
Education (“CME”) content and a system that facilitates the use of voice recognition software whose application is to modify, edit and create radiological and medical
documentation.

2.                 MedLink is a healthcare network organization offering a variety of financial and clinical discounted transaction services to  employees or patients of various
PPOs, Insurance carriers, TPAs, self-insured employers, Federal and State agencies, Union Healthcare Trusts, membership organizations and other similar companies, through
contracted healthcare providers and medical imaging facilities. These services include discounts for patients who are insured, under insured or have no insurance and require
comprehensive medical tests such as X-Ray, CT Scan, PET Scan and MRI.

3.                 MedLink desires to establish a connection from its contracted healthcare providers and medical imaging facilities to IMedicor’s web portal in order to expand
their client base and provide its client base the opportunity to use the services offered through the iMedicor professional portal. Functionality and components of this connection
will include, but are not limited to, the following:

A.                 MedLink and Vemics will work together to implement a system to allow Physician(s) not currently part of the MedLink Network the opportunity to enroll
their patients who qualify into the discounted services offer by MedLink.

B.                 On a non-exclusive basis, Vemics will make available to all authorized IMedicor Subscribers the MedLink service on an OPT in basis.

C.                 MedLink will deliver to iMedicor its list of imaging facilities, referring physicians and other health care workers that utilize their service on behalf of, or
recommended to their patients. This data base will be delivered electronically and will contain name, address, contact person, phone number, fax number and wherever possible, e-
mail address. The marketing messages or material to be sent out to all those included in this data base will not be delivered without the approval of both parties.

NOW, THEREFORE, intending to be legally bound hereby, MedLink and Vemics agree as follows:

1. DEFINITIONS.  Defined terms used in this Agreement but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings set forth in this Article 1 as follows:
 

1.1. "Confidential Information" shall mean confidential or other proprietary information that is disclosed by one party to the other party under this Agreement,
including, without limitation, designs, software designs and code, product specifications and documentation, business and product plans, patient information, prescription
information or data, Individually Identifiable Health Information and clinical data contained in the Prescription Data communicated between the parties, and other confidential
business information.  Confidential Information shall not include information which: (i) is or becomes public knowledge without any action by, or involvement of, the party
receiving the Confidential Information hereunder; (ii) is independently developed by the receiving party without use of the other party's Confidential Information; (iii) is already
known to the receiving party at the time of disclosure under this Agreement; or (iv) is disclosed to the receiving party by a third party who is entitled to disclose it without
restriction.

 
1.2. "MedLink Subscriber" shall mean a registered patient / customer of MedLink using the MedLink discounted service for those patients that are either insured, under

insured or have no insurance.
 

1.3. "Intellectual Property Rights" shall mean all forms of intellectual property rights and protections and proprietary rights, including without limitation, all right, title
and interest arising under United States common and statutory law and the laws of other countries to all: (i) patents and all filed, pending or potential applications for patents,
including any reissue, reexamination, division, continuation or continuation-in-part applications throughout the world now or hereafter filed; protecting all rights of patentability
(ii) trade secret rights and equivalent rights; (iii) copyrights, other literary property or authors rights, whether or not protected by copyright or as a mask work; (iv) proprietary
indicia, trademarks, trade names, symbols, logos and/or brand names and (v) inventions, know-how, methodologies and industrial design rights.
 

1.4. “Privacy Rule” shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health Information, 45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164.
 

1.5. "Vemics Subscriber" shall mean a Vemics Customer who is an authorized physician using a Vemics software product or some other third-party software product
and/or network to send and receive transactions through the iMedicor Portal.
 

1.13.  “Security Rule” shall mean the Security Standards for Protection of Electronic Protected Health Information at 45 C.F.R. Part 164, subpart C.
 
2. SERVICES, SUPPORT AND SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS.
 

2.1. General.  Subject to the terms of this Agreement, MedLink and Vemics will mutually implement the service to include offering iMedicor physicians the opportunity
to enroll their qualified patients, that is, those patients who are insured, under insured or non-insured with the MedLink discounted test service. This service allows for substantial
discounts when qualified patients, enrolled in the MedLink network are required by the referring physician to undergo major tests (X-Ray, CT SCAN, PET Scan, MRI, etc) and
receive the network benefit of discounted test fees. This service is offered on and OPT in basis and at the sole discretion of the physician registered in iMedicor. In exchange for
offering this service through the iMedicor portal, MedLink will deliver to iMedicor its list of referring physicians, Neurologists and Medical Imaging Centers who are part of their
network. This list will be delivered electronically as a data base file and will include name, address, city, state, zip, phone, fax and e-mail where possible. Vemics will have the
right to register all MedLink participants as temporary users and market to those registered to encourage them to visit the site and take advantage of the free communication tools
that are available. No payment obligation is required to qualified healthcare workers who register and use the site. The list will be delivered within 48 hours of execution of this
agreement.
 

 
 



 
 

2.2. Customer Comments.  Each party shall forward to the other party any comments or complaints received by each party with respect to the other party's System or the
Connectivity Service in a timely manner.
 

2.3. Periodic Review.  At such times as the parties mutually agree, they will meet to review the Service.
 

2.4. Fees.  There are no direct fees associated with providing this service to either party.
 

2.5. Compensation – Vemics will receive $ 2.00 (Two Dollars) for every transaction of qualified patients when they actually use the service as intended, that is, as a
discounted offer for under insured or for those patients without insurance. All such fees will be paid quarterly on the 15th of the month following the close of the quarter.
 
3. CONFIDENTIALITY and PRIVACY.
 

3.1.  Definition of "Confidential Information". Confidential Information  as used in this Agreement shall mean any and all technical and non-technical information
including but not limited to patent, copyright, trade secret, and proprietary information, techniques, sketches, drawings, models, inventions, know-how, processes, apparatus,
equipment, algorithms, software programs, software source documents, and formulae related to the current, future, and proposed products and services of each of the parties. and
it’s affiliates, and includes, without limitation, each of the parties and their affiliates information concerning research, experimental work, development, design details and
specifications, engineering, financial information, procurement requirements, purchasing, manufacturing, customer lists, business forecasts, sales and merchandising, and
marketing plans and information. “Confidential Information" also includes proprietary and/or confidential information of any third party that may disclose such information to
either party in the course of the other party's business.
 

3.2. Protection of Confidential Information.  Each Party agrees not to use, transfer or otherwise disclose the Confidential Information of the other Party to any third
party, except as required to perform its obligations under this Agreement or as otherwise provided by law.  Each Party shall (i) give access to such Confidential Information solely
to those employees or independent contractors with a need to have access thereto for purposes of this Agreement, and (ii) take the same security precautions to protect against
disclosure or unauthorized use of such Confidential Information that the Party takes with its own confidential information, but, in no event, shall a Party apply less than a
reasonable standard of care to prevent such disclosure or unauthorized use. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent either Party from disclosing the Confidential Information of the
other Party pursuant to any judicial or governmental order or regulation, provided that the Party gives the other Party reasonable prior notice of such disclosure to contest such
order.
 

3.3. Further Obligations.   Upon expiration or any termination of this Agreement or by written request of a Party, each Party shall return or destroy, all material in any
medium that contains, refers to, or relates to such other Party’s Confidential Information, and retain no copies except as may be required to comply with applicable law.  In
addition, upon expiration or any termination of this Agreement, each Party shall delete and/or “wipe clean” any data contained on any Computer System that contains Confidential
Information of the other party in order to make such inaccessible by any means possible. If such return or destruction is not feasible, each Party shall extend the protections of this
Agreement to the PHI and limit further uses and disclosures to those purposes that make the return or destruction of the PHI infeasible.
 

3.4. Injunctive Rights. A breach of any of the promises or agreements contained herein by either Party will result in irreparable and continuing damage to the non-
breaching Party for which there will be no adequate remedy at law, therefore the non-breaching party shall be entitled to injunctive relief and/or a decree for specific performance,
and such other relief as may be proper (including monetary damages if appropriate).
 
4. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.
 

4.1. MedLink Data Base.  MedLink shall retain all right, title and interest in, and shall be the sole owner of, the MedLink Data Base, any modifications, enhancements or
improvements thereto and derivative works thereof, including any Intellectual Property Rights therein. MedLink shall retain all right, title and interest in, and shall be the sole
owner of the MedLink Intellectual Property and/or Confidential Information in any form that it may be contained in.   Vemics will respect all Intellectual Property Rights of
MedLink.
 

4.2. Vemics Interface.  Vemics shall retain all right, title and interest in, and shall be the sole owner of the Vemics Medical Portal, iMedicor, any modifications,
enhancements or improvements thereto and derivative works thereof, including any Intellectual Property Rights therein. Vemics shall retain all right, title and interest in, and shall
be the sole owner of the Vemics Intellectual Property and/or Confidential Information in any form that it may be contained in.   MedLink will respect all Intellectual Property
Rights of Vemics.
 
5. TERM AND TERMINATION.
 

5.1. Term.  This Agreement shall commence on the Effective Date and continue for the period of three (3) years (the "Initial Term").  Thereafter, this Agreement shall
automatically renew for additional periods of one (1) year ("Renewal Term"), unless either Party gives the other Party written notice of its intention to terminate not less than
ninety (90) days prior to expiration of the Initial Term or any Renewal Term.  The Initial Term together with all Renewal Terms constitutes the "Term" of this Agreement.
 

5.2. Termination for Cause. In the event of any material breach of this Agreement, the non-breaching Party may terminate this Agreement prior to the end of the Term
by giving thirty (30) days prior written notice describing the breach to the breaching Party; provided, however, that this Agreement shall not terminate if the breaching Party has
cured said Breach within thirty (30) days after receiving written notification of its breach by non-breaching Party.
 

5.3. Termination for Insolvency. Either Party may terminate this Agreement, immediately upon written notice, (i) upon the institution by or against the other Party of
insolvency, receivership or bankruptcy proceedings, provided that such proceedings are not dismissed within thirty (30) days of commencement, (ii) upon the other Party's making
an assignment for the benefit of creditors, or (iii) upon the other Party's dissolution or ceasing to do business.
 
 

 



 
 
6. WARRANTY DISCLAIMER.  MEDLINK AND VEMICS’S CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION ARE PROVIDED "AS-IS," WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES OF ANY
KIND.  EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT SET FORTH HEREIN TO THE CONTRARY, EACH PARTY HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-
INFRINGEMENT. VEMICS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THOSE PRODUCTS AND/OR SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE
IMEDICOR WEBSITE ARE PROVIDED "AS-IS," WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND.  EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT SET FORTH HEREIN TO THE
CONTRARY, EACH PARTY HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ALL IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.
 
7. INDEMNIFICATION.
 

7.1. General. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, each Party shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the other Party and its affiliates, and its respective
directors, officers, employees and agents, from and against any and all liability, claim, loss, damage, injury or expense (including reasonable attorneys' fees) brought by a third
party to the extent arising from the indemnifying Party's System, breach of this Agreement, or negligent or willful acts or omissions.
 

7.2. Intellectual Property Rights.  Each Party (the “First Party”) shall indemnify and hold the other (the “Second Party”) harmless from any claim by a third party and,
at its own expense, shall defend any action brought or threatened against the Second Party to the extent that such claim or action is based on a claim that any portion of its System
infringes upon the Intellectual Property Rights of a third party, not affiliated with the Parties.  In the event of such a claim or action, the First Party shall, without additional cost to
the Second Party, take one of the following actions in the First Party's discretion: (a) make the offending portion of its System non-infringing; (b) replace the offending portion of
its System with a functionally equivalent item; or (c) terminate the Second Party’s right to use its System.  Subject to the foregoing, the Second Party shall cease using any portion
of the First Party’s System, if so directed by the First Party.  Continued use of the allegedly infringing System, or any portion thereof, by the Second Party after the First Party has
directed the Second Party to cease use of the allegedly infringing System, or portion thereof, shall relieve the First Party of any further obligation under this Section 7.2 from the
date of such direction.  THE FOREGOING STATES THE ENTIRE LIABILITY OF THE FIRST PARTY WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIMS OF INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS INFRINGEMENT BY ITS SYSTEM.
 

7.3. Procedure. The indemnified Party shall promptly provide the indemnifying Party with written notice of any claim which the indemnified Party believes falls within
the scope of this Section; provided, however, that, except to the extent the indemnifying Party is actually prejudiced by the indemnified Party's failure to provide such prompt
notice, such failure to provide prompt notice hereunder shall not limit the indemnified Party's rights under this Section.  The indemnified Party may, at its own expense, assist in
the defense of any such claim if it so chooses, provided that the indemnifying Party shall control such defense and all negotiations relative to the settlement of any such claim.
 
8. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  IN NO EVENT SHALL EITHER PARTY BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF
REVENUE OR ANTICIPATED PROFITS OR LOST BUSINESS OR LOST SALES, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STRICT
LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGES. THE TOTAL LIABILITY OF EACH PARTY
ARISING FROM THIS AGREEMENT, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR STRICT LIABILITY), OR OTHERWISE, SHALL
NOT EXCEED TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS. THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF
ANY LIMITED REMEDY. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY CLAUSE SHALL NOT APPLY TO THE INDEMINIFCATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE PARTIES SET
FORTH IN SECTION 7. OF THIS AGREEMENT.
 
9. GENERAL PROVISIONS.
 

9.1. Relationship of the Parties. The relationship established between the Parties by this Agreement is that of independent contractors, and nothing contained herein
shall be construed to: (i) give either Party the power to direct and/or control the day-to-day activities of the other, (ii) constitute the Parties as partners, joint ventures, co-owners or
otherwise as participants in a joint or common undertaking, or (iii) allow a Party to create or assume any obligation on behalf of the other Party for any purpose whatsoever, except
as contemplated by this Agreement.
 

9.2. Complete Understanding; Modification.  This Agreement constitutes the complete and exclusive agreement of the Parties and supersedes all prior understandings
and agreements, whether written or oral, with respect to the subject matter hereof.  No modification of or amendment to this Agreement, nor any waiver of any rights under this
Agreement shall be effective unless in a writing signed by both Parties hereto.
 

9.3. Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid or unenforceable under applicable law the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall not be
affected thereby.
 

9.4. Non-assignability and Binding Effect.  Neither Party shall assign or transfer this Agreement without the prior written consent of the other Party, except to a
successor-in-interest or a purchaser of substantially all of the assets of either Party, or the purchaser of the assets of the business unit or division of either Party using or providing
the Connectivity Service.  Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their permitted successors and assigns.
This Agreement may be assigned with the written consent of all the parties to this Agreement. In addition, the parties hereby agree that Vemics, Inc. shall have the right to assign
this Contract to any wholly owned subsidiary of Vemics, Inc.
 

9.5. Notices.  All notices and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed effective when delivered by hand or by delivery via nationally
recognized Overnight Courier (Such Federal Express, DHL, and UPS) with a signature receipt requested, or upon receipt when mailed by registered or certified mail (return receipt
requested), postage prepaid, to the Parties at the addresses first listed above (or at such other address for a Party as shall be specified by like notice).
 

9.6. Force Majeure.  Neither Party shall be liable for any loss resulting from a cause over which it does not have direct control, including, but not limited to, failure of
electronic or mechanical equipment or communication lines, telephone or other interconnect problems, computer viruses, unauthorized access, theft, operator errors, acts or
terrorism, severe weather, earthquakes, or natural disasters, strikes or other labor problems, wars, or governmental restrictions.
 

9.7. Waiver.  No failure or delay on the part of any Party in exercising any right hereunder, irrespective of the length of time for which such failure or delay shall
continue, will operate as a waiver of, or impair, any such right.  No single or partial exercise of any right hereunder shall preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the
exercise of any other right.  No waiver of any right hereunder will be effective unless given in a signed writing.
 
 

 



 
 
9.8. Governing Law.  This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York, U.S.A. without giving effect to any provision that would make the laws of

another jurisdiction applicable.
 

9.9. Arbitration. In the event either party brings an action against the other to enforce the provisions of this Agreement, such action shall be resolved by arbitration in the
County and State of the defending party, under the rules of the American Arbitration Association, with each party hereto appointing one arbitrator and the two appointed arbitrators
appointing a third arbitrator.  The arbitrators will have no authority to vary or ignore the terms of this Agreement, and will be bound by controlling law.  The parties acknowledge
because this Agreement affects interstate commerce the Federal Arbitration Act applies.  The majority decision of the three arbitrators shall be binding upon the parties
hereto.  Each party shall pay for their own costs of representation and the fees of the Arbitrators shall be shared equally.
 

9.10. Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed to be an original, and all of which together shall constitute one
and the same agreement.
 

9.11. Publicity.  MedLink and Vemics will issue a joint press release regarding the relationship of the parties relative to this Agreement, subject to mutually approved
content and schedule.  Neither Party shall use the other Party’s or the other Party’s customers’ logo or trademarks without the other Party’s prior written consent.
 

9.12. Amendments. The Parties agree to take such action as is necessary to amend this Agreement from time to time as is necessary to comply with the requirements of
applicable law, including but not limited to, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Public Law 104-191. However, no change, amendment, or modification to this
Agreement shall be valid and/or effective unless it is set forth in writing and signed as well as agreed to by both parties.
 

9.13. Survival.  Any provision of this Agreement that contemplates performance or observance subsequent to termination or expiration of this Agreement shall survive
termination or expiration of this Agreement and continue in full force and effect.
 
 
MedLink Healthcare Networks, Inc.     Vemics, Inc.  
By:   Richard Burnett   By:  Thomas Dorsett  
Printed Name:  /s/ Richard Burnett                     Printed Name: /s/ Thomas Dorsett                    
Title: EVP/COO                                                                  Title: President Healthcare  
D a t e : February 15,
2008                                                                

  Date: February 14, 2008  
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AEGIS CAPITAL CORP.
810 Seventh Avenue, 11th Floor

New York, New York 10019
www.aegiscap.com

July 9th, 2008
Robert Nathan
Managing Director Investment Banking
212 237 2984
rnathan@aegiscap.com

Mr. Fred Zolla
Chief Executive Officer
Vemics, Inc.
521 Avalon Drive
Nanuet, New York, 10954

Dear Mr. Zolla,

This letter agreement (this “Agreement”) confirms the engagement of Aegis Capital Corp. Inc. (“ACC”) by Vemics, Inc.  (“Vemics” or the “Company”)   as exclusive placement
agent and financial advisor to arrange the sale of equity or equity-linked securities including convertible preferred, convertible debt and  warrants (“Equity” or the “Securities”) on
behalf of the Company. The sale of Securities (the “Financing” or “Financings”) may be completed under an effective shelf registration statement, if applicable, or may occur
through a private placement pursuant to one or more exemptions from registration under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), and in compliance with
applicable securities laws of states and other jurisdictions (“Blue Sky Laws”).

1 .           Retention.  Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, Vemics hereby engages ACC to act on behalf of the Company as its exclusive placement agent and
financial advisor during the Authorization Period (as defined below) to arrange for the sale of Securities in an amount and on terms and conditions satisfactory to the Company and
to assist Vemics in the pursuit of a sale or merger of the company, when, as and if appropriately determined by the Company and ACC hereby accepts such engagement.

During the Authorization Period, Vemics shall not, and shall not permit its affiliates or their representatives to, directly or indirectly, (i) offer any Securities for sale to, or
otherwise contact, discuss or negotiate with respect to any offer or sale of any Securities with, any person, entity, organization or corporation (ii) authorize anyone other than ACC
to act on behalf of the Company to place any Securities or (iii) have any discussions or negotiations with any person other than ACC with respect to engaging such person as a
finder, broker, dealer, agent or financial advisor in connection with any sale of Securities. Vemics shall, and shall cause its affiliates and its and their officers, directors, employees
and representatives to, promptly refer to ACC all offers, inquiries and proposals relating to the sale of any Securities, received at any time during the Authorization Period.

2 .           Authorization Period.  ACC’s engagement shall become effective on the date hereof and, unless terminated by Vemics or ACC, shall continue in effect until such
termination.  In the event that there has not been an initial closing on a Financing within one hundred and eighty (180) days of the execution of this Agreement, the Company may
terminate this Agreement in writing upon thirty days notice.   The period from the date hereof through the expiration by termination of this Agreement is called the “Authorization
Period.”

3.           Compensation.   Vemics shall pay ACC the compensation set forth below:

a .           Cash Fee for Equity.   Vemics shall pay ACC a cash placement fee equal to ten 10% per cent on any gross proceeds received by the Company in connection with the sale
of Securities or a Financing. Cash placement fee shall be paid by wire transfer on the closing date directly from and by the escrow account on which the Company receives such
aggregate consideration and/or directly from the company by wire transfer on the closing date on which the Company receives such aggregate consideration, should there be no
escrow agent. Additionally, ACC shall act as solicitation agent on behalf of Vemics in connection with the exercise of any investor warrants issued in connection with the
Financings and shall pay ACC a cash fee of 4% of the aggregate consideration received by Vemics in connection with the exercise of such warrants, if such warrants exist.

b.           Placement Agent Warrants for Equity.  On each closing date of a Financing on which aggregate consideration is paid or becomes payable to the Company for the
sale of its Securities, Vemics shall issue to ACC or its permitted assigns, warrants (the “Warrants”) to purchase such number of shares of the common stock of the Company equal
to ten per cent 10% of the aggregate number of shares of common stock of the Company issued and issuable by the Company under and in connection with the Financings.  The
number of shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of the Warrants shall include all shares of common stock issuable under the Securities, including, without limitation,
shares issuable upon conversion or exercise of the Securities.  The Warrants shall provide for cashless exercise (even if the Purchasers do not have such right) and have terms and
conditions identical to the Securities purchased by the Purchasers, including, without limitation, anti-dilution and full ratchet provisions to take into account any issuance of
additional shares of common stock as a result of an adjustment to the Securities or the shares of common stock underlying the Securities.  The exercise price per share of the
Warrants shall be equal to hundred and ten (110%) per cent of the effective price per share paid by the Purchasers for the Securities (or in the event of a convertible security, the
conversion price or exercise price per share of common stock on the closing date). The Warrants shall be exercisable after the date of issuance and shall expire five years after the
date of issuance, unless otherwise extended by the Company.  The Warrants shall include anti-dilution protection, including protection against issuances of securities at prices (or
with exercise prices, in the case of warrants, options or rights) below the exercise price of the Warrants. The Warrants shall not be callable or redeemable. The Warrants shall also
include one demand registration right exercisable following the first anniversary of the closing, and piggyback registration rights.  The Warrants shall be transferable within ACC,
at ACC’s discretion.

c .           Tail Period. Vemics shall and shall cause its affiliates to, pay to ACC, all compensation described in this Section 3 with respect to all Securities sold to a purchaser or
purchasers at any time prior to the expiration of eighteen (18) months after the termination of this Agreement (the “Tail Period”) if, (i) such purchaser or purchasers were identified
to the Company by ACC during the Authorization Period, (ii) ACC advised the Company with respect to such purchaser or purchasers during the Authorization Period or (iii) the
Company or ACC had discussions with such purchaser or purchasers during the Authorization Period. At the expiration of this Agreement, ACC will provide to the Company a
detailed list identifying all persons, parties, entities, funds, institutions or other such contacts with which ACC had discussions during the Authorization Period. Such list shall serve
as the determinant with regard to the Tail Period compensation.
 
 

 



 
 
4 .           Reimbursements. Regardless of whether the Financing or sales of Securities are consummated, the Company shall reimburse ACC for all of its reasonable out-of-pocket
expenses, not to exceed $15,000 without the written consent of Vemics, incurred in connection with its engagement, including the fees and disbursements of counsel for ACC and
the expenses of any travel that may be necessary.

5.           Representations, Warranties and Covenants of Vemics. Vemics represents and warrants to, and covenants with, ACC as follows:

a.           Neither the Company nor any person acting on its behalf has taken, and Vemics shall not and shall not permit its affiliates to take, directly or indirectly, any action so as to
cause any of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement to fail to be entitled to exemption from registration or qualification under all applicable securities laws or which
constitutes general advertising or general solicitation (as those terms are used in Regulation D under the Securities Act) with respect to the Securities.

b.           Vemics shall take and shall cause its affiliates to take such actions as may be required to cause compliance with this Agreement.  ACC acknowledges that Vemics may
cause its affiliates to perform any of its obligations hereunder; provided, however, that Vemics’ intention to do so (or any action by Vemics or ACC in respect thereof) shall not
relieve Vemics from its obligation to perform such obligations when due.

c.           The Company will furnish, or cause to be furnished, to ACC such information as ACC believes appropriate to its engagement hereunder (all such information, the
"Information") and the Company represents that all such Information will be accurate and complete in all material respects.  The Company will promptly notify ACC of any
change that may be material in such Information.  It is understood that ACC will be entitled to rely on and use the Information and other information that is publicly available
without independent verification, and will not be responsible in any respect for the accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of all such Information or to conduct any independent
verification or any appraisal or physical inspection of properties or assets.

6.           Representations, Warranties and Covenants of ACC.  ACC represents and warrants to, and covenants with, Vemics as follows:

a.           None of ACC, its affiliates or any person acting on behalf of ACC or any of such affiliates has engaged or will engage in any general solicitation or general advertising (as
those terms are used in Regulation D under the Securities Act) with respect to the Securities.

b.           ACC will use its best efforts to conduct the offering and sale of Securities so that Securities are sold in a transaction or series of transactions exempt from registration
under the Securities Act.

c.           ACC will send Materials related to the Financings only to persons that the ACC reasonably believes are “accredited investors” (as defined under Rule 501(a) of the
Securities Act).

d.           ACC agrees that, except as otherwise required by law, regulation or court order or as contemplated by its engagement hereunder, the non-public Information furnished to
ACC by the Company shall be held by ACC as confidential.

7 .           Indemnification.  The Company agrees to the indemnification and other agreements set forth in the attached Indemnification Agreement, the provisions of which are
incorporated herein by reference.

8 .           Subsequent Offerings. If a Financing has been completed then ACC shall have the right of first refusal from the date hereof until twenty four (24) months after the
termination of this Agreement, to act as the managing placement agent in connection with the sale of equity or equity-linked securities through a Private Placement or Directed
Public Offering under a shelf registration statement.  In addition, during the Authorization Period and, if a Financing has been completed, then for twenty four (24) months
thereafter, ACC shall have the right of first refusal to act  as a lead manager in an underwritten public offering of the Company’s securities. Furthermore, if a Financing has been
completed as contemplated hereunder, and the same investors or any combination of the same investors provide the Company with additional capital at any time during a period of
twenty four (24) months following the termination of this engagement, through the subsequent purchase of Securities from the Company, then, the Company shall pay to ACC a
fee equal to three and one half (3.5%) per cent of the proceeds  from such sale of Securities to those investors.

9 .           Mergers & Acquisitions.  During the Authorization Period and for a period of twenty four (24) months thereafter, ACC shall act as the financial advisor to the Company
with respect to any potential business combination involving the Company, including acquisitions or mergers or the sale of the Company or certain assets or divisions of the
Company (a “Business Combination”). ACC shall be compensated for any Business Combination completed during the Authorization Period or for the twenty four (24) month
period thereafter (the “Tail Period”).  Vemics shall pay ACC an amount (the “Transaction Fee”) according to the schedule hereunder, based on the transaction value, which is
payable in cash on the closing date of such Business Combination, subject to a minimum Transaction Fee of $250,000.
 

 
 

 



 

Transaction Value Transaction Fee 
Up to $10,000,000 5.0% of such amount
Over $10,000,000 up to $15,000,000 4.0% of such amount
Over $15,000,000 up to $20,000,000 3.0% of such amount
Over $20,000,000 up to $25,000,000 2.0% of such amount
Over $25,000,000 1.0% of such amount

If a Financing has been completed then for the twenty four (24) month period following the termination of this Agreement, if Vemics elects to pursue the sale of the Company or
receives an offer to purchase or merge with the Company by a person not covered under the section above, Vemics agrees to engage ACC to act as its financial advisor in
connection with the potential sale or merger. The Company shall compensate ACC as its financial advisor under terms that reflect ACC’s normal and customary compensation for
such services, as agreed between Vemics and ACC in good faith.  ACC shall provide financial advisory services on terms to be negotiated in good faith prior to the Closing.

1 0 .           Survival of Certain Provisions.  The expense, indemnification, reimbursement and contribution obligations of Vemics provided herein and in the attached
Indemnification Agreement and ACC’s rights to compensation (which term includes all fees, amounts and Warrants due or which may become due) shall remain operative and in
full force and effect regardless of (i) any withdrawal, termination or consummation of or failure to initiate or consummate any transaction described herein or (ii) any termination
or the completion or expiration of this Agreement.

1 1 .           Notices.  Notice given pursuant to any of the provisions of this Agreement shall be given in writing and shall be sent by certified mail, return receipt request or
recognized overnight courier or personally delivered (a) if to the Company, to Vemics office at 521 Avalon Gardens Drive, Nanuet, New York 10954 Attention: Fred Zolla; and
(b) if to ACC, to its office at 810 Seventh Avenue, 11th floor, New York, NY 10019 Attention: Robert Nathan

12.           Confidentiality. No financial advice rendered by ACC pursuant to this Agreement may be disclosed publicly in any manner without ACC’s prior written consent, except
as may be required by law, regulation or court order but subject to the limitation below.  If the Company is required or reasonably expects to be so required to disclose any advice,
Vemics shall provide ACC with prompt notice thereof so that ACC may seek a protective order or other appropriate remedy and take reasonable efforts to assure that all of such
advice disclosed will be covered by such order or other remedy.  Whether or not such a protective order or other remedy is obtained, Vemics will and will cause its affiliates to
disclose only that portion of such advice, which the Company is so required to disclose.

13.           Miscellaneous.  This Agreement (including the attached Indemnification Agreement) sets forth the entire agreement between the parties, supersedes and merges all prior
written or oral agreements with respect to the subject matter hereof, may only be amended in writing and shall be governed by the laws of the State of New York applicable to
agreements made and to be performed entirely within such State.  The parties shall make reasonable efforts to resolve any dispute concerning this Agreement, its construction or its
alleged breach by face-to-face negotiations. If such negotiations fail to resolve the dispute, the dispute shall be finally decided by arbitration in accordance with the rules then in
effect of the American Arbitration Association. Any arbitration will be conducted in the New York City metropolitan area.  Vemics (for the Company, for anyone claiming
through or in the name of the Company and on behalf of the equity holders of the Company) and ACC each hereby irrevocably waives any right it may have to trial by jury in
respect of any claim arising out of this Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby.

Either party may assign this Agreement with the prior written consent of the other party.
 
If any provision of this Agreement is determined to be invalid or unenforceable in any respect, such determination will not effect such provision in any other respect or any other
provision of this Agreement.

Please confirm that the foregoing correctly sets forth our agreement by signing and returning to ACC the enclosed duplicate copy of this Agreement.

 
 
 Very truly yours,  
   
 NameAegis Capital Corp., Inc.  
    

By: /s/ Robert Nathan                              
  Robert Nathan  
  Managing Director  
    
 
ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO this 19th day of July 2008                                                                           

Vemics, Inc.

By:      /s/ Fred Zolla                                                     
Name: Fred Zolla
Title:   Chief Executive Officer
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 TO: Aegis Capital Corp.., Inc.  May 22, 2007
 810 Seventh  Avenue, 11th Floor  
 New York, NY  10019  

In connection with your engagement pursuant to our letter agreement of even date herewith (the “Engagement”), we agree to indemnify and hold harmless Aegis Capital
Corp.., Inc. (“ACC” or “you”) and its affiliates, the respective directors, officers, partners, agents and employees of ACC and its affiliates, and each other person, if any,
controlling ACC or any of its affiliates (collectively, “Indemnified Persons”), from and against, and we agree that no Indemnified Person shall have any liability to us or our
owners, parents, affiliates, security holders or creditors for, any losses, claims, damages or liabilities (including actions or proceedings in respect thereof) (collectively “Losses”)
(A) related to or arising out of (i) our actions or failures to act (including statements or omissions made, or information provided, by us or our agents) or (ii) actions or failures to
act by an Indemnified Person with our consent or in reliance on our actions or failures to act, or (B) otherwise related to or arising out of the Engagement or your performance
thereof, except that this clause (B) shall not apply to any Losses that are finally judicially determined to have resulted primarily from your bad faith or gross negligence or breach
of the letter agreement.  If such indemnification is for any reason not available or insufficient to hold you harmless, we agree to contribute to the Losses involved in such proportion
as is appropriate to reflect the relative benefits received (or anticipated to be received) by us and by you with respect to the Engagement or, if such allocation is judicially
determined unavailable, in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect other equitable considerations such as the relative fault of us on the one hand and of you on the other hand;
provided, however, that, in no event shall the amount to be contributed by you exceed the fees actually received by you under the Engagement. 
 

We will reimburse each Indemnified Person for all expenses (including reasonable fees and disbursements of counsel) as they are incurred by such Indemnified Person in
connection with investigating, preparing for or defending any action, claim, investigation, inquiry, arbitration or other proceeding (“Action”) referred to above (or enforcing this
agreement or any related engagement agreement), whether or not in connection with pending or threatened litigation in which any Indemnified Person is a party, and whether or not
such Action is initiated or brought by you .  We further agree that we will not settle or compromise or consent to the entry of any judgment in any pending or threatened Action in
respect of which indemnification may be sought hereunder (whether or not an Indemnified Person is a party therein) unless we have given you reasonable prior written notice
thereof and used all reasonable efforts, after consultation with you, to obtain an unconditional release of each Indemnified Person from all liability arising therefrom.  In the event
we are considering entering into one or a series of transactions involving a merger or other business combination or a dissolution or liquidation of all or a significant portion of our
assets, we shall promptly notify you in writing.  If requested by ACC, we shall then establish alternative means of providing for our obligations set forth herein on terms and
conditions reasonably satisfactory to ACC.
 

If multiple claims are brought against you in any Action with respect to at least one of which indemnification is permitted under applicable law and provided for under
this agreement, we agree that any judgment, arbitration award or other monetary award shall be conclusively deemed to be based on claims as to which indemnification is
permitted and provided for.  In the event that you are called or subpoenaed to give testimony in a court of law, we agree to pay your expenses related thereto and $5,000 per person
per day for every day or part thereof that we are required to be there or in preparation thereof.  Our obligations hereunder shall be in addition to any rights that any Indemnified
Person may have at common law or otherwise.  Solely for the purpose of enforcing this agreement, we hereby consent to personal jurisdiction and to service and venue in any court
in which any claim which is subject to this agreement is brought by or against any Indemnified Person.  We acknowledge that in connection with the Engagement you are acting as
an independent contractor with duties owing solely to us.  YOU HEREBY AGREE, AND WE HEREBY AGREE ON OUR OWN BEHALF AND, TO THE EXTENT
PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ON BEHALF OF OUR SECURITY HOLDERS, TO WAIVE ANY RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM,
COUNTER-CLAIM OR ACTION ARISING OUT OF THE ENGAGEMENT, YOUR PERFORMANCE THEREOF OR THIS AGREEMENT.
 

The provisions of this agreement shall apply to the Engagement (including related activities prior to the date hereof) and any modification thereof and shall remain in full
force and effect regardless of the completion or termination of the Engagement.  This agreement and any other agreements relating to the Engagement shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of the state of New York, without regard to conflicts of law principles thereof.

 
Very truly yours,
 

 
ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO this ________day of__________   
   
AEGIS CAPITAL CORP.., INC. Client:Vemics, Inc.

 
   
By: By:
 Name: Robert Nathan  Name: Fred Zolla
 Title:    Managing Director  Title:   Chief Executive Officer
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Lancaster-Lebanon
Intermediate Unit 13

Burle Business Park
1020 New Holland Avenue

Lancaster, PA  17601
717-569-7331
www.lu13.org

 
 
 

Ms. Zaro:

Enclosed you will find two copies of a “Contract for Services” numbered 078-750-0027-00.  Please sign both copies, keep one for your records and return the other to the
Pennsylvania Training and Technical Assistance Network, ATTN: Sandra Nace, 6340 Flank Drive, Suite 600, Harrisburg, PA, 1711.

Thank you,

Cliff Pogue
Program Administrator

c: file
 

 
 



 

CONTRACT FOR SERVICES

Contractor:            Vemics, Inc.
24 Front Street
Denville, NJ  07834

Lancaster-Lebanon Intermediate Unit 13 (the “IU”) and the Contractor named above (the “Contractor”) agree as follows:

 1. The services (the “Services) to be provided by the Contractor are described on the attached Exhibit A.

 2. The amount to be paid by the IU to the Contractor for the Services provided by the Contractor is the agreed upon amount of $4,500/event for a
maximum of 16 events.

 3. This Agreement is for a term beginning July 1, 2007 and ending June 30, 2008.

 4. Contractor will furnish the IU with such information as the IU may request in connection with the Services and amounts to be paid to
Contractor.  Payment for the Services rendered shall be made in accordance with the IU’s usual payment procedures.

 5. Invoices submitted by contractor must be substantiated with a listing that references the events by title and date.  Invoices should be submitted to the
Pennsylvania Training and Technical Assistance Network,  ATTN:  Sandy Nace, 6340 Flank Drive, Suite 600, Harrisburg, PA 17112.

 6. This Agreement is subject to the General Terms and Conditions for Service Contracts set forth on the attached Exhibit B and the State Contractor’s
Non-Discrimination Notice set forth on the attached Exhibit C.

Vemics, Inc.                                
By: /s/ Fred Zolla                     
Printed Name: Fred Zolla          

Lancaster-Lebanon Intermediate Unit 13
By: /s/ Dr. Cynthia S. Burkhart                    
             Dr. Cynthia S. Burkhart

 
 

 



 
 

SERVICES

Provide Vemics LiveAccess ™ Total Managed Event Service for selected training events.  This Event Service is to include the following:

 1.) Provide up to 29 fully interactive live sites (passing online pre-qualification testing) that replicate a classroom
 2.) Provide one-way streaming of the audio/video/content to up to 200 sites (or views) with Internet access.
 3.) Record and provide web access views of the Archive Version of the training event for 30 days.
 4.) Provide technical support for software installation assistance, online training in the use of the system, technical and event monitoring, and help desk support.
 5.) Fully manage event service that includes live set-up, registration, participant and presenter training, and other pre-event testing activities.
 6.) Provide the use of 5 Vemics Kits (web camera, 2 microphones, headset with microphone) for each event.
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  GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR SERVICE CONTRACT

  1. Performance

  Contractor shall furnish all labor, supervisions, materials, supplies and equipment for the Services.

  2. Taxes

  Contractor shall pay all federal, state and local taxes pertaining to the Services or Contractor’s performance of the Services.

  3. Insurance

  (a)  Contractor shall obtain and maintain insurance as follows:

  (i) Automobile Liability – Automobile Liability Insurance covering all owned hired and non-owned vehicles in the amount of $1,000,000 per occurrence with not more
than $1,000 per occurrence deductible or self-insurance retention.
  (ii) Workers’ Compensation – Workers’ Compensation Insurance, disability benefit and other social insurance as may be required by law.
  (iii) Comprehensive General Liability – Comprehensive General Liability Insurance in the amount of $1,000,000 per occurrence with not more than $1,000 per
occurrence deductible or self-insurance retention.

  (b)  Contractor shall upon request submit insurance certificates (“Certificates”) evidencing required insurance coverages.
 
4.  Time for Completion

  Contractor shall perform and furnish the Services in a timely manner.  Any time specified for performance or completion of the Services is of the essence.

5. Termination

Lancaster-Lebanon Intermediate Unit No. 13 (“IU”) may at any time terminate the Contract.  Upon such termination, Contractor shall be paid for Services rendered to the date
of termination and shall be entitled to no other additional amounts.
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6. Legal Compliance

Contractor shall comply with all governmental requirements applicable to the Services or Contractor’s performance of the Services.

7. Contractor

Contractor is an independent contractor to IU.  Contractor is not an agent or employee of IU, and Contractor is not authorized to make any representations or incur any
liabilities on behalf of IU.

8. Indemnification

Contractor shall indemnify and hold harmless IU and each IU’s directors, officers, employees and agents from and of all costs (including reasonable counsel fees), claims,
demands, actions and causes of action which relate to or arise by reason of any act or omission of Contractor (or any of the contractor’s directors, officers, employees, agents,
or business invitees), whether such act of omission is intentional, reckless, negligent or inadvertent.

9. Assignment

Contractor shall not assign or subcontract Contractor’s obligations without the prior written consent of IU; and any assignment of subcontractor not consented to by IU shall
be void.  Except as provided above, the Contract shall bind and benefit Contractor and IU and their respective successors and assigns.

10. Governing Law, Dispute Resolution

The Contract and any issues as to validity, construction or performance shall be governed by the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  Contractor and IU each agree
that exclusive jurisdiction and venue for resolution of any disputes relating to the Services or the Contractor shall be in the Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, Court of Common
Pleas.  IU and Contractor consent to such exclusive jurisdiction and venue.  Contractor hereby waives all rights to a jury trial and agrees that all disputes shall be resolved by a
judge sitting without a jury.
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STATE CONTRACTOR’S
NONDISCRIMINATION NOTICE

THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY REQUIREMENTS OF THE COMMONWEALTH’S CONTRACT COMPLIANCE
PROGRAM FOR STATE CONTRACTORS COVERS ALL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES WHICH INCLUDE HIRING, RECRUITMENT,
PLACEMENT, SELECTION FOR TRAINING, PROMOTION AND COMPENSATION.

STATE CONTRACTOR’S AND THEIR SUBCONTRACTORS MUST INSURE THAT APPLICANTS AND EMPLOYEES ARE NOT
DISCRIMINATED AGAINST ON THE BASIS OF RACE, COLOR, RELIGIONS CREED, ANCESTRY, NATIONAL ORIGIN, AGE,
DISABILITY, OR SEX.  COMPLIANCE REVIEWS ARE CONDUCTED BY THE COMMONWEALTH TO INSURE THAT THESE
REQUIREMENTS ARE MET.

Our company is a state contractor and is committed to the principles of EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY for all persons.  We have
agreed to the Non-Discrimination Clause in our contract in accordance with the Commonwealth requirements.

Employees of our company who would like to receive additional information about the nondiscrimination requirements should contact the
personnel manager of this company or:

THE BUREA OF CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES
502 NORTH OFFICE BUILDING

HARRISBURG, PA  17125
TELEPHONE (717) 787-7380



 
Exhibit 31.1

CERTIFICATION

I, Fred Zolla, certify that:

1. I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Vemics, Inc;

2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of the
circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;

3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial condition, results of
operations and cash flows of the small business issuer as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4. The small business issuer's other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules
13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) for the small business issuer and have:

a.  designed such disclosure controls and procedures to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by
others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this annual report is being prepared;

b. evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures as of the end of the period (the “Evaluation Date”); and

c.   presented in this annual report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures based on our evaluation as of the Evaluation Date;

5. The small business issuer's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation, of internal control over financial reporting, to the small business
issuer's auditors and the audit committee of the small business issuer's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):

a. all significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the
small business issuer's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b. any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the small business issuer's internal control over financial
reporting.

6.  The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have indicated in this annual report whether there were significant changes in internal controls or in other factors that could
significantly affect internal controls subsequent to the date of our most recent evaluation, including any corrective actions with regard to significant deficiencies and material
weaknesses.

/s/ Fred Zolla                                                 
Fred Zolla
President and Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)
Date: October 14, 2008                                           
 



Exhibit 31.2
CERTIFICATION

I, Craig Stout, certify that:

1. I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Vemics, Inc.;

2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of the
circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;

3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial condition, results of
operations and cash flows of the small business issuer as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4. The small business issuer's other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules
13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) for the small business issuer and have:

a.  designed such disclosure controls and procedures to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by
others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this annual report is being prepared;

b.  evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures as of the end of the period (the “Evaluation Date”); and

c.   presented in this annual report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures based on our evaluation as of the Evaluation Date;

5. The small business issuer's other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation, of internal control over financial reporting, to the small business
issuer's auditors and the audit committee of the small business issuer's board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):

a. all significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the
small business issuer's ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b. any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the small business issuer's internal control over financial
reporting.

6.  The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have indicated in this annual report whether there were significant changes in internal controls or in other factors that could
significantly affect internal controls subsequent to the date of our most recent evaluation, including any corrective actions with regard to significant deficiencies and material
weaknesses.

/s/ Craig Stout                        
Craig Stout
Chief Operating Officer and Interim Chief Financial Officer
Date: October 14, 2008                                           
 



Exhibit 32

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350, AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002

The undersigned have executed this certification in connection with the filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission of the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for
the period ending June 30, 2008.  The undersigned hereby certify that to our knowledge:

(1) The Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

(2) The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the Company.

Dated:   October 14, 2008                          /s/ Fred Zolla                                            
Fred Zolla
President and Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

Dated:   October 14, 2008                          /s/ Craig Stout                                        
Craig Stout
Chief Operating Officer and Interim Chief Financial Officer


